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iQKbǴ +M BMi2`7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qBi? 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BH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b+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#H2- +?BT@#b2/ [mMimK M2irQ`Fb Bb  i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h?Bb i?2bBb 2tTHQ`2b i?2 #bB+ BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M  bQHB/ bii2 2KBii2` M/ Bib T?Q@
iQMB+ 2MpB`QMK2MiX h?2 2MpB`QMK2Mi +M #2 /2bB;M2/ iQ +QM+2Mi`i2 M/ i`T HB;?i
7Q` +Q?2`2Mi HB;?i@Kii2` BMi2`+iBQMb i?i 7mM/K2MiHHv Hi2` i?2 2KBii2`Ƕb #2?pBQ`-
Q` Bi +M #2 /2bB;M2/ iQ 2{+B2MiHv +?MM2H HB;?i BMiQ M Q#b2`pBM; /2pB+2X "Qi? b@
T2+ib `2 BMp2biB;i2/ ?2`2X qQ`FBM; rBi? bBM;H2 MBi`Q;2M@p+M+v ULoV +QHQ` +2Mi2`b
BM /BKQM/- r2 2M;BM22` i?2B` bm``QmM/BM;b iQ BM+Q`TQ`i2 i?2K BMiQ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH
+pBiB2b M/ MMQT?QiQMB+ rp;mB/2 /2pB+2bX Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM; Bb /2KQMbi`i2/ 7Q`
?v#`B/ bvbi2Kb- r?2`2 i?2 +pBiv Bb 7#`B+i2/ 7`QK ;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M/ 7Q` KQMQ@
HBi?B+ /2pB+2b 7#`B+i2/ 2MiB`2Hv 7`QK /BKQM/X 1M?M+2K2Mi Q7 i?2 Lo x2`Q T?QMQM
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H2 K2i`QHQ;vX S`2+Bb2 +QMi`QH Q7 i?2 Lo +?`;2 bii2 M/ 2{+B2Mi +QMp2`@
bBQM Q7 i?2 Lo bTBM bii2 iQ  +?`;2 bii2 Bb /2KQMbi`i2/- 7m`i?2` 2M?M+BM; i?2
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+M+v +2Mi2`b BM /B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RXk *pBiv ZmMimK 1H2+i`Q/vMKB+b rBi? Lo +2Mi2`b BM S?QiQMB+ *`vbi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RXj LMQb+H2 K2i`QHQ;v X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X N
k .2i2`KBMBbiB+ *QmTHBM; Q7  aBM;H2 Lo *2Mi2` iQ  S?QiQMB+
*`vbiH *pBiv Ry
kXR AMi`Q/m+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Ry
kXk S* /2bB;M- 7#`B+iBQM- 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j *QmTHBM; Q7 Lo *2Mi2`b iQ S?QiQMB+ *`vbiH LMQ#2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.BKQM/ kR
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jXk S* /2bB;M 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jXj S* +?`+i2`BxiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ke
jX9 *pBiv bT2+i`H imMBM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X kN
jX8 Sm`+2HH 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 Lo wSG X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jR
jXe *QM+HmbBQM M/ QmiHQQF X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X j9
9 aTBM iQ *?`;2 *QMp2`bBQM BM Lo *2Mi2`b je
9XR AMi`Q/m+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X je
9Xk 1tT2`BK2MiH avbi2K X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jd
9Xj J2bm`BM; i?2 *?`;2 aii2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9y
9X9 aTBM hQ *?`;2 *QMp2`bBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9j
9X8 aTBM _2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p
8 *QM+HmbBQM M/ PmiHQQF 8R
8XR AMi2`7+2b #2ir22M HB;?i M/ Kii2` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8R
8Xk Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8k
8Xj aTBM `2/Qmi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8j
8X9 *QM+HmbBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 89
TT2M/Bt  amTTQ`iBM; Ji2`BH 7Q` .2i2`KBMBbiB+ *QmTHBM; Q7
 aBM;H2 Lo *2Mi2` iQ  S?QiQMB+ *`vbiH *pBiv 88
XR qp2H2M;i?@`2bQHp2/ 2t+Bi2/ bii2 `2+QK#BMiBQM `i2b X X X X X X X X X X 88
Xk S?QiQM +Q``2HiBQM K2bm`2K2Mib X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8e
Xj *?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 +pBiv KQ/2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8d
X9 aBM;H2 KQ/2 }#2` bT2+i` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8N
X8 6BHi2`2/ +pBiv 2KBbbBQM T?QiQM biiBbiB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ey
Xe 1H2+i`QM aTBM _2bQMM+2 M/ _#B Pb+BHHiBQMb X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ey
Xd aTQMiM2Qmb 2KBbbBQM KQ/B}+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ek
X3 AK;BM; Q7 ;2M2`H bKTH2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X e8
TT2M/Bt " amTTQ`iBM; Ji2`BH 7Q` aTBM iQ *?`;2 *QMp2`bBQM
BM Lo *2Mi2`b ee
"XR .2pB+2 6#`B+iBQM M/ S?QiQMB+ S`QT2`iB2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ee
"Xk Lo aTBM *Q?2`2M+2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ed
"Xj JQ/2H 7Q` T?QiQM biiBbiB+b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X e3
"X9 J2bm`BM; BQMBxiBQM M/ T?QiQM +QmMi `i2b X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X dy
"X8 PTiBKH `2/Qmi iBK2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X dk
"Xe J;M2iQK2i2` b2MbBiBpBiv X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X dk




RXR LBi`Q;2M p+M+v +2Mi2` H2p2H /B;`K X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9
kXR :S T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH /2bB;M M/ bb2K#Hv Q7 b+MMBM; +pBiv /2pB+2 X X Rk
kXk .2i2`KBMBbiB+ +QmTHBM; #v MMQKMBTmHiBQM Q7 i?2 bTiBH HB;MK2Mi #2@
ir22M  T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH M/ M Lo X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X R9
kXj S* +pBiv KQ/2 KT M/ MMQb+H2 `2bQHmiBQM Q7 b+MMBM; i2+?MB[m2 X X Rd
jXR R. /BKQM/ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +QM+2Ti M/ 7#`B+iBQM X X X X X X X X X X kk
jXk S* +pBiv +?`+i2`BxiBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X k8
jXj Lo +QmTHBM; iQ S* +pBiv i `QQK i2KT2`im`2 X X X X X X X X X X X X X k3
jX9 "Hm2 imMBM; Q7 +pBiv `2bQMM+2 #v 2i+?BM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X jy
jX8 s2 +QM/2MbiBQM imMBM; M/ +pBiv 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 Lo wSG X X X X X X jk
9XR a2imT 7Q` ?B;? +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v 7`QK /BKQM/ MMQ#2Kb X X X X X X j3
9Xk Lo +?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmi X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9R
9Xj *?`;2 bii2 BMBiBHBx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9X9 aTBM iQ +?`;2 +QMp2`bBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 98
9X8 hBK2 /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2 M/ T`QD2+i2/ K;M2iQK2i2` b2M@
bBiBpBiv X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9d
XR aTiBH /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM; X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8d
Xk qp2H2M;i? /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 bTQMiM2Qmb 2KBbbBQM `i2 KQ/B}+iBQM X X X 83
Xj SQH`BxiBQM /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 +pBiv 2KBbbBQM X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 8N
X9 AMi2MbBiv +`Qbb@+Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M +pBiv HBM2 2KBbbBQM M/ Lo X X X X X eR
X8 1a_ K2bm`2K2Mib 7Q` +QmTH2/ Lo +2Mi2` X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ek
"XR Lo aTBM 1+?Q X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ed
"Xk 1tKTH2 Q7 KQ/2H 7Q` T?QiQM biiBbiB+bX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X dy
"Xj AQMBxiBQM M/ T?QiQM +QmMi `i2b mM/2` +r 594MK BHHmKBMiBQM X X X X dR
"X9 *H+mHi2/ QTiBKH }/2HBiB2b 7Q` p`BQmb TQr2`b M/ T?QiQM i?`2b?QH/bX dk
"X8 J2bm`2/ `2/Qmi MQBb2 7Q` p`BQmb `2/Qmi iBK2b M/ TQr2`b X X X X X X dd
pBB
*BiiBQMb iQ T`2pBQmbHv Tm#HBb?2/ rQ`F
aQK2 T`ib Q7 i?Bb i?2bBb ?p2 TT2`2/ T`2pBQmbHv BM Tm#HBb?2/ `iB+H2bX
*?Ti2` k M/ TT2M/Bt  TT2`2/ T`2pBQmbHv BM,
ǳ.2i2`KBMBbiB+ *QmTHBM; Q7  aBM;H2 LBi`Q;2M o+M+v *2Mi2` iQ  S?Q@
iQMB+ *`vbiH *pBivǴ- .B`F 1M;HmM/ - "`2M/M a?B2H/b - E2HH2v _BpQB`2-
6`B# >iKB - C2H2M om+ÄFQpBÉ- >QM;FmM S`F- M/ JBF?BH .X GmFBM-
LMQ G2ii2`b kyRy Ry URyV- jNkk@jNkeX
*?Ti2` j TT2`2/ T`2pBQmbHv BM,
ǳ*QmTHBM; Q7 Lo *2Mi2`b iQ S?QiQMB+ *`vbiH LMQ#2Kb BM .BKQM/Ǵ-
"X CX JX >mbKMM - "X CX a?B2H/b - ZX ZmM- uX *?m- LX SX /2 G2QM- _X
1pMb- JX CX "m`2F- X aX wB#`Qp- JX J`F?K- .X CX hrBi+?2M- >X S`F-
JX .X GmFBM- M/ JX GQM+Ä`- LMQ G2ii2`b kyRj Rj URkV- 8dNR@8dNeX





AM Kv iBK2 i >`p`/ A ?p2 #22M 7Q`imMi2 iQ ?p2 i?2 QTTQ`imMBiv iQ H2`M 7`QK
KMv iH2Mi2/ T2QTH2X 6B`bi M/ 7Q`2KQbi A rQmH/ HBF2 iQ i?MF Kv /pBbQ`- JBb?-
7Q` ?Bb bmTTQ`i M/ 2M+Qm`;2K2Mi- M/ 7Q` ;BpBM; K2  FB+F BM i?2 `2` i  72r F2v
DmM+im`2bX S`Q##Hv i?2 KQbi BKTQ`iMi i?BM; A ?p2 H2`M2/ BM ;`/mi2 b+?QQH Bb iQ
i?BMF +`BiB+HHv #Qmi 2p2`vi?BM; A /Q- M/ #Qmi r?v A K /QBM; BiX JBb? +`2i2b
i?i K2MiHBiv BM ?Bb ;`QmT- M/ Bi Bb  bT2+BH TH+2 iQ rQ`F b  `2bmHiX
A rQmH/ HbQ HBF2 iQ i?MF Kv +QKKBii22 K2K#2`b- >QM;FmM S`F- _QM qHbrQ`i?-
M/ CQ?M .QvH2- 7Q` i?2B` ?QM2bi 722/#+F M/ /pB+2X hQ >QM;FmM- BM T`iB+mH`-
A Qr2  /2#i Q7 ;`iBim/2 7Q` i?2 BKT2imb iQ bi`i i?2 M2r T`QD2+i QM bTBM `2/QmiX
CQ?M rb  ?2HT7mH QmibB/2 pQB+2 QM Kv +QKKBii22 7Q` KMv v2`b- M/ _QMǶb BMi2`2bi
BM M/ 2M+Qm`;2K2Mi 7Q` Kv T`QD2+i ?p2 #22M Km+? TT`2+Bi2/ HQM; i?2 rvX
1`Hv QM A ?/ i?2 QTTQ`imMBiv iQ bT2M/  bmKK2` rQ`FBM; BM i?2 H# Q7 LM+v
EH2+FM2`- r?Q ?mKQ`2/ Kv BMi2`2bi BM #BQHQ;vX A p2`v Km+? 2MDQv2/ Kv iBK2 bT2Mi BM
i?2 #+i2`B H#- M/ A K p2`v ;`i27mH 7Q` i?2 TiB2M+2 M/ 2Mi?mbBbK rBi? r?B+?
LM+v- am+FDmM CQQM- m/2 "Qm`MB[m2H- _QKBM EQbxmH- M/ 2bT2+BHHv Ei2 JB`FBM-
;`22i2/ Kv i2Mm`2 BM i?2 H#X
P7 +Qm`b2- b M 2tT2`BK2MiHBbi- A #2M2}ii2/ 2MQ`KQmbHv 7`QK i?2 KMv #`BHHBMi
BM/BpB/mHb rBi? r?QK A b?`2/ Kv iBK2 BM i?2 GmFBM H#, H2t2v FBKQp- JBb?Q "@
t
D+bv- 1`BF "m+?- ai2p2 "2MM2ii- MB "H2bxvMbFB CvB+?- CQMiM "`bF- SQH *T@
T2HH`Q- .``B+F *?M;- GBHv *?BH/`2bb- LB+F *?Bb?QHK- aQQMrQM *?QB- uBr2M *?m-
:m`m/2p .mii- E`BbiBM .2 :`2p2- Li?HB2 /2 G2QM- .B`F 1M;HmM/- _m{M 1pMb-
P72` 6B`bi2M#2`;- JBF2 :QH/KM- :``v :QH/bi2BM- H2t2v :Q`b?FQp- JBF2 :mHHMb-
JQ?KK/ >72xB- S?BH >2KK2`- CQMi?M >Q/;2b- a?M/ >Q`KQx- GBM; CBM;-
1`B+ E2bbH2`- a?BKQM EQHFQrBix- S2i2` EQK`- 6`MF EQTT2Mb- H2t Em#M2F- :2Q`;
Em+bFQ- *`BbiBM Gii- *?`Bb GmKMM- H#2`i G22- G22 GBm- A;Q` GQp+?BMbFv- S2i2`
Jm`2`- C2`Q Jx2- CQ?MM2b Pii2`#+?- /B SB+F- S2i2` _#H- HT aBT?B;BH- `i?m`
a}`- H2t amb?FQp- C2z h?QKTbQM- hQ#Bb hB2F2- 1K`2 hQ;M- H2t2v h`B7QMQp-
ZmB`BM lMi2``2Bi?K2B2`- LQ`KM uQ- hK` wB#`Qp- ab? wB#`Qp- M/ ab? wB@
#`QpX
AM i?2 #2;BMMBM;- i?2`2 rb  KM- M/ ?Bb MK2 rb H2t2v FBKQpX P` i H2bi-
i?i rb ?Qr JBb? BMi`Q/m+2/ ?BK iQ K2X H2t2v im;?i K2 2p2`vi?BM; A M22/2/
iQ FMQr #Qmi +QM7Q+H KB+`Qb+QTv- b2+QM/@Q`/2` miQ+Q``2HiBQM K2bm`2K2Mib- M/
2p2M  72r F2v _mbbBM T?`b2bX A 2bT2+BHHv /KB`2 ?Bb iB`2H2bb rQ`F 2i?B+- M/ A ?QT2
i?i BM bQK2 bKHH rv A 2KmHi2 ?Bb 2tT2`BK2MiH 7Q`iBim/2X
H2t2v M/ A rQ`F2/ QM +QmTHBM; Lo +2Mi2`b iQ bBHp2` MMQrB`2b- HQM; rBi? 6`MF
EQTT2Mb- S`; .2Qi`2- M/ *?mM umX 6`MF ;p2 K2 TH2Miv Q7 T`+iB+2 rBi? HB;M@
BM; QTiB+b- M/ S`; M/ *?mM T`QpB/2/  HQi Q7 B/2b M/ bmTTQ`i QM /2pB+2 bb2K@
#HvX i p`BQmb iBK2b r2 r2`2 DQBM2/ #v GBHv *?BH/`2bb- CQMi?M >Q/;2b- M/ C2`Q
Jx2- 7`QK r?QK A H2`M2/  HQi Q7 Lo T?vbB+b b r2HH b #Bib M/ TB2+2b Q7 /BKQM/
HQ`2X 1p2`vQM2 rQ`F2/ rBi?  +?22`7mH bKBH2 M/  +`27`22 Hm;?- M/ A ?p2 7QM/
K2KQ`B2b Q7 Qm` iBK2 iQ;2i?2`X
1p2MimHHv .B`F 1M;HmM/ +QMpBM+2/ K2 i?i +QmTHBM; Lo +2Mi2`b iQ T?QiQMB+ +`vb@
iHb rb ;QBM; iQ #2 i?2 M2ti #B; i?BM;- M/ r2 bi`i2/ rQ`FBM; QM i?i iQ;2i?2`X
tB
.B`F im;?i K2 i?i bQK2iBK2b Bi Bb #2bi iQ Tm`bm2 i2M /Bz2`2Mi bQHmiBQMb iQ  T`Q#@
H2K M/ `mM rBi? r?B+?2p2` QM2 im`Mb Qmi iQ rQ`FX A ?p2 M2p2` rQ`F2/ rBi? bQK2QM2
bQ 7mHH Q7 2M2`;v M/ B/2b b ?2 Bb- M/ ?Bb 2M+Qm`;2K2Mi Qp2` i?2 v2`b +QMiBMm2b iQ
#2 Km+? TT`2+Bi2/X
aQQM2` Q` Hi2` Bi #2+K2 +H2` i?i r2 M22/2/ iQ KQp2 QM 7`QK ;HHBmK T?QbT?B/2
+pBiB2b iQ M HH@/BKQM/ TT`Q+?- M/ i?Bb im`M2/ BMiQ  pB#`Mi +QHH#Q`iBp2 27@
7Q`i- +QMbBbiBM; Q7 Li?HB2 /2 G2QM- "B`;Bi >mbKMM- JB+?2H "m`2F- uBr2M *?m-
M/ _m{M 1pMb- HQM; rBi? //BiBQMH ;mB/M+2 7`QK J`FQX Li?HB2Ƕb Q`;MBx@
iBQM F2Ti i?2 T`QD2+i QM i`+F- 2bT2+BHHv BM i?Qb2 KQK2Mib r?2M Bi b22Kb HBF2 MQi?BM;
rQ`FbX "B`;Bi M/ JB+?2H +M /Q i?BM;b BM i?2 +H2M `QQK i?i A M2p2` rQmH/ ?p2
#2HB2p2/ TQbbB#H2- M/ i?2B` iB`2H2bb M/ +QMbBbi2Mi rQ`F T`Q/m+2/ i`mHv KxBM; /B@
KQM/ bi`m+im`2bX uBr2M im;?i K2 2p2`vi?BM; A FMQr #Qmi HQr i2KT2`im`2 Lo
2tT2`BK2Mib- M/  ;QQ/ /2H Q7 r?i A FMQr #Qmi KB+`Qrp2 bTBM KMBTmHiBQM- #2@
bB/2b #2BM;  +QMbiMi 7`B2M/ BM i?2 H#X _m{M ?b #22M M 2;2` bim/2Mi rBi? bi2/@
7bi TiB2M+2 M/ `2H2MiH2bb BM[mBbBiBp2M2bbc ?Bb Bb  +HK M/ K2bm`2/ T`2b2M+2 i HH
iBK2bX Gi2` QM E`BbiBM .2 :`2p2 DQBM2/ i?2 T`QD2+i- M/ ?Bb 2tT2`BK2MiH rBb/QK
M/ ii2MiBQM iQ /2iBH ?p2 #22M ?B;?Hv BMbi`m+iBp2X
Pp2` i?2 Tbi v2` M/  ?H7- A 2K#`F2/ QM  iQiHHv /Bz2`2Mi 2tT2`BK2MiH /B@
`2+iBQM- /2HpBM; BMiQ i?2 bTBM M/ +?`;2 /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2`- r?B+? #2?QQp2/
K2 iQ H2`M #Qmi Lo bTBM KMBTmHiBQMX 6Q`imMi2Hv- i?2`2 Bb MQ #2ii2` TH+2 7Q`
i?Bb i?M i?2 GmFBM ;`QmT- M/ A ?/ KMv BMbi`m+iBp2 +QMp2`biBQMb rBi? a?BKQM
EQHFQrBix- S2i2` Jm`2`- :2Q`; Em+bFQ- uBr2M- HT aBT?B;BH- JBF2 :QH/KM- H2t
Em#M2F- A;Q` GQp+?BMbFB- LB+F *?Bb?QHK- H2t amb?FQp- M/ H2t2v h`B7QMQp UM/
[mBi2 TQbbB#Hv  72r Qi?2`bV- Qp2` i?2 +Qm`b2 Q7 r?B+? A +K2 iQ mM/2`biM/ i?2 BM@
iBKi2 /2iBHb Q7 bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2X Li?HB2 +QMi`B#mi2/ B/2b M/ bmTTQ`i QM i?2
tBB
/2pB+2 ;2QK2i`v 7Q` ?B;? +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+vX LQ#Q/v +QMi`B#mi2/ KQ`2 iQ i?2 2zQ`i
iQ mM/2`biM/ M/ iQ KQ/2H i?2 mM/2`HvBM; T`Q+2bb2b i?M Kv 7`B2M/ M/ +QHH#Q`iQ`-
ZmB`BM lMi2``2Bi?K2B2`X >2 rQ`F2/ Qmi KMv Q7 i?2 /2iBHb 7Q` KQ/2HBM; i?2 T?QiQM
biiBbiB+b- M/ rb BMpHm#H2 BM }iiBM; M/ MHvxBM; i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiX
i i?2 Qmib2i Q7 Kv BMp2biB;iBQM Q7 i?2 Lo +?`;2 bii2 ?2 m`;2/ K2- }`bi ;2MiHv M/
i?2M KQ`2 BMbBbi2MiHv- iQ BKTH2K2Mi ?Bb G#a+`BTi S`Q +QMi`QH bQ7ir`2 i?i ;`2iHv
bBKTHB}2/ i?2 K2bm`2K2MibX "2bB/2b ?Bb KMv T`+iB+H +QMi`B#miBQMb- ZmB`BMǶb x2H
M/ +m`BQbBiv 7Q` HH i?BM;b b+B2MiB}+ M/ Qi?2`rBb2- M/ 2bT2+BHHv ?Bb mM#b?2/ /2@
HB;?i rBi? +2`iBM +m`BQbBiB2b Q7 i?2 1M;HBb? HM;m;2- `2KBM /2` iQ Kv ?2`iX
Ai Bb Hrvb  ;`2i ?2HT iQ `mM i?BM;b #v bQK2QM2 MQi /B`2+iHv BMpQHp2/ rBi? 
T`QD2+i- M/ b2p2`H BM/BpB/mHb r2`2 7`2[m2Mi `2bQm`+2b 7Q` bm+? 2tT2`BK2MiH /pB+2X
C2z h?QKTbQM M/ 1K`2 hQ;M- ?/ Q7i2M H`2/v bQHp2/ r?i2p2` T`Q#H2K A rb
i?2M /2HBM; rBi?X ab? wB#`Qp- 2bT2+BHHv- rb BMpHm#H2 7Q` ?Bb QTiB+b 2tT2`B2M+2
M/ +QMi`B#mi2/ KMv +mbiQK T`ib iQ i?2 2tT2`BK2MiX A7 vQm bF MB+2Hv M/ ?p2 
;QQ/ B/2- ?2 KB;?i Dmbi ?p2 M PJ 7Q` BiX hQ#Bb hB2F2 ?b #22M M 2Mi?mbBbiB+
7`B2M/- Hrvb rBi?  7`2b? iF2 QM i?BM;b M/  rQM/2`7mH +H`Biv Q7 i?Qm;?i- mbmHHv
rBi?  +H2p2` B/2- M/ Q7i2M Qp2`  #22`X >Bb 7Bi?7mH /272Mb2 Q7 i?2 .mi+? i`+iQ`
TmHHBM; b+2M2 Bb Hm/#H2X
AǶp2 #22M p2`v 7Q`imMi2 iQ #2 bmTTQ`i2/ #v i?2 rQM/2`7mH biz Q7 i?2 T?vbB+b /2@
T`iK2Mi- 2bT2+BHHv CQM >KBHiQM- /K +F2`KM- aBHF2 1tM2`@am- C2M PǶ*QMMQ`-
oB+FB2 :`22M2- *`QH .pBb- a?2BH 62`;mbQM- M/ GBb *++B#m/QX
P7 +Qm`b2 A H2`M2/ b Km+? QmibB/2 Q7 i?2 H# b BM Bi- M/ 7Q` i?i A ?p2 KMv
7`B2M/b iQ i?MFX AM i?2 Q{+2- Kv KBM +?mpF LQ`K ?b #22M M 2p2` T`2b2Mi 7`B2M/
r?Q b22Kb Hrvb iQ mM/2`biM/ r?i A K i?BMFBM; M/- KQ`2 BKTQ`iMiHv- r?i
A b?QmH/ #2 /QBM; #Qmi BiX >Bb #MF b?Qi ?b #22M bi2/BHv BKT`QpBM;- iQQX Cmbi b
tBBB
M2` M/ /2` iQ Kv ?2`i Bb Kv p2`v iH2Mi2/ TBMBbi- uBr2M- r?Q ?QH/b  bT2+BH
TH+2 BM HH Kv 7QM/2bi K2KQ`B2b Q7 ;`/ b+?QQHX Pm` +?K#2` ;`QmT rb bQK2iBK2b
DQBM2/ #v /B SB+F QM i?2 +2HHQX 1Hb2r?2`2 BM i?2 /2T`iK2Mi- JBF2 E;M- CQb?
.Q``- .MBv` Lm`;HB2p- h2bb qBHHBKb- ui a?M m- u2DBM >m?- obBHv .xv#m`-
S2i2` "HB`- .2`B# PHM- Ei2 C2Mb2M- CbQM .Qr/- h`+v aHiv2`- Jt J2iHBibFB-
oBp2F o2MFi+?HK- S?BH _B+?2`K2- *?`BbiBM 6`2m/B;2`- M/ :``v :QH/bi2BM ?p2
HH #22M ;QQ/ 7`B2M/b bBM+2 Q`B2MiiBQMX JMv 7`B2M/b 7`QK i?2 QmibB/2 rQ`H/ ?p2
iQm+?2/ Kv HB72 i?`Qm;?Qmi i?2b2 v2`b- 2bT2+BHHv .b? "#mb?QF M/ *H2K J+@
:`i?- >HH2? "H+?- :B+QKQ "`#QM2- EiB "2`iQH/B M/ :BQpMMB "2`HM/- G``v
M/ a` J2 "2`KM- "`# "`vMi M/ .p2 u22- JB+?2H *QKKQMb- HB *`Q+F2`-
L2BH .Q##b- ai2T?2M :`M;2`@"2pM- GQ`B M/ S`2biQ >m#2`KM- H2t CQbT2 M/ 1/
.2bT`/- JBM/ G2Fp2+Fb- AM aKBi?- _Qbb aKBi? M/ aK a2;2`- GBb aMv/2`-
.2M aim`i2pMi- 1/ am- M/ SB M/ J`F q2##X M/ Hbi #mi MQi H2bi- Kv 7KBHv-
AM- Si- *i?2`BM2 M/ JB+?2H- r?Q ?p2 #22M i?2`2 HH HQM;X




PM2 Q7 i?2 +2Mi`H T`/B;Kb Q7 KQ/2`M i2+?MQHQ;B+H /pM+2K2Mi ?b #22M  bi2/v
`2/m+iBQM BM i?2 b+H2 Q7 i?BM;bX LMQ7#`B+iBQM M/ BK;BM; iQQHb ?p2 /2p2HQT2/
iQ i?2 TQBMi i?i +QMi`QHHBM; i?2 /BK2MbBQMb Q7 Ki2`BHb QM H2M;i? b+H2b Q7 i2Mb Q7
MMQK2i2`b Bb `QmiBM2 BM i?2 KMm7+im`2 Q7 +QMbmK2` /2pB+2bX i i?2 bK2 iBK2 b
i?2 bBx2 Q7 +QKTQM2Mib ?b b+H2/ /QrM- i?2 BM+`2b2/ 2{+B2M+v- `2/m+iBQM BM +Qbi-
M/ BKT`Qp2K2Mi BM [mHBiv ?b HHQr2/ i?2 +QKTH2tBiv Q7 bvbi2Kb +QKT`BbBM; i?2K
iQ b+H2 mTX
h?2b2 /pM+2b `2 #2BM; T`HH2H2/ #v  `2pQHmiBQM BM i?2 }2H/ Q7 [mMimK b+B2M+2X
AM/22/- Dmbi b i?2 iQQHb ?p2 2K2`;2/ iQ bim/v M/ /2bB;M Ki2`BH T`QT2`iB2b QM
MMQK2i2` H2M;i? b+H2b- bQ i?2 QTTQ`imMBiv iQ +QMi`QH i?2 [mMimK Mim`2 Q7 i?2b2
/2pB+2b +QMiBMm2b iQ ;`Qr BM BKTQ`iM+2X aT2+B}+HHv BM i?2 `2 Q7 MMQT?QiQMB+b @
/2pB+2b i?i `2 b?T2/ QM H2M;i?b+H2b bBKBH` iQ i?2 rp2H2M;i? Q7 QTiB+H HB;?i @ i?2
#BHBiv iQ /2bB;M M/ +QMi`QH 2H2+i`QK;M2iB+ }2H/ KQ/2b bQ b iQ +QM}M2 T?QiQMb BM
rp2H2M;i?@b+H2 pQHmK2b T`QKBb2b iQ Tp2 i?2 rv 7Q` b+H#H2 [mMimK M2irQ`Fb @
bvbi2Kb Q7 BM/BpB/mH [mMimK bvbi2Kb +Q?2`2MiHv BMi2`+QMM2+i2/ pB T?QiQMB+ HBMFbX
h?2 }`bi T`i Q7 i?Bb i?2bBb 7Q+mb2b QM Dmbi bm+?  [mMimK BMi2`+QMM2+i- #b2/ QM
*pBiv ZmMimK 1H2+i`Q/vMKB+b U*Z1.V rBi? MBi`Q;2M p+M+v ULoV +2Mi2`b BM
/BKQM/X AM i?Bb TT`Q+?- M QTiB+H +pBiv T`QpB/2b iB;?i +QM}M2K2Mi Q7  T?QiQM
iQ i?2 bK2 HQ+iBQM b  bBM;H2- iQK@HBF2 [mMimK 2KBii2`- b r2HH b +QMi`QH Qp2`
i?2 bT2+i`mK Q7 T?QiQMB+ KQ/2b BM Q`/2` iQ //`2bb i?2 bT2+B}+ `2bQMM+2 7`2[m2M+v
Q7 i?2 2KBii2`X h?2 `2bmHi Bb  /`biB+ Hi2`iBQM BM i?2 HQ+H 2H2+i`QK;M2iB+ 2MpB`QM@
K2Mi Q7 i?2 2KBii2`- +mbBM;  `/B+H Hi2`iBQM Q7 Bib `2HtiBQM /vMKB+bX *?Ti2`b
k M/ j /2b+`B#2 irQ bQHmiBQMb iQ i?Bb T`Q#H2K #b2/ QM T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2b @ T2@
`BQ/B+HHv bi`m+im`2/ /B2H2+i`B+ HiiB+2b i?i +QM}M2 HB;?i pB  T?QiQMB+ #M/;T iQ 
/272+i BM i?2 HiiB+2 bi`m+im`2X
i i?2 Qi?2` 2M/ Q7 i?2 MMQT?QiQMB+ /2pB+2 bT2+i`mK- bi`m+im`2b i?i T`QpB/2
QMHv r2F +QM}M2K2Mi Q7 HB;?i Qz2` i?2 QTTQ`imMBiv iQ 2bBHv `2/B`2+i T?QiQMB+ bB;@
MHb #v +QmTHBM; rBi? ?B;? 2{+B2M+v iQ i?2 KQ/2b Q7  H`;2` bvbi2KX AM i?Bb p2BM- r2
?p2 2M;BM22`2/  #`Q/#M/- ?B;? +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v /2pB+2 #b2/ QM  /BKQM/
MMQ#2K ;2QK2i`v iQ +QHH2+i i?2 2KBbbBQM 7`QK bBM;H2 Lob rBi?BM i?2 #2K Qp2` 
rB/2 b2+iBQM Q7 i?2 Lo T?QMQM bB/2 #M/ USa"VX h?2 BKT`Qp2/ bB;MH QT2Mb mT M2r
QTTQ`imMBiB2b BM [mMimK b2MbBM; M/ K2i`QHQ;v- b r2HH b M2r BMbB;?ib BMiQ i?2 #@
bB+ BMi2`MH /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 LoX AM T`iB+mH`- r2 ?p2 /2KQMbi`i2/  K2+?MBbK
iQ +QMi`QH i?2 BQMBxiBQM /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 Lo #b2/ QM Bib 2H2+i`QM bTBM bii2X *?T@
i2` 9 /2b+`B#2b i?Bb bTBM iQ +?`;2 +QMp2`bBQM Ua**V K2+?MBbK M/ Bib TTHB+iBQM iQ
2M?M+2/ b2MbBiBpBiv 7Q` * K;M2iQK2i`vX
k
RXR LBi`Q;2M p+M+v +2Mi2`b BM /BKQM/
h?2 MBi`Q;2M p+M+v +QHQ` +2Mi2` BM /BKQM/ Bb  bQHB/ bii2 bvbi2K rBi? KMv iQK@
HBF2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 BMi2`2bi 7Q` [mMimK b+B2M+2X h?2 Lo Bb  /272+i BM i?2 /BKQM/
HiiB+2 +QMbBbiBM; Q7  bm#biBimiBQMH MBi`Q;2M M2ti iQ  p+M+vX h?2 2M2`;v H2p2Hb
M/ i`MbBiBQMb i?i `2 `2H2pMi iQ i?Bb i?2bBb `2 b?Qr BM 6B;X RXRX AM T`iB+mH`- i?2
Lo 2tBbib BM irQ +?`;2 bii2 +QM};m`iBQMb- Lo− M/ Lo0- M/ +M brBi+? #2ir22M
i?2 irQ i?`Qm;?  T?QiQBQMBxiBQM T`Q+2bb- i?2 /vMKB+b Q7 r?B+? r2 bim/v BM /2@
iBH BM *?Ti2` 9X h?2 M2;iBp2Hv +?`;2/ +QM};m`iBQM ?b M QTiB+H i`MbBiBQM i
637MK i?i +M #2 bi#H2 M/ M``Qr#M/ i HQr i2KT2`im`2RX Ai Bb i?Bb i`MbBiBQM
i?i Bb i`;2i2/ 7Q` Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM;- r?B+? r2 /2KQMbi`i2 BM *?Ti2`b k M/ jX
h?2 Q`#BiH ;`QmM/ M/ 2t+Bi2/ bii2b `2 bTBM i`BTH2ib- M/ i?2 bTBM /vMKB+b 2M#H2
TTHB+iBQMb BM MMQb+H2 b2MbBM;X AM T`iB+mH`- BM i?2 ;`QmM/ bii2 i?2 |ms = 0〉 bm#@
H2p2H Bb b2T`i2/ 7`QK i?2 |ms = ±1〉 bm#H2p2Hb #v i?2 2.8:>x x2`Q@}2H/ bTHBiiBM; /m2
iQ 2H2+i`QM /BTQH2@/BTQH2 BMi2`+iBQMbX TTHB+iBQM Q7 M 2ti2`MH K;M2iB+ }2H/ +M
7mi?2` b2T`i2 i?2 |ms = ±1〉 7`QK 2+? Qi?2` pB w22KM bTHBiiBM;X  KB+`Qrp2
/`BpBM; }2H/ #2ir22M |ms = 0〉 M/ |ms = 1〉 +QMbiBimi2b M 2z2+iBp2 irQ@H2p2H bvbi2K
BM i?2 ;`QmM/ bii2X
M BKTQ`iMi 72im`2 Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` Bb  K2+?MBbK iQ TQH`Bx2 M/ `2/ Qmi
i?2 bTBM bii2 QTiB+HHvX M BMi2`@bvbi2K +`QbbBM; #2ir22M i?2 |ms = ±1〉 H2p2Hb BM
i?2 2t+Bi2/ bii2 M/  KMB7QH/ Q7 bBM;H2i bii2b `2bmHib BM b?2HpBM; Q7 |ms = ±1〉
TQTmHiBQM BMiQ  K2ibi#H2 bBM;H2i bii2X h?2 `2HiBp2Hv HQM; HB72iBK2 Q7 i?2 bBM;H2i
bii2 U∼ 150Mb i `QQK i2KT2`im`2kV `2bmHib BM  ~mQ`2b+2M+2 +QMi`bi #2ir22M M
BMBiBH |ms = 0〉 M/ |ms = 1〉 bii2 r?2M i?2 Lo TmKT2/ BMiQ i?2 2t+Bi2/ bii2X
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2tKTH2- 532MK Hb2` HB;?i- i?2 bTBM +M #2 TQH`Bx2/ BMiQ |ms = 0〉X
RXk *pBiv ZmMimK 1H2+i`Q/vMKB+b rBi? Lo +2Mi2`b BM S?QiQMB+
*`vbiHb
AM 7`22 bT+2- M iQK BM Bib 2t+Bi2/ bii2 rBHH bTQMiM2QmbHv /2+v M/ 2KBi  T?QiQM
BMiQ i?2 +QMiBMmmK #i? Q7 KQ/2b 7Q`KBM; Bib 2H2+i`QK;M2iB+ 2MpB`QMK2MiX h?Bb #2@
?pBQ` +?M;2b /`KiB+HHv r?2M i?2 iQK Bb TH+2/ BM  +pBiv- r?2`2 i?2 T?QiQMB+
2MpB`QMK2Mi Bb KQ/B}2/ iQ bi`QM;Hv 2M?M+2 i?2 iQKǶb +QmTHBM; iQ  bBM;H2 QTiB+H
KQ/2- M 2z2+i }`bi /2b+`B#2/ #v Sm`+2HHjX h?Bb 2z2+i ?b #22M bim/B2/ 7Q` iQKb BM
7`22 bT+2 +QmTH2/ iQ 6#`v@S2`Qi ivT2 +pBiB2b- ;BpBM; `Bb2 iQ BKT`2bbBp2 /2KQMbi`@
iBQMb bm+? b +pBiv 6Q+F bii2 T`2T`iBQM9- bBM;H2 T?QiQM ;2M2`iBQM8- M/ bBM;H2@
T?QiQM brBi+?BM;eX
h?2`2 ?b #22M bm#biMiBH 2zQ`i iQ i`MbHi2 i?2b2 `2bmHib iQ bQHB/@bii2 bvbi2Kb-
r?2`2 i?2 2KBii2` Bb 2K#2//2/ BM  +`vbiHHBM2 Ki2`BH M/ i?2 +pBiv Bb  T?QiQMB+
+`vbiH- KB+`QiQ`QB/- Q` Qi?2` +?BT #b2/ /2pB+2X h?Bb Bb ii`+iBp2 7Q` Bib TQi2MiBH
b+H#BHBiv- b r2HH b pQB/BM; i?2 /B{+mHiB2b BM?2`2Mi iQ i`TTBM; iQKb BM 7`22 bT+2X
6`QK i?2 TQBMi Q7 pB2r Q7 #bB+ *Z1. T?vbB+b- i?Qm;?- MMQb+H2 +pBiB2b Qz2` i?2
2t+BiBM; T`QbT2+i Q7 rp2H2M;i? b+H2 KQ/2 pQHmK2b- `2bmHiBM; BM p2`v H`;2 2KBii2`@
+pBiv BMi2`+iBQM bi`2M;i?bX h?2 BMi2`+iBQM bi`2M;i? Bb ;Qp2`M2/ #v i?2 2H2+i`B+ }2H/
2M2`;v /2MbBiv Q7 i?2 +pBiv KQ/2- r?B+? Bb BMp2`b2Hv T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ KQ/2 pQHmK2-
V X h?2`27Q`2- #v KFBM; i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 b bKHH b TQbbB#H2- H`;2 2M?M+2K2Mib `2
TQbbB#H2 2p2M rBi? `2Ht2/ `2[mB`2K2Mib 7Q` +pBiv [mHBiv 7+iQ`- QX hvTB+H KQ/2
pQHmK2b 7Q` T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2b `2 V ∼ (λ/n)3- r?2`2 λ Bb i?2 rp2H2M;i?
BM p+mmK M/ n Bb i?2 +pBiv `27`+iBp2 BM/2tX h?mb- T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2b ?p2
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Km+? iQ Qz2` 7Q` *Z1. TTHB+iBQMbX
HQM; i?2b2 HBM2b- KMv F2v `2bmHib ?p2 #22M +?B2p2/ 7Q` bQHB/ bii2 *Z1. /2@
pB+2b +QKT`BbBM; [mMimK /Qib +QmTH2/ iQ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiHb 7#`B+i2/ 7`QK i?2 [mM@
imK /Qi ?Qbi Ki2`BHd-3-NX h?2`2 Bb bm#biMiBH BMi2`2bi BM 2ti2M/BM; i?2b2 `2bmHib iQ
Lo +2Mi2`b /m2 iQ i?2B` HQM; bTBM +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2- r?B+? KF2b i?2K ii`+iBp2 b
[mMimK biQ`;2 MQ/2bX
hrQ KDQ` +?HH2M;2b KF2 i?Bb ibF 2bT2+BHHv /B{+mHi 7Q` i?2 Lo `2HiBp2 iQ
iQKb BM 7`22 bT+2 Q` [mMimK /QibX h?2 }`bi Bb i?2 LoǶb bi`QM; T?QMQM bB/2#M/
USa"VX PMHv i?i T`i Q7 i?2 bT2+i`mK rBi?BM i?2 +pBiv HBM2 rBHH #2 2M?M+2/- M/
BM i?2 +b2 Q7 i?2 Lo N8W Q7 i?2 2KBbbBQM Bb BM i?2 #`Q/ Sa"- rBi? QMHv 8W +QM@
+2Mi`i2/ BM i?2 M``Qr x2`Q T?QMQM HBM2 UwSGVX h?Bb KF2b i?2 ibF Q7 +Q?2`2Mi
Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM;  7+iQ` Q7 ky ?`/2` i?M BM i?2 +b2 Q7 M iQK BM 7`22 bT+2-
r?2`2 HH Q7 i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 Bb +QM+2Mi`i2/ BM bBM;H2- M``Qr i`MbBiBQM HBM2X 6Q` M
Lo rBi?  i`Mb7Q`K@HBKBi2/ HBM2rB/i?- `2+?BM; i?2 Sm`+2HH `2;BK2 @ r?2`2 i?2 Lo
Bb KQ`2 bi`QM;Hv +QmTH2/ iQ i?2 +pBiv i?M iQ Qi?2` /2+v +?MM2Hb @ `2[mB`2b M 2M@
?M+2K2Mi 7+iQ` Q7 ky- r?2`2b i?2 2[mBpH2Mi `2[mB`2K2Mi 7Q` iQKb BM 7`22@bT+2 Bb
M 2M?M+2K2Mi 7+iQ` Q7 RX
Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM; BM i?2 Sm`+2HH `2;BK2 ?b MQr #22M /2KQMbi`i2/Ry- #mi BM
Q`/2` iQ +`2i2 mb27mH [mMimK /2pB+2b  b2+QM/ +?HH2M;2 Kmbi #2 Qp2`+QK2X "2@
+mb2 Q7 M2`#v /272+ib M/ +?`;2 i`Tb BM i?2 /BKQM/- i?2 Lo wSG b?B7ib BM 7`2@
[m2M+v M/ Bb 2z2+iBp2Hv #`Q/2M2/ #2vQM/ i?2 Mim`H- i`Mb7Q`K@HBKBi2/ HBM2rB/i?
Q7 2pi × 15J>xX h?Bb bQ@+HH2/ ǳbT2+i`H /BzmbBQMǴ HBKBib i?2 miBHBiv Q7 Mv T?QiQMB+
2M?M+2K2Mi 7Q` [mMimK TTHB+iBQMbX 6Q` BMbiM+2- BM i?2 +b2 Q7 bBM;H2 T?QiQM ;2M@
2`iBQM- i?2 2M?M+2K2Mi 7+iQ` `2[mB`2/ iQ bQm`+2 B/2MiB+H- i`Mb7Q`K HBKBi2/ T?Q@
iQMb rQmH/ BM+`2b2 #v i?2 bK2 7+iQ` b i?2 HBM2rB/i? #`Q/2MBM;X hQ +?B2p2 i?Bb
e
7Q` M Lo rBi?  `2HiBp2Hv M``Qr HQr bT2+i`H /BzmbBQM HBM2rB/i? Q7 2pi × 100J>x
rQmH/ `2[mB`2 +pBiv [mHBiv 7+iQ`b Q7 ∼ 104 M/ T2`72+i bTiBH HB;MK2Mi Q7 i?2 Lo
iQ i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 KtBKmK- r?B+? Bb i i?2 2/;2 Q7 +m``2Mi 7#`B+iBQM +T#BHBiB2bX
AM MMQbi`m+im`2/ /BKQM/- ?Qr2p2`- i?2 bT2+i`H /BzmbBQM Bb ivTB+HHv H`;2` #v 
7+iQ` Q7 Ry- M2+2bbBiiBM; i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 Ki2`BHb T`Q+2bbBM; i2+?MB[m2b iQ `2@
/m+2 Bib BM~m2M+2X L2p2`i?2H2bb- bB;MB}+Mi T`Q;`2bb +QMiBMm2b iQ #2 K/2- #Qi? BM
+pBiv 7#`B+iBQM M/ BM Ki2`BH T`Q+2bbBM;- #`BM;BM; [mMimK M2irQ`Fb #b2/ QM
Lo@+pBiv MQ/2b 2p2` +HQb2` iQ `2HBivX
AM i?Bb i?2bBb- r2 ?p2 `2HBx2/ irQ TT`Q+?2b iQ *Z1. rBi? Lo +2Mi2`b- #Qi? Q7
r?B+? 2KTHQv T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2bX h?2 }`bi Bb  ?v#`B/ TT`Q+? r?2`2 i?2 Lo
Bb +QMiBM2/ BM  /BKQM/ MMQ+`vbiH M/ i?2 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH Bb 7#`B+i2/ Qmi Q7 
:S K2K#`M2- b /2b+`B#2/ BM *?Ti2` kX h?Bb TT`Q+? rb i?2 }`bi iQ /2KQM@
bi`i2 +QmTHBM; #2ir22M  bBM;H2 Lo M/  T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiv- rBi?  KQ/2bi
~mQ`2b+2M+2 2M?M+2K2Mi 7+iQ` Q7 dRRX aBKBH` rQ`F rb `2TQ`i2/ `QmM/ i?2 bK2
iBK2 #v irQ ;`QmTbRk-RjX h?2 /pMi;2b Q7 i?Bb TT`Q+? `2 irQ7QH/X 6B`bi- i?2 bT@
iBH HB;MK2Mi #2ir22M +pBiv M/ MMQ+`vbiH +M #2 +QMi`QHH2/ i rBHH mbBM;  TB2xQ@
+QMi`QHH2/ T`Q#2 iBT- r?B+? HHQr2/ mb iQ MQi QMHv QTiBKBx2 i?2 bTiBH Qp2`HT #mi
HbQ iQ 2tTHQ`2 i?2 bTiBH /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 i?2 +QmTHBM; M/ KT Qmi i?2 +pBiv KQ/2X
a2+QM/- 7#`B+iBQM T`Q+2/m`2b BM :S `2 `2HiBp2Hv Kim`2- HHQrBM; 7Q` 7#`B+iBQM
Q7 ?B;? Q /2pB+2bX
Hi?Qm;? i?2 ?v#`B/ TT`Q+? +?B2p2/ `TB/ bm++2bb-  KDQ` /`r#+F Bb i?2 /B7@
}+mHiv BM BKTH2K2MiBM; i?Bb TT`Q+? rBi? #mHF /BKQM/ bKTH2b- r?2`2 i?2 bT2+@
i`H /BzmbBQM Bbbm2 Bb KQ`2 i`+i#H2X .m2 iQ i?2 ?B;? BM/2t Q7 i?2 #mHF /BKQM/
Un = 2.4V- Bi Bb /B{+mHi iQ KBMiBM  ?B;? Q BM i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 M 2ti2M/2/ TB2+2
Q7 /BKQM/X Hi?Qm;? i?2`2 ?b #22M bQK2 bm++2bb BM i?Bb /B`2+iBQMR9- i?2 /p2Mi Q7
d
BKT`Qp2/ /BKQM/ 7#`B+iBQM T`Q+2/m`2b ?b 2HBKBMi2/ i?2 ii`+iBQM Q7 i?2 ?v#`B/
TT`Q+?- BM 7pQ` Q7 HH@/BKQM/ `+?Bi2+im`2bX
h?2 b2+QM/ TT`Q+? Tm`bm2/ ?2`2 Bb 2t+iHv i?Bb bQ`i Q7 HH@/BKQM/ `+?Bi2+@
im`2R8X q2 7#`B+i2/ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2b #v i?BMMBM; /QrM  /BKQM/ bKTH2
iQ i?2 /2pB+2 Hv2` i?B+FM2bb M/ i?2M i`Mb72``BM; i?2 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH Tii2`M BMiQ
i?2 /BKQM/ }HK pB  p2`iB+H `2+iBp2 BQM 2i+? U_A1VX q2 /2KQMbi`i2/ imMBM; iQ
i?2 wSG Q7 i?2 Lo- Q#b2`pBM; M 2M?M+2K2Mi BM wSG +QmMib #v  7+iQ` Q7 dX Pi?2`
;`QmTb ?p2 `2+2MiHv /2KQMbi`i2/ Lo +QmTHBM; iQ k. T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2bRy M/
`BM; `2bQMiQ`bRe 7#`B+i2/ 7`QK /BKQM/ rBi?  bBKBH` T`Q+2bbX h?Bb TT`Q+? Bb
/2b+`B#2/ BM *?Ti2` jX
Hi?Qm;? Km+? T`Q;`2bb ?b #22M K/2- irQ KBM +?HH2M;2b biM/ Qmi 7Q` Lo
+2Mi2`@T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiv +QmTHBM; ;QBM; 7Q`r`/X 6B`bi M/ 7Q`2KQbi Bb i?2 Bbbm2
Q7 bT2+i`H /BzmbBQM Q7 i?2 QTiB+H i`MbBiBQM 7`2[m2M+v BM MMQ7#`B+i2/ /2pB+2bRyX
Hi?Qm;? T`Q;`2bb ?b #22M K/2 BM +QMi`QHHBM; bT2+i`H /BzmbBQM 7Q` Lob BKTHMi2/
BMiQ #mHF bKTH2bR- +QMi`QHHBM; bT2+i`H /BzmbBQM BM MMQ7#`B+i2/ bKTH2b `2KBMb
 KDQ` +?HH2M;2X  b2+QM/`v +?HH2M;2 Bb i?2 Bbbm2 Q7 /2i2`KBMBbiB+HHv BKTHMiBM;
Q` Qi?2`rBb2 T`2T`BM; M Lo BM i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 KtBKmKX hQ /i2- HH 2tKTH2b Q7
Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM; BM KQMQHBi?B+ /BKQM/ ?p2 `2HB2/ QM `M/QK HB;MK2Mi #2ir22M
i?2 Lo +2Mi2` M/ i?2 +pBivX AM T`BM+BTH2- K2i?Q/b 7Q` /2i2`KBMBbiB+ TH+2K2Mi `2
TQbbB#H2- 2Bi?2` #v /B`2+iHv BKTHMiBM; i?2 Lo BMiQ i?2 +pBiv KQ/2Rd- Q` #v HB;MBM;
i?2 +pBiv iQ  T`2/2i2`KBM2/ LoX +iBp2 2zQ`ib iQ //`2bb i?2b2 T`Q#H2Kb `2 mM/2`
rv BM Qm` ;`QmTX
3
RXj LMQb+H2 K2i`QHQ;v
 KDQ` TTHB+iBQM 7Q` Lo +2Mi2`b BMpQHp2b MMQb+H2 K2i`QHQ;vR3-RN-ky-kRX h?2 2H2+@
i`QM bTBM bm#H2p2Hb `2 b2MbBiBp2 iQ K;M2iB+ M/ 2H2+i`B+ }2H/b- M/ i?2 +T#BHBiv
iQ 7Q`K bi#H2 Lo +2Mi2`b rBi?BM i2Mb Q7 MMQK2i2`b Q7 i?2 /BKQM/ bm`7+2 2M#H2b
}2H/ b2MbBM; QM MMQb+QTB+ H2M;i? b+H2bX S`iB+mH`Hv BM #BQHQ;B+H bvbi2Kb- r?2`2
`QQK i2KT2`im`2 QT2`iBQM M/ BM2`i- MQM@iQtB+ Ki2`BHb `2 M2+2bb`v 7Q` BM pBpQ
bim/B2b- Lo +2Mi2`b ?p2 2K2`;2/ b  T`QKBbBM; bvbi2K 7Q` b2MbBM; }2H/b QM H2M;i?
b+H2b `2H2pMi iQ +2HHmH` T`Q+2bb2bX AM i?Bb i?2bBb r2 2KTHQv irQ i2+?MB[m2b iQ 2M@
?M+2 Lo MMQb+H2 K2i`QHQ;vX 6B`bi- r2 /2bB;M2/  MMQT?QiQMB+ /2pB+2 i?i vB2H/b
 ?B;? T?QiQM +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v- M/ b2+QM/- r2 mb2/ Bi iQ bim/v i?2 BMi2`MH Lo
+?`;2 /vMKB+b M/ iQ /2p2HQT  K2+?MBbK 7Q` +QMp2`iBM; i?2 2H2+i`QM bTBM bii2
BMiQ  +?`;2 bii2- iQ `2/m+2 bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2X
b  +QM+`2i2 TTHB+iBQM- r2 +QMbB/2` i?2 +b2 Q7 * K;M2iQK2i`v- 7Q` r?B+? i?2
b2MbBiBpBiv Bb /2T2M/2Mi QM irQ 7+iQ`b, i?2 bTBM +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2- M/ i?2 MQBb2 bbQ+B@
i2/ rBi? i?2 bTBM `2/Qmi T`Q+2bbX /pM+2b BM Ki2`BH ;`Qri?kk M/ T`Q+2bbBM;kj-
b r2HH b /vMKB+H /2+QmTHBM; T`QiQ+QHbk9-k8-ke- ?p2 2ti2M/2/ i?2 bTBM +Q?2`2M+2
iBK2 BMiQ i?2 KBHHBb2+QM/ `M;2X q2 /2KQMbi`i2 BKT`Qp2K2Mib iQ bTBM `2/Qmi i?i
/B`2+iHv i`MbHi2 BMiQ BKT`Qp2/ b2MbBiBpBiv 7Q` Lo K;M2iQK2i`vX
N
*?Ti2` k
.2i2`KBMBbiB+ *QmTHBM; Q7  aBM;H2 Lo
*2Mi2` iQ  S?QiQMB+ *`vbiH *pBiv
AM i?Bb +?Ti2`- r2 /2b+`B#2 M/ 2tT2`BK2MiHHv /2KQMbi`i2  i2+?MB[m2 7Q` /2i2`@
KBMBbiB+- H`;2 +QmTHBM; #2ir22M  T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH US*V MMQ+pBiv M/ bBM;H2 T?Q@
iQM 2KBii2`bX h?2 i2+?MB[m2 Bb #b2/ QM BM@bBim b+MMBM; Q7 i?2 S* +pBiv Qp2`  bK@
TH2- M/ HHQrb i?2 T`2+Bb2 TQbBiBQMBM; Q7 i?2 +pBiv Qp2`  /2bB`2/ 2KBii2` rBi? MMQb+H2
`2bQHmiBQMX h?2 TQr2` Q7 i?2 i2+?MB[m2 Bb /2KQMbi`i2/ #v +QmTHBM; i?2 S* MMQ+p@
Biv iQ  bBM;H2 MBi`Q;2M p+M+v ULoV +2Mi2` BM /BKQM/- M 2KBii2` bvbi2K i?i T`Q@
pB/2b QTiB+HHv ++2bbB#H2 2H2+i`QM M/ Mm+H2` bTBM [m#BibX
kXR AMi`Q/m+iBQM
PTiB+H `2bQMiQ`b 2M#H2 H`;2 KTHB}+iBQM Q7 bKHH QTiB+H bB;MHb- `2bmHiBM; BM 
`M;2 Q7 bT2+i`Qb+QTB+ M/ b2MbBM; TTHB+iBQMb- M/ ?p2 HHQr2/ 7Q` /2i2+iBQM Q7
bBM;H2 iQKbkd- KQH2+mH2bk3- M/ [mMimK /QibN-kNX AM //BiBQM- i?2v 2M#H2  +QM@
i`QHH#H2 +QmTHBM; #2ir22M QTiB+H 2KBii2`b M/ i?2 +pBiv p+mmK }2H/ i?i Bb +`BiB+H
7Q` 2{+B2Mi HB;?i bQm`+2bjy-jR-jk M/ 7Q` i?2 `2HBxiBQM Q7 K2KQ`v MQ/2b BM [mMimK
M2irQ`Fbjj M/ [mMimK `2T2i2`bj9X h?Bb +QmTHBM; bi`2M;i? b+H2b rBi? i?2 +pBiv
KQ/2 pQHmK2 Vm b 1/
√
Vm- M/ +QMb2[m2MiHv- MMQb+H2 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH US*V +p@
BiB2b ?p2 #22M 2tTHQ`2/ 2ti2MbBp2Hv BM bQHB/@bii2 +pBiv Z1. TTHB+iBQMbX q?BH2
Km+? T`Q;`2bb ?b #22M +?B2p2/ BM +QmTHBM; [mMimK /Qib iQ S* +pBiB2b K/2 7`QK
i?2 ?Qbi Ki2`BHd-3-N- 2ti2M/BM; i?2b2 i2+?MB[m2b iQ 7mHHv /2i2`KBMBbiB+ +QmTHBM; M/
iQ Qi?2` Ki2`BH bvbi2Kb ?b #22M /B{+mHiX aT2+B}+HHv- i?2`2 ?b #22M Km+? `2+2Mi
BMi2`2bi BM +QmTHBM; S* `2bQMiQ`b iQ Lo +2Mi2`bRj-j8-je-jd-  T`QKBbBM; bBM;H2 T?QiQM
2KBii2` rBi? 2t+2HH2Mi 2H2+i`QMB+ M/ Mm+H2` bTBM K2KQ`vj3-jN-9y- i?Qm;? 2tT2`BK2M@
iH /2KQMbi`iBQMb ?p2 `2KBM2/  +?HH2M;2X
AM i?Bb +?Ti2`- r2 /2KQMbi`i2  i2+?MB[m2 7Q` /2i2`KBMBbiB+ TQbBiBQMBM; Q7 KB+`QM@
b+H2 S* bH#b i?i bmTTQ`i ?B;? [mHBiv 7+iQ` UQV +pBiv KQ/2b rBi? MMQK2i2`@
b+H2 72im`2bX q?2M bm+?  +pBiv Bb b+MM2/ Qp2` i?2 bKTH2- Bi +M #2 mb2/ 7Q` /2@
i2`KBMBbiB+ +QmTHBM; iQ QTiB+HHv +iBp2 bvbi2Kb rBi? bm#@rp2H2M;i? `2bQHmiBQM pB i?2
2pM2b+2Mi }2H/X "v TT`QT`Bi2 /2bB;M Q7 S* +pBiB2b M/ rp2;mB/2b- i?2b2 bvbi2Kb
+QK#BM2 bm#@rp2H2M;i? `2bQHmiBQM- ?B;? i?`Qm;?Tmi- M/ +pBiv@2M?M+2/ b2MbBiBpBivX
AM T`iB+mH`- i?2v +M #2 /2i2`KBMBbiB+HHv BMi2`7+2/ rBi? BbQHi2/ QTiB+H 2KBii2`bX
kXk S* /2bB;M- 7#`B+iBQM- M/ +?`+i2`BxiBQM
AM Qm` 2tT2`BK2Mib- i?2 S* +QMbBbib Q7  i`BM;mH` HiiB+2 Q7 B` ?QH2b BM  ;HHBmK
T?QbT?B/2 U:SV K2K#`M2- +`2iBM; M QTiB+H #M/;T i?i +QM}M2b HB;?i BM i?2
bH# iQ  +pBiv `2;BQMX h?2 #M/;T HQM; i?2 ΓX +`vbiH /B`2+iBQM Bb b?QrM BM i?2
/BbT2`bBQM /B;`K BM 6B;m`2 kXRUVX *QM}M2K2Mi BM i?2 p2`iB+H /B`2+iBQM Q++m`b




















































































6B;m`2 kXR, UV .BbT2`bBQM 7Q` i?2 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH bH# BM B`- HQM; i?2 rp2;mB/2 /B`2+iBQM kxc
i?2 BMb2i b?Qrb i?2 +`vbiH UQ`M;2V M/ BMp2`b2 +`vbiH U#Hm2V /B`2+iBQMbX h?2 HiiB+2 ?b  T2`B@
Q/B+Biv Q7 a = 176MK- ?QH2 `/Bmb Q7 ∼ 53 MK- M/ bH# ?2B;?i Q7 ∼ 110 MKX U#V 1M2`;v /2MbBiv
7Q` 7mM/K2MiH KQ/2 BM +`Qbb@b2+iBQM M/ U+V BM THM2X U/V a1JX U2V h?2 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiHb `2
i`Mb72``2/ 7`QK i?2 :S +?BT QMiQ  bm#bi`i2 pB  TQHvK2` biKTX U7V "`Q/@#M/ `2~2+iBpBiv
K2bm`2K2Mi Q7  +pBiv `2bQMM+2 rBi? Q ≈ 6 · 103X U;V h?2 S* bH# Bb TQbBiBQM2/ `2HiBp2 iQ 
i`;2i MMQ+`vbiH BM i?2 TQHvK2` }HKX
Rk
HBM2 BM/B+i2/ BM 6B;m`2 kXRUVX  `Qr Q7 KBbbBM; ?QH2b bmTTQ`ib #M/ KQ/2b r?B+?
7Q`K #QmM/ +pBiv bii2b r?2M i2`KBMi2/ QM irQ bB/2bX q2 2KTHQv  i?`22@?QH2 /2@
72+i +pBiv9R r?Qb2 ;2QK2i`v Bb QTiBKBx2/ 7Q` mb2 QM  SQHvUK2i?vH K2i?+`vHi2V
USJJV bm#bi`i2 rBi?  `27`+iBp2 BM/2t Q7 ns ∼ 1.5 Ub22 TT2M/Bt VX h?2 hA_@
+QM}M2/ `2;BQM BM F@bT+2 Bb bKHH2` QM iQT Q7 i?2 SJJ- b bF2i+?2/ BM 6B;m`2
kXRUV- #mi bBKmHiBQMb BM/B+i2 i?i i?2 Q pHm2 +M biBHH #2 #Qp2 13 ·103X h?2 +pBiv
?b  KQ/2 pQHmK2 Vm = 0.74(λ/n:S)3- r?2`2 n:S = 3.4 Bb i?2 `27`+iBp2 BM/2t Q7
:S i λ = 670MKX h?2 7mM/K2MiH KQ/2 Q7 i?2 S* +pBiv Bb /2TB+i2/ #v Bib 2M2`;v
/2MbBiv BM 6B;m`2 kXRU+VX h?2 +`Qbb b2+iBQM BM 6B;m`2 kXRU#V b?Qrb i?2 2pM2b+2Mi iBH
Q7 i?2 KQ/2 i?i +QmTH2b iQ 2KBii2`bX
q2 7#`B+i2 :S S* MMQ+pBiB2b #v  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 2H2+i`QM #2K HBi?Q;`T?v
M/ /`v 2i+?BM;9k Q7  Ry3MK K2K#`M2 Q7 :S QM iQT Q7  N9yMK@i?B+F b+`B}+BH
Hv2` Q7  H0.85:0.15SX  r2i 2i+? `2KQp2b i?2 b+`B}+BH Hv2`- H2pBM; 7`22@biM/BM;
T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH K2K#`M2bX h?2 b+MMBM; 2H2+i`QM KB+`Q;`T? Ua1JV Q7  `2bmHiBM;
S* MMQ+pBiv Bb b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kXRU/VX _2~2+iBpBiv K2bm`2K2Mib Q7 7`22biM/BM;
+pBiB2b BM/B+i2 i?i [mHBiv 7+iQ`b UQV Q7 i?2b2 +pBiB2b +M 2t+22/ 6 · 103- i?2 Kt@
BKmK pHm2 i?i +M #2 K2bm`2/ rBi? i?2 `2bQHmiBQM Q7 Qm` bT2+i`QK2i2` U6B;m`2
kXRU7VVX >Qr2p2`- BM i?2 `2KBM/2` Q7 i?Bb TT2` r2 rBHH bim/v +pBiB2b rBi? ivTB+H Q
pHm2b #2HQr Ryyy- bBM+2 i?2b2 r2`2 KQ`2 `2HB#Hv 7#`B+i2/ BM H`;2 MmK#2`b- T2`KBi@
iBM; bvbi2KiB+ bim/B2bX hQ i`Mb72` +pBiB2b- r2 T`2bb i?2 :S +?BT ;BMbi  ~2tB#H2
TQHvK2` Hv2` Q7 SQHv/BK2i?vHbBHQtM2 US.JaV- r?B+? b2T`i2b i?2 S* K2K#`M2b
7`QK i?2 +?BT r?BH2 T`2b2`pBM; i?2B` ``M;2K2MiX h?2 /?2bBQM #2ir22M i?2 K2K@
#`M2b M/ i?2 S.Ja Bb r2F 2MQm;? bQ i?i i?2 :S bi`m+im`2b +M #2 biKT2/
QMiQ i?2 bKTH2 i?i Bb iQ #2 BK;2/- b b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kXRU2VX AM Qm` /2KQMbi`@
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o=12.7 ± 1.2 nsc










6B;m`2 kXk, h?2 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH Bb KQp2/ 7`QK M BMBiBH mM+QmTH2/ TQbBiBQM UV BMiQ HB;MK2Mi
rBi? i?2 i`;2i Lo +2Mi2` U#VX h?2 TmKT Hb2` `2~2+iBpBiv Bb b?QrM BM ;`22M M/ i?2 T?QiQHm@
KBM2b+2M+2 BM `2/c TmKT Hb2` TQr2` Bb 500ƒq- 7Q+mb2/ iQ ∼ 0.2ƒKX U+V SG bT2+i`mK Q7 i?2
mM+QmTH2/ Lo UI0V M/ mM+QmTH2/ +pBiv #+F;`QmM/ UIcbVX  T?QiQM +Q``2HiBQM K2bm`2K2Mi
Ub22 TT2M/Bt V b?Qrb i?i i?2 Lo 2KBbbBQM Bb bi`QM;Hv MiB#mM+?2/ UBMb2iVc i?Bb 72im`2 Bb
bm``QmM/2/ #v T?QiQM #mM+?BM; /m2 iQ b?2HpBM; BM  K2ibi#H2 bii2 Q7 i?2 Lo 2KBii2`9jX U/V
SG bT2+i`mK Ic Q7 i?2 +QmTH2/ Lo@+pBiv bvbi2K- ;BM bi`QM;Hv MiB#mM+?2/ UBMb2iVX  }i iQ
i?2Q`v U1[XkXRV ;Bp2b i?2 a1 `i2 BMiQ i?2 +pBiv MQ`KHBx2/ #v i?2 #+F;`QmM/ 2KBbbBQM `i2-
f c(λ2) = 5.3, f c(λ1) = 0.7X U2V hBK2@`2bQHp2/ 2KBbbBQM 7Q` i?2 mM+QmTH2/ Lo- 7` `2KQp2/
7`QK i?2 S* K2K#`M2- M/ U7V i?2 +QmTH2/ LoX h?2 6 Tb 2t+BiiBQM TmHb2 rb ;2M2`i2/ #v 
7`2[m2M+v@/Qm#H2/ 1064 MK Hb2` i 20J>x `2T2iBiBQM `i2X
;Hbb bHB/2 +Qp2`2/ #v  100MK i?B+F Hv2` Q7 SJJ- 7Q` r?B+? i?2 i`Mb72` T`Q+2bb
bm++22/b rBi? ∼ 3yW T`Q##BHBiv 7Q` 2+? K2K#`M2X h?2 bKTH2 Bb KQmMi2/ BM 
b+MMBM; +QM7Q+H KB+`Qb+QT2 rBi? M QBH BKK2`bBQM H2MbX  imM;bi2M iBT rBi? 0.5ƒK
`/Bmb Bb mb2/ iQ b+M M/ TQbBiBQM  S* MMQ+pBiv rBi? MMQK2i2` `2bQHmiBQM U6B;@
m`2 kXRU;VVX
6B;m`2 kXkUV b?Qrb  `QQK@i2KT2`im`2 T?QiQHmKBM2b+2M+2 USGV BK;2 Q7  ivTB+H
bKTH2 U`2/ bB;MHV Q#iBM2/ #v b+MMBM;  ;`22M 2t+BiiBQM Hb2` +`Qbb i?2 bm`7+2
rBi? ;HpMQK2i`B+ KB``Q`bX h?2 SG bTQib BM i?2 BK;2 +Q``2bTQM/ iQ bBM;H2 Q` +Hmb@
i2`b Q7 Lo +2Mi2`b BM /BKQM/ MMQ+`vbiHbX h?2 S* MMQ+pBiv +M #2 HQ+i2/ rBi?
R9
i?2 2t+BiiBQM Hb2` `2~2+iBQM U;`22M BM 6B;m`2 kXkUVV b r2HH b r2F ~mQ`2b+2M+2
Q`B;BMiBM; 7`QK BKTm`BiB2b BM :S M/ SJJ U;`22M +m`p2 BM 6B;m`2 kXkU+VVX h?2
S* ~mQ`2b+2M+2 +H2`Hv b?Qrb irQ `2bQMM+2b i λ1 = 667.3 MK M/ λ2 = 643.0MK
rBi? [mHBiv 7+iQ`b Q1 = 550 M/ Q2 = 610X h?2b2 [mHBiv 7+iQ`b `2 `i?2` HQr
#2+mb2 Q7 p`B#BHBiB2b BM i?2 7#`B+iBQMc r2 br MQ /2;`/iBQM /m2 iQ i?2 i`Mb72`
QMiQ i?2 SJJ bm#bi`i2X "v +QHH2+iBM; i?2 bT2+i`mK i /Bz2`2Mi TQBMib rBi?BM i?2
+pBiv Ub22 TT2M/Bt V- r2 +M B/2MiB7v T2F 1 b i?2 7mM/K2MiH KQ/2 /2TB+i2/ BM
6B;m`2 kXRU+V M/ T2F 2 b irQ M2`Hv /2;2M2`i2- QTTQbBi2Hv TQH`Bx2/ ?B;?2`@Q`/2`
KQ/2b Q7 i?2 +pBivX
kXj .2i2`KBMBbiB+ +QmTHBM;
q2 +?B2p2 /2i2`KBMBbiB+ +QmTHBM; #2ir22M i?2 Lo M/ i?2 MMQ+pBiv #v }`bi b2H2+i@
BM;  ǵi`;2iǶ Lo UBM/B+i2/ BM 6B;m`2 kXkUVVX h?Bb +2Mi2` 2t?B#Bib  #`Q/ bT2+i`mK
I0 U6B;m`2 kXkU+VV- r?B+? Bb +?`+i2`BbiB+ Q7 Lo +2Mi2`b M/ `2bmHib 7`QK  #`Q/
T?QMQM bB/2#M/ 2ti2M/BM; 7`QK ∼ e9y iQ 800MKX AKTQ`iMiHv- i?2 2KBbbBQM 2t@
?B#Bib  bi`QM;Hv MiB@#mM+?2/ miQ+Q``2HiBQM UBMb2iV- BM/B+iBM; i?i Bi `2bmHib 7`QK
 bBM;H2 2KBii2`X hQ +QmTH2 i?Bb 2KBii2` iQ i?2 +pBiv- r2 TQbBiBQM i?2 S* K2K#`M2
Qp2` i?2 i`;2i Lo mbBM; i?2 imM;bi2M iBTX b b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kXkU/V- i?2 SG bT2+@
i`mK Ic +?M;2b /`KiB+HHv M/ b?Qrb bi`QM; T2Fb QM `2bQMM+2 rBi? i?2 +pBiv
KQ/2bX h?2 BMi2MbBiB2b Q7 i?2b2 T2Fb `2 7` ?B;?2` i?M i?2 +pBiv #+F;`QmM/- IcbX
JQ`2Qp2`- i?2 miQ+Q``2HiBQM Q7 i?2 +QmTH2/ Lo@+pBiv bvbi2K Bb ;BM bi`QM;Hv MiB@
#mM+?2/ U6B;m`2 kXkU/VV- BM/B+iBM; i?i Bi Bb /`Bp2M #v 2KBbbBQM Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2`X q2
HbQ p2`B}2/ i?2 2H2+i`QMB+ i`BTH2i bii2 Q7 i?2 +QmTH2/ Lo #v 2H2+i`QM bTBM `2bQMM+2
U1a_V K2bm`2K2Mib Ub22 TT2M/Bt VX
R8
h?2 a1 `i2 Q7 M Lo +2Mi2` Bb HbQ KQ/B}2/ #v i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 i?2 S* bH#X aT2+B7@
B+HHv- 6B;m`2b kXkU2V M/ U7V b?Qr i?i i?2 HB72iBK2b Q7 i?2 mM+QmTH2/ M/ +QmTH2/
Lo +2Mi2`b `2 τ0,c = 16.4 ± 1.1, 12.7 ± 1.5Mb- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 SG bT2+i` QM
M/ Qz i?2 S* +QmTH2/ rBi? HB72iBK2 K2bm`2K2Mib HHQr i?2 /2i2`KBMiBQM Q7 i?2
bT2+i`HHv `2bQHp2/ a1 `i2 2M?M+2K2Mi- F (λ)- Q7 i?2 +QmTH2/ 2KBii2` pB i?2 `2H@
iBQM F (λ) = Ic(λ)τ0/I0(λ)τc Ub22 TT2M/Bt V, i?2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 /i BM k vB2H/b
F (λ1) = 2.2 M/ F (λ2) ∼ 7.0 Ui?2 7mHH +m`p2 F (λ) Bb THQii2/ BM TT2M/Bt VX
q2 M2ti /2KQMbi`i2 i?2 bTiBH `2bQHmiBQM Q7 Qm` K2i?Q/X "v KQMBiQ`BM; i?2 ~m@
Q`2b+2M+2 bT2+i`mK r?BH2 b+MMBM; i?2 +pBiv Qp2` i?2 Lo- r2 +M KT Qmi i?2 M2`@
}2H/ 2KBii2`@+pBiv +QmTHBM;X h?Bb Bb /2KQMbi`i2/ BM 6B; jU@2V- r?2`2 r2 b+M i?2
+pBiv HQM; Bib HQM;Bim/BMH Ut@tBbV Qp2` i?2 bKTH2 BM jX9 MK bi2TbX 6B;m`2 jU7V
T`2b2Mib  b2`B2b Q7 SG bT2+i` +[mB`2/ b i?2 +pBiv KQp2b Qp2` i?2 2KBii2`- M/ `2@
p2Hb M BMi2MbBiv Qb+BHHiBQM rBi?  T2`BQ/ +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ QM2 S* HiiB+2 bT+BM;-
a ∼ 180 MKX h?Bb Qb+BHHiBQM +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 bTiBHHv /2T2M/2Mi a1 KQ/B}+iBQM-
r?B+? Bb /B`2+iHv T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 +pBivǶb 2H2+i`B+ }2H/ BMi2MbBivX
hQ MHvx2 Qm` Q#b2`piBQMb- r2 MQi2 i?i i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 Q7 i?2 +QmTH2/ Lo@
+pBiv bvbi2K Bb ;Bp2M #v i?2 2KBbbBQM /B`2+iHv 7`QK i?2 Lo- i?2 2KBbbBQM i?`Qm;?
i?2 +pBiv- M/ BMi2`72`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 irQ,




r?2`2 CNV - Ccav- M/ Cint /2i2`KBM2 i?2 `2HiBp2 +QMi`B#miBQMb Q7 i?2 Lo- i?2 +p@
Biv- M/ i?2B` BMi2`72`2M+2- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- r?B+? /2T2M/ QM i?2 +QHH2+iBQM ;2QK2i`v M/
+QmTHBM; iQ i?2 +QHH2+iBQM }#2`X L(ω) = 1/(1 + i(ω − ωc)/κ) ;Bp2b i?2 GQ`2MixBM HBM2
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6B;m`2 kXj, a+MMBM; Q7 i?2 S* MMQ+pBiv T`Q#2 BM bKHH bi2Tb- b?QrM BM bMT@b?Qib U@2VX U7V
S?QiQHmKBM2b+2M+2 b+Mb 7Q` 〈∆x〉 = 3.4MK p2`;2 bi2T bBx2bX U;V 6Bii2/ +pBiv a1 `i2 2M@
?M+2K2Mib f c(λ1,%r) 7Q` KQ/2 R b?QrBM;  6q>J `2bQHmiBQM Q7 ∆ ∼ 80 MKX U?V 1tT2+i2/
a1 2M?M+2K2Mi 7+iQ` f c(λ1,%r) M/ i?2 2biBKi2/ i`D2+iQ`v Q7 i?2 Lo i ∆z = 98 ± 5MK-
∆y = 70 ± 5MK- M/ %µ BM i?2 THM2 i ky◦ iQ i?2 x@tBbX h?2 BM/B+i2/ i`+F Ki+?2b i?2 Q#@
b2`p2/ a1 2M?M+2K2Mi BM U;VX
Rd
i?2 T?b2 /Bz2`2M+2 i i?2 +QHH2+iBQM TQBMi #2ir22M i?2 /B`2+i Lo 2KBbbBQM M/ i?2
2KBbbBQM i?`Qm;? i?2 +pBivX h?2 7+iQ` f c(ω,%r) Bb i?2 a1 `i2 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 i`MbB@
iBQMb BM i?2 T?QMQM bB/2#M/ Q7 i?2 Lo rBi? `2bT2+i iQ i?2 #+F;`QmM/ 2KBbbBQM `i2
BMiQ MQM@+pBiv KQ/2bX
h?2 +Q2{+B2Mib CNV - Ccav- M/ Cint +M #2 2biBKi2/ 7`QK Qm` 2tT2`BK2MiH /i
b 7QHHQrbX "2+mb2 Q7 i?2 ?B;? MmK2`B+H T2`im`2 Q7 Qm` Q#D2+iBp2- M2`Hv ?H7 Q7 i?2
2KBbbBQM 7`QK i?2 +pBiv M/ i?2 Lo Bb +QHH2+i2/, i?Bb Q#b2`piBQM bm;;2bib CNV ∼
CcavX q?2M i?2 bB;MH Bb +QHH2+i2/ i?`Qm;?  bBM;H2@KQ/2 }#2`- i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 i2`K
`2T`2b2Mi2/ #v Cint #2+QK2b BKTQ`iMi M/ `2bmHib BM 6MQ@HBF2 72im`2b BM i?2 bT2+@
i`mK Ub22 TT2M/Bt V99X >Qr2p2`- r2 }M/ i?i i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 i2`K pMBb?2b r?2M
 KmHiB@KQ/2 }#2` Bb mb2/- M/ r2 +M b2i Cint = 0X  }i Q7 1[XkXR iQ i?2 bT2+i`mK BM
6B;m`2 kXkU/V i?2M vB2H/b f c(λ = 643 MK,%r) = 5.3, f c(667MK,%r) = 0.7X
aBM+2 i?2 bB;MH BM 6B;m`2 kXjU7V Bb T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ Sd(ω,%r)- r2 +M MQr mb2 1[XkXR
iQ +QKT`2 i?2 K2bm`2/ +pBiv bB;MH iQ i?2Q`vX 6B;m`2 kXjU;V THQib i?2 }ii2/ pH@
m2b Q7 f c(ω1,%r) 7Q` i?2 7mM/K2MiH +pBiv KQ/2 7`2[m2M+v ω1 = 2pic/λ1- b b?QrM
BM i?2 `2/ +`Qbb2bX "v +QKT`BM; i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH f c(ω1,%r) pHm2b iQ T`2/B+iBQMb 7Q`
i?2 +pBiv KQ/2- r2 }M/  Ki+? #2ir22M 2tT2`BK2Mi M/ i?2Q`v 7Q` M Lo /BTQH2
µ i?i Bb z = 98 ± 5MK 7`QK i?2 S* bm`7+2- b 2tT2+i2/ 7`QK i?2 SJJ i?B+F@
M2bb- M/ i M M;H2 Q7 20◦ iQ i?2 x@tBb- Q#iBM2/ 7`QK i?2 #2bi }i iQ i?2 /iX 6Q`
i?2b2 +QM/BiBQMb- i?2 T`2/B+i2/ pHm2 Q7 a1 `i2 KQ/B}+iBQM +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 i`+F
;`T?2/ BM 6B;m`2 kXjU?V- BM ;QQ/ ;`22K2Mi rBi? 2tT2`BK2MiH Q#b2`piBQMbX  bKHH
/Bb+`2TM+v BM i?2 }i i ∆x ∼ 190MK `2bmHib T`BK`BHv 7`QK TQbBiBQMH bHBT Q7 i?2
S* +pBiv i?i +M #mBH/ mT /m`BM; i?2 b+M-  T`Q#H2K r?B+? +QmH/ #2 BKT`Qp2/ #v
`B;B/Hv ii+?BM; i?2 K2K#`M2 iQ  biBz2` b+MMBM; iBTX
R3
kX9 *QM+HmbBQM
h?2 ?B;? bTiBH `2bQHmiBQM M/ 7`2[m2M+v@b2H2+iBp2 KQ/B}+iBQM Q7 bTQMiM2Qmb 2KBb@
bBQM QT2Mb M2r TQbbB#BHBiB2b 7Q` 2{+B2Mi BMi2`7+BM; Q7 T`QKBbBM; bQHB/ bii2 [m#Bib pB
QTiB+H }2H/bX 6Q` BMbiM+2- r?BH2 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` Bb  T`QKBbBM; bvbi2K 7Q` [mMimK
BM7Q`KiBQM T`Q+2bbBM;- QMHv i?2 2KBbbBQM Q++m``BM; BMiQ i?2 x2`Q T?QMQM HBM2 UwSGV Bb
bmBi#H2 7Q` +Q?2`2Mi QTiB+H KMBTmHiBQMX h?2 7`2[m2M+v@b2H2+iBp2 2KBbbBQM 2M?M+2@
K2Mi /2KQMbi`i2/ ?2`2 TQi2MiBHHv HHQrb mb iQ /B`2+i KQbi Q7 i?2 2KBbbBQM Q7 i?2
b2H2+i2/ Lo +2Mi2`b BMiQ i?2 wSGX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?2 ?v#`B/ TT`Q+? Bb +QKTiB#H2
rBi? M``Qr HBM2rB/i? Lo 2KBii2`b BM #mHF /BKQM/ i HQr i2KT2`im`2X h?Bb QT2Mb
i?2 /QQ` 7Q` TTHB+iBQMb `M;BM; 7`QK [mMimK `2T2i2`b iQ bBM;H2 T?QiQM MQMHBM2`
QTiB+bX JQ`2Qp2`- Hi?Qm;? r2 ?p2 7Q+mb2/ ?2`2 QM Lo +2Mi2`b- Qm` b+MMBM; i2+?@
MB[m2 T`QpB/2b  ǵ+pBiv Z1. BMi2`7+2Ƕ i?i +M #2 Q7 mb2 iQ  #`Q/ `M;2 Q7 bQHB/
bii2 [m#BibX
6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?2 S* b+MMBM; i2+?MB[m2 +M b2`p2 b  M2r BK;BM; TT`Q+?-
rBi? bm#@rp2H2M;i? `2bQHmiBQM M/ ?B;? i?`Qm;?Tmi- r?B+? r2 i2`K  b+MMBM; +pBiv
KB+`Qb+QT2 Ua*JVX lMHBF2 Qi?2` M2`@}2H/ T`Q#2b i?i +QKT`QKBb2 i?2 bB;MH BMi2M@
bBiv iQ +?B2p2 ?B;? bTiBH `2bQHmiBQM- a*J 2M#H2b H`;2 +QmMi `i2b, BM i?2 /2KQM@
bi`iBQM b?QrM ?2`2- r2 `2+Q`/ mT iQ ∼ 1 · 106 T?QiQMbfb 7`QK  bBM;H2 Lo- 2t+22/BM;
i?2 +QHH2+iBQM rBi? 7` }2H/ QTiB+bX h?Bb +M #2 7m`i?2` BKT`Qp2/ #v 2{+B2MiHv Qmi@
+QmTHBM; i?`Qm;? +pBiv@+QmTH2/ rp2;mB/2bX AM //BiBQM- i?2 bTiBH `2bQHmiBQM Q7
i?2 a*J Bb /2i2`KBM2/ #v i?2 72im`2 bBx2 Q7 i?2 +QM}M2/ }2H/- r?B+? Bb ∆ ∼ 80 MK
7Q` i?Bb +pBivX h?Bb BM@THM2 `2bQHmiBQM Kv #2 BKT`Qp2/ bm#biMiBHHv mbBM; +p@
Biv KQ/2b rBi? bKHH 72im`2 bBx2b- b BM bHQi@rp2;mB/2 +pBiB2b98X h?2b2 [mHBiB2b
KF2 i?2 a*J  T`QKBbBM; iQQH 7Q` H#2H@7`22 bBM;H2 KQH2+mH2 bim/B2bk3-9e Q` ?B;?@
RN
`2bQHmiBQM bim/B2b Q7 HQ+H BM/2t p`BiBQMb BM i?BM }HKb9d-93X "2vQM/ ?B;? `2bQHmiBQM
M/ i?`Qm;?Tmi- i?2 a*J //b i?2 +T#BHBiv iQ KQ/B7v i?2 bTQMiM2Qmb 2KBbbBQM
`i2 iQ M2`@}2H/ KB+`Qb+QTvX h?Bb QT2Mb M2r TQbbB#BHBiB2b 7Q` /B`2+i BMp2biB;iBQMb Q7
/2+v +?MM2Hb Q7 QTiB+H 2KBii2`b- bm+? b HB;?i 2KBiiBM; /BQ/2b Q` ~mQ`QT?Q`2bc 7Q`
BMbiM+2- #v KQMBiQ`BM; i?2 2KBbbBQM BMi2MbBiv r?BH2 2z2+iBM;  FMQrM +?M;2 BM i?2
`/BiBp2 2KBbbBQM `i2- i?2 `2HiBp2 MQM`/BiBp2 `2+QK#iBQM `i2 Kv #2 BM72``2/-
HHQrBM;  /B`2+i 2biBKi2 Q7 i?2 `/BiBp2 [mMimK 2{+B2M+v Q7 i?2 Ki2`BHX
ky
*?Ti2` j
*QmTHBM; Q7 Lo *2Mi2`b iQ S?QiQMB+
*`vbiH LMQ#2Kb BM .BKQM/
AM i?Bb +?Ti2` r2 /2b+`B#2 M/ /2KQMbi`i2  i2+?MB[m2 7Q` +QmTHBM; bBM;H2 LBi`Q;2M
o+M+v ULoV +2Mi2`b iQ bmbT2M/2/ /BKQM/ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2b rBi? [mHBiv
7+iQ`b mT iQ e-yyyX aT2+B}+HHv- r2 T`2b2Mi M 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` b x2`Q@
T?QMQM HBM2 UwSGV ~mQ`2b+2M+2 #v  7+iQ` Q7 ∼ d #v imMBM; i?2 +pBiv BMiQ `2bQMM+2
rBi? i?2 Lo wSGX
jXR AMi`Q/m+iBQM
h?2 BMi2;`iBQM Q7 bQHB/ bii2 [mMimK 2KBii2`b rBi? bm#@rp2H2M;i?@b+H2 QTiB+H /2@
pB+2b ?b ;2M2`i2/ bm#biMiBH BMi2`2bi BM +?BT@#b2/ [mMimK M2irQ`Fb9NX .BKQM/
Bb  T`iB+mH`Hv TT2HBM; THi7Q`K 7Q` [mMimK T?QiQMB+b- b Bi Bb ?Qbi iQ  MmK#2`
Q7 /Bz2`2Mi +QHQ` +2Mi2`b8y- r?B+? +M #2 BM/BpB/mHHv BMi2;`i2/ pB BQM BKTHMi@
iBQMX KQM; i?2K- i?2 M2;iBp2Hv +?`;2/ Lo +2Mi2` Bb M 2t+2TiBQMH +M/B/i2 7Q`
 [mMimK #Bi /m2 iQ Bib bTBM `2/Qmi M/ KMBTmHiBQM +T#BHBiB2b- r?B+? +QK#BM2/
6B;m`2 jXR, UV *`iQQM Q7  R. T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ#2K rBi? M 2KBii2` +QmTH2/ iQ i?2 +p@
BivX U#V 6.h. KQ/2HHBM; Q7 i?2 KQ/2 T`Q}H2 Q7  R. T?QiQMB+ MMQ#2KX h?2 ?QH2 /BK2i2`
rb +QMbiMi r?BH2 i?2 rB/i? Q7 i?2 #2K rb iT2`2/X U+V 6#`B+iBQM b+?2KiB+ Q7 /BKQM/
MMQ#2Kb, BV  /BKQM/ K2K#`M2 rb i?BMM2/ iQ i?2 QTiB+H /2pB+2 Hv2` BM  /22T `2+iBp2 BQM
2i+?c BBV M2ti- 1"G rb T2`7Q`K2/ iQ /2}M2 i?2 KbF- M/ BBBV i?2 KbF rb i`Mb72``2/ BMiQ i?2
/BKQM/ pB _A1X BpV 6BMHHv- i?2 /BKQM/ MMQ#2Kb r2`2 mM/2`+mi BM M BbQi`QTB+ _A1 bi2T i?i
`2KQp2b mM/2`HvBM; aB Hv2`X U/V a1J BK;2 Q7 7`22biM/BM; /BKQM/ MMQ#2KbX
rBi? HQM; +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2b +M #2 H2p2`;2/ 7Q` [mMimK BM7Q`KiBQM b+B2M+28R-8k-8j-j3-
[mMimK b2MbBM;RN-ky-89 M/ [mMimK M2irQ`Fb88-8eX h?2b2 TQi2MiBH TTHB+iBQMb HH
2Bi?2` `2[mB`2 Q` #2M2}i 7`QK QTiBKBx2/ +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v b r2HH b +QMi`QH Q7 bT2+@
i`H M/ bTiBH T`QT2`iB2b Q7 bTQMiM2QmbHv 2KBii2/ T?QiQMbX
M TT2HBM; TT`Q+? iQ //`2bbBM; i?2b2 T`Q#H2Kb BMpQHp2b i?2 mb2 Q7 *pBiv
ZmMimK 1H2+i`Q/vMKB+b U*Z1.VX >2`2- i?2 bBM;H2 T?QiQM bTQMiM2Qmb 2KBbbBQM
`i2 +M #2 +QMi`QHH2/ #v  T?QiQMB+ +pBiv i?i 2M?M+2b i?2 BMi2`+iBQM bi`2M;i?
#2ir22M  bBM;H2 QTiB+H KQ/2 M/ i?2 Lo +2Mi2`X AM i?2 +b2 Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2`- i?2b2
#2M2}ib +M #2 `2HBx2/ #v +pBiv +QmTHBM; iQ i?2 M``Qr@#M/ x2`Q@T?QMQM HBM2 UwSGV
kk
i`MbBiBQM- r?B+? +QMbiBimi2b j@8W Q7 T?QiQHmKBM2b+2Mi 2KBbbBQM USG1V 7`QK i?2 2t@
+Bi2/ bii2X AM/22/- KMv TTHB+iBQMb BM [mMimK b+B2M+2 `2Hv QM i?2 BMi2`72`2M+2 #2@
ir22M BM/BbiBM;mBb?#H2 T?QiQMb- 7Q` r?B+? QMHv i?2 wSG i`MbBiBQM Bb bmBi#H2X *Qm@
THBM; iQ M QTiB+H +pBiv i?mb T`QpB/2b  K2Mb iQ 2M?M+2 #Qi? i?2 wSG +QHH2+iBQM
2{+B2M+v M/ i?2 `2HiBp2 T`QTQ`iBQM Q7 T?QiQMb 2KBii2/ BMiQ i?2 wSGX AM T`iB+m@
H`- T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2b US**bV- b+?2KiB+HHv /2TB+i2/ BM 6B;m`2 jXR- T`QpB/2 
bi`QM; 2M?M+2K2Mi /m2 iQ i?2B` bKHH KQ/2 pQHmK2b- M/ ?p2 #22M bim/B2/ rB/2Hv
BM i?2 +QMi2ti Q7 HB;?i@Kii2` BMi2`+iBQMb rBi? [mMimK /Qib8d-dX
hQ /i2- +QmTHBM; #2ir22M Lo +2Mi2`b M/ S**b ?b #22M /2KQMbi`i2/ BM b2p2`H
/Bz2`2Mi bvbi2Kb i?i +M #2 /BpB/2/ BM irQ KBM +i2;Q`B2b, BV ?v#`B/ M/ BBV KQMQ@
HBi?B+ HH@/BKQM/ TT`Q+?2bX >v#`B/ bvbi2Kb ivTB+HHv +QMbBbi Q7 +pBiB2b 7#`B+i2/
BM MQM@/BKQM/ Ki2`BHb M/ `2 2pM2b+2MiHv +QmTH2/ iQ Lo +2Mi2`b ?Qbi2/ BM /B@
KQM/ MMQ+`vbiHbX 1tKTH2b BM+Hm/2 k. S**b +pBiB2b 7#`B+i2/ BM :S83-8N-ey
M/ R. THbKQMB+ S**b #b2/ QM bBHp2` MMQrB`2beRX PM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- KQMQHBi?B+-
HH@/BKQM/ TT`Q+?2b `2 #b2/ QM QTiB+H +pBiB2b 7#`B+i2/ /B`2+iHv BM bBM;H2 +`vb@
iH /BKQM/ bm#bi`i2bX 1tKTH2b BM+Hm/2 KB+`Q`BM; `2bQMiQ`bRe-ek- k. S**bRy- M/
R. S**bej-e9X q?BH2 ?v#`B/ TT`Q+?2b +M #2 bi`B;?i7Q`r`/ iQ BKTH2K2Mi- i?2v
bmz2` 7`QK BM72`BQ` [mHBiv Q7 Lo +2Mi2`b 7QmM/ BM /BKQM/ MMQ+`vbiHb- b r2HH b
`2/m+2/ Qp2`HT #2ir22M i?2 +pBiv }2H/ M/ Lo /BTQH2X AM i?Bb +?Ti2`- r2 /2KQM@
bi`i2 KQMQHBi?B+ R. S**b 7#`B+i2/ 7`QK ?B;? Tm`Biv bBM;H2 +`vbiH /BKQM/ }HKb
rBi? [mHBiv 7+iQ`b UQV b ?B;? b eyyyX q2 HbQ /2KQMbi`i2 +QMi`QH Q7 i?2 +pBiv
`2bQMM+2 mbBM; i?2 +QK#BMiBQM Q7 QtB/iBQM M/ /BKQM/ 2i+?BM; b r2HH b BM2`i@;b
Us2V /2TQbBiBQM i HQr i2KT2`im`2bX aT2+B}+HHv- `2/ imMBM; Q7 i?2 +pBiv `2bQMM+2
UmT iQ 7MKV Bb /2KQMbi`i2/ #v s2 /2TQbBiBQM- M/ #Hm2 imMBM; Q7 mT iQ 23 MK rb
+?B2p2/ #v TQbi@7#`B+iBQM /BKQM/ 2i+?BM;X lbBM; i?2b2 i2+?MB[m2b r2 r2`2 #H2 iQ
kj
#`BM; i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 BMiQ `2bQMM+2 rBi? i?2 Lo +2Mi2` M/ /2KQMbi`i2 2M?M+2@
K2Mi Q7 i?2 wSG 2KBbbBQM #v  7+iQ` Q7 d i HQr i2KT2`im`2X
jXk S* /2bB;M M/ 7#`B+iBQM 7`QK /BKQM/ K2K#`M2b
hQ 7#`B+i2 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiHb 7`QK  #mHF TB2+2 Q7 /BKQM/- r2 2KTHQv  i2+?MB[m2
`2+2MiHv /2p2HQT2/ 7Q` /BKQM/ MMQ7#`B+iBQMRe-ek-RyX b /2TB+i2/ b+?2KiB+HHv BM
6B;m`2 jXR+- r2 #2;BM rBi?  ivT2 AA- IRyy= +`vbiH Q`B2Mi2/- *o. Q` A# >S>h-
bBM;H2@+`vbiH /BKQM/ K2K#`M2 U1H2K2Mi aBtV Q7 ∼ 25 ƒK i?B+FM2bb `2biBM; QM 
aB bm#bi`i2X L2ti- r2 TTHv  /22T `2+iBp2 BQM 2i+? U_A1V BM M Qtv;2M BM/m+iBp2Hv
+QmTH2/ THbK UA*SV iQ i?BM i?2 K2K#`M2 /QrM iQ i?2 /2bB`2/ /2pB+2 i?B+FM2bb Q7
∼ 250MKX q2 i?2M /2}M2 M 2i+? KbF pB 2@#2K HBi?Q;`T?v U1"GV QM  ?v/`Q;2M
bBHb2b[mBQtM2 U>aZ- E`v/2MV `2bBbi }HK bTmM QM i?2 /BKQM/ bm#bi`i2X  b2+QM/
Qtv;2M _A1 bi2T i`Mb72`b i?2 KbF Tii2`M BMiQ i?2 /BKQM/ i?BM }HKX 6BMHHv- r2
`2KQp2 i?2 bm#bi`i2 Ki2`BH 7`QK #2M2i? i?2 /2pB+2b rBi? M BbQi`QTB+ 2i+? `2+BT2
7Q` aB BM  _A1- `2bmHiBM; BM bmbT2M/2/ MMQ#2KbX 6B;m`2 R/ b?Qrb  b+MMBM; 2H2+@
i`QM KB+`Qb+QT2 Ua1JV BK;2 Q7 b2p2`H T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ#2Kb UH27iV b r2HH b
 K;MB}2/ pB2r U`B;?iVX
JQ/2HHBM; Q7 R. MMQ#2Kb rb T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM; i?2 j. }MBi2 /Bz2`2M+2 iBK2 /Q@
KBM U6.h.V bQ7ir`2 GmK2`B+HX Pm` T?QiQMB+ +`vbiHb +QMbBbi Q7  b2`B2b Q7 ?QH2b
2i+?2/ i?`Qm;?  /BKQM/ `B/;2 rp2;mB/2- BHHmbi`i2/ b+?2KiB+HHv BM 6B;m`2 jXRX
GB;?i Bb +QM}M2/ iQ i?2 rp2;mB/2 #v i?2 BM/2t +QMi`bi #2ir22M /BKQM/ Un = 2.4V
M/ B`- r?BH2 i?2 T2`BQ/B+Biv Q7 i?2 ?QH2b 7Q`Kb  #M/;T iQ +QM}M2 HB;?i HQM; i?2
rp2;mB/2X h?2 T`iB+mH` T`K2i2`b Q7 Qm` /2bB;M r2`2 +?Qb2M iQ ++QKKQ/i2 i?2
BM++m`+B2b Q7 Qm` 7#`B+iBQM T`Q+2bbX AM T`iB+mH`- /2pB+2b Q#iBM2/ 7`QK i?2 #Qp2
k9
6B;m`2 jXk, UV a1J iQT pB2r Q7  bmbT2M/2/ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ#2K- U`B;?iV b r2HH b Q7
i?2 Qmi+QmTHBM; `2;BQM 7Q` i`MbKBbbBQM K2bm`2K2Mib UH27iVX U#V h`MbKBbbBQM K2bm`2K2Mi Q#@
iBM2/ mbBM; r?Bi2 HB;?i 7`QK  bmT2`+QMiBMmmK bQm`+2 BM@+QmTH2/ i i?2 `B;?i ?M/ bB/2 Q7 i?2
rp2;mB/2X Pmi@+QmTH2/ M/ mT@b+ii2`2/ HB;?i Bb Q#b2`p2/ #Qi? i i?2 +pBiv `2;BQM b r2HH b i?2
Qi?2` 2M/ Q7 i?2 +pBivX h?2 b+ii2`BM; Q7 i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 Bb r2HH HQ+HBx2/- BM/B+iBM; iB;?i HB;?i
HQ+HBxiBQM BM i?2 bKHH KQ/2@pQHmK2 QTiB+H +pBivX U+V aT2+i` Q#iBM2/ i i?2 +pBiv `2;BQM BM
i`MbKBbbBQM b?Qr +pBiv KQ/2b rBi? Q 7+iQ`b mT iQ ∼ e-yyyX
K2K#`M2@i?BMMBM; T`Q+2/m`2 2t?B#Bi bB;MB}+Mi i?B+FM2bb p`BiBQMb 7`QK /2pB+2 iQ
/2pB+2 +`Qbb  bBM;H2 +?BT- QrBM; iQ M BMBiBH i?B+FM2bb ;`/B2Mi BM i?2 K2+?MB+HHv
TQHBb?2/ /BKQM/ K2K#`M2- r?B+? Bb i`Mb72``2/ iQ i?2 }HK BM i?2 /22T _A1 bi2TX
b  `2bmHi- r2 /2bB;M2/ Qm` T?QiQMB+ +`vbiHb iQ #2 `Q#mbi iQ KQ/2`i2 p`BiBQMb
BM i?B+FM2bb rBi?BM i?2 `M;2 Q7 kyy@400MKX hQ ++QKTHBb? i?Bb- r2 mb2/  `2HiBp2Hv
H`;2 ?QH2 `/Bmb U65 MKV M/ F2Ti i?2 ?QH2 `/Bmb M/ bT+BM; mMB7Q`K +`Qbb i?2 2M@
iB`2 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH Ur2 7#`B+i2/ /2pB+2b rBi? ?QH2 bT+BM; `M;BM; 7`QK 165 MK
iQ 175MKVX h?2 +pBiv Bb i?2M 7Q`K2/ #v iT2`BM; i?2 rB/i? Q7 i?2 rp2;mB/2 /QrM
7`QK 500MK i i?2 2M/b iQ 400MK i i?2 +pBiv +2Mi2`- BM  T`#QHB+ T`Q}H2e8-eeX
h?2 [mHBiv UQV 7+iQ` 7Q` i?Bb +pBiv /2bB;M Bb HBKBi2/ #v +QmTHBM; iQ i?2 T`QT;i@
BM; rp2;mB/2 KQ/2- bQ i?i +QmTHBM; #2ir22M i?2 MMQ#2K T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiv
M/ M QTiB+H rp2;mB/2 +M BM T`BM+BTH2 #2 2bBHv +?B2p2/edX h?Bb HHQrb 7Q` BMi2@
;`iBQM Q7 KmHiBTH2 /2pB+2b QM i?2 bK2 +?BT M/ `2HBxiBQM Q7 BMi2;`i2/ [mMimK
k8
M2irQ`FbX hQ +?B2p2  ?B;? i`MbKBbbBQM bB;MH UT ∝ Q2Tot/Q2wgV- i?2 b+ii2`BM; Q
7+iQ` UQscat ≈ 8 · 106V rb /2bB;M2/ Km+? H`;2` i?M i?2 rp2;mB/2 QX h?2 rp2;@
mB/2 HBKBi2/ UQwg ≈ 5.3 · 105V- iQiH Q 7+iQ` rb /2i2`KBM2/ iQ `2+? pHm2b mT iQ
QTot ≈ 5 · 105- rBi?  KQ/2 pQHmK2 Q7 1.8 · (λ/n)3- +QM+2Mi`i2/ BM i?2 /BKQM/
U6B;m`2 R#VX S?QiQMb +QmTH2/ BMiQ i?2 QTiB+H rp2;mB/2b r2`2 Qmi+QmTH2/ i i?2 2M/
7+2i Q7 i?2 rp2;mB/2 M/ +QHH2+i2/ mbBM;  H2Mb rBi? H`;2 MmK2`B+H T2`im`2 U6B;@
m`2 k UH27iVVX AM //BiBQM- r2 2tTHQ`2/ M Hi2`MiBp2 +pBiv /2bB;M rBi?  +2Mi`H
?QH2 `2KQp2/X h?Bb +pBiv ;2QK2i`v 72im`2b  KQ/2`i2- b+ii2`BM; HBKBi2/ Q 7+iQ`
UQscat = 1 · 104 < QwgV M/ KQ/2 pQHmK2 Q7 3.7(λ/n)3 M/ KmHiBKQ/2 #2?pBQ`- #mi
BM im`M BM+`2b2b i?2 HBF2HB?QQ/ Q7 HQ+iBM; M Lo +2Mi2` rBi?BM i?2 +pBiv KQ/2X 
iQT@pB2r a1J BK;2 Q7  bmbT2M/2/ MMQ#2K b?QrBM; i?2 rB/i? iT2` M/ }HH2/@BM
?QH2 Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM 6B;m`2 jXk U`B;?iVX
jXj S* +?`+i2`BxiBQM
*?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 i?2 +pBiv bT2+i`H T`QT2`iB2b Bb T2`7Q`K2/ BM irQ rvbX 6B`bi- r2
T`Q#2 i?2 +pBiv `2bTQMb2 iQ  #`Q/#M/ BMTmi BM  i`MbKBbbBQM +QM};m`iBQMX q2
2t+Bi2 rp2;mB/2 KQ/2b Q7 i?2 /BKQM/ MMQ#2K #v +QmTHBM; r?Bi2 HB;?i 7`QK  bm@
T2`+QMiBMmmK bQm`+2 ULEh S?QiQMB+bV BMiQ i?2 rp2;mB/2 i QM2 2M/X GB;?i i?i Bb
`2bQMMi rBHH i?2M +QmTH2 iQ i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 M/- /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 +pBiv /2bB;M- 2B@
i?2` #2 b+ii2`2/ Qmi 7`QK i?2 +pBiv Q` i`MbKBii2/ iQ i?2 7` 2M/ Q7 i?2 rp2;mB/2
M/ i?2M Qmi+QmTH2/ i i?2 rp2;mB/2 2M/X h?2 #HM+2 #2ir22M i?2b2 irQ T`Q+2bb2b
Bb /2i2`KBM2/ #v i?2 `iBQ Q7 b+ii2`BM; iQ rp2;mB/2@+QmTHBM; Q 7+iQ`X 6B;m`2 jXk#
BHHmbi`i2b i?Bb #2?pBQ`- rBi? HB;?i 7Q+mb2/ QMiQ i?2 `B;?i 2M/ Q7 i?2 /2pB+2 M/ b+i@
i2`2/ 7`QK  r2HH@HQ+HBx2/ bTQi i i?2 +pBiv +2Mi2` M/ 7`QK i?2 Qmi+QmTH2` i i?2
ke
H27i 2M/ Q7 i?2 rp2;mB/2X q2 +QHH2+i i?2 b+ii2`2/ HB;?i 7`QK 2+? HQ+iBQM M/ M@
Hvx2 Bib bT2+i`mK iQ Q#iBM i?2 +pBiv `2bQMM+2 7`2[m2M+v M/ Q 7+iQ` U6B;m`2 jXk+VX
qBi? i?Bb K2i?Q/ r2 K2bm`2/ bT2+i`QK2i2`@HBKBi2/ Q 7+iQ`b 2t+22/BM; e-yyyX
6Q` /2pB+2b +QMiBMBM; M Lo +2Mi2`- i?2 +pBiv bT2+i`H T`QT2`iB2b +M HbQ #2
K2bm`2/ BM i?2 SG1 bT2+i`mK Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2`- b 7QHHQrbX h?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 M Lo
+2Mi2` BM i?2 pB+BMBiv Q7 i?2 +pBiv Bb /2i2`KBM2/ #v +QM7Q+H KB+`Qb+QTvX  532 MK
Hb2` U*Q?2`2Mi *QKTbb jR8JV Bb 7Q+mb2/ QMiQ i?2 bKTH2 M/ b+MM2/ Qp2` i?2 }2H/
Q7 pB2r iQ 2t+Bi2 `M/QKHv TQbBiBQM2/ Lo +2Mi2`b 7Q`K2/ /m`BM; i?2 ;`Qri? Q7 i?2 /B@
KQM/X S?QiQMb 2KBii2/ 7`QK M Lo +2Mi2` `2 i?2M +QHH2+i2/ U;`22M HB;?i Bb }Hi2`2/
QmiV M/ Lo +2Mi2`b `2 B/2MiB}2/ b #`B;?i bTQib U6B;m`2 jXjVX aBM;H2 Lo +2Mi2`b
r2`2 B/2MiB}2/ #v K2bm`BM; i?2 b2+QM/@Q`/2` miQ+Q``2HiBQM Q7 i?2 SG1 bB;MH- /m2
iQ i?2B` +?`+i2`BbiB+ MiB#mM+?BM; /BT U6B;m`2 jXj#Ve3X h?2 Lo SG1 +QMiBMb +QK@
TQM2Mib 7`QK #Qi? +?`;2 bii2b ULo@ M/ LoyV- M/ i?2 #`Q/ T?QMQM bB/2#M/
USa"V T`QpB/2b  `2HiBp2Hv ~i- #`Q/#M/ bQm`+2 rBi? r?B+? iQ T`Q#2 i?2 7`2[m2M+v
Q7 +pBiv KQ/2b Qp2`  `M;2 7`QK 8d8@800MKX h?2 2KBbbBQM Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` +Qm@
TH2/ iQ i?2 +pBiv i?mb 2t?B#Bib BMi2MbBiv T2Fb i i?2 +pBiv `2bQMM+2b QM iQT Q7 
#`Q/ ~mQ`2b+2Mi #+F;`QmM/ U6B;m`2 jXj+VX h?Bb TT`Q+? +M HbQ #2 mb2/ iQ BM72`
#Qi? i?2 +pBiv 7`2[m2M+v M/ Q 7+iQ`- M/ i?2b2 pHm2b r2`2 7QmM/ iQ #2 BM ;QQ/
;`22K2Mi rBi? pHm2b Q#iBM2/ mbBM; i?2 r?Bi2 HB;?i i`MbKBbbBQM K2bm`2K2MibX hQ
7m`i?2` bim/v Qm` Lo@+pBiv KQ/2H bvbi2K- r2 BMp2biB;i2/ i?2 2z2+ib i?i i?2 +pBiv
?b QM i?2 wSG 2KBbbBQM Q7 i?2 LoX
kd
6B;m`2 jXj, UV *QM7Q+H KB+`Qb+QT2 BK;2 Q7 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 7`QK  /2pB+2 mM/2` 2t+BiiBQM rBi?
532MK HB;?iX AM/BpB/mH Lo +2Mi2`b `2 pBbB#H2 b #`B;?i bTQib HQM; i?2 MMQ#2KX U#V a2+QM/@
Q`/2` miQ+Q``2HiBQM K2bm`2K2Mi Q7 i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 7`QK M Lo +2Mi2` BM i?2 +pBiv `2;BQM Q7
i?2 MMQ#2KX h?2 pHm2 7Q` x2`Q /2Hv- g2(0) = 0.2- Bb #2HQr yX8- B/2MiB7vBM; Bi b  bBM;H2 Lo
+2Mi2`X U+V 6HmQ`2b+2M+2 bT2+i`mK Q7 i?2 /2pB+2 +QHH2+i2/ /B`2+iHv 7`QK i?2 Lo +2Mi2` HQ+iBQMX
h?2 #`Q/ T?QMQM bB/2#M/ Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` Bb +QmTH2/ iQ i?2 +pBiv i i?2 `2bQMM+2 rp2@
H2M;i?b U685 MK- 695 MK- 705 MK M/ TQi2MiBHHv 682MKV M/ i?2 2M?M+2/ 2KBbbBQM BMiQ i?2
+pBiv Bb bm#b2[m2MiHv b+ii2`2/ BMiQ 7`22 bT+2 M/ +QHH2+i2/ #v i?2 Q#D2+iBp2 HQM; rBi? i?2 Lo
+2Mi2` 2KBbbBQMX
k3
jX9 *pBiv bT2+i`H imMBM;
AMi2;`iBQM Q7 Qm` +pBiB2b rBi? Lo +2Mi2`b 7Q` [mMimK QTiB+H TTHB+iBQMb `2[mB`2b
bT2+i`H Qp2`HT rBi?  M``Qr@#M/ i`MbBiBQM- bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 wSGX >Qr2p2`- b
/Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2- 7#`B+iBQM BKT2`72+iBQMb M/ /BKQM/ }HK r2/;BM; `2bmHi BM b?B7ib
Q7 i?2 +pBiv `2bQMM+2b 7`QK i?2 T`2/B+i2/ pHm2b- bm+? i?i i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 Bb- BM
;2M2`H- MQi i i?2 7`2[m2M+v Q7 i?2 wSG i`MbBiBQMX q2 2KTHQv irQ K2i?Q/b iQ imM2
Qm` +pBiB2b- #v 2Bi?2` 2i+?BM; rv Ki2`BH iQ #Hm2@imM2ej- Q` +QM/2MbBM; s2 ;b iQ
`2/@imM2eNX h?2 irQ i2+?MB[m2b `2 +QKTH2K2Mi`v- i?2 2i+?BM; K2i?Q/ rQ`FBM; r2HH
7Q` +Q`b2- mMB/B`2+iBQMH imMBM; Qp2`  H`;2 `M;2 UmT iQ ∼ 23 MKV- r?BH2 i?2 `2/@
imMBM; K2i?Q/ +M imM2 BM }M2`- `2p2`bB#H2 bi2Tb- #mi Qp2`  b?Q`i2` `M;2 U∼ 7MKVX
hQ iF2 7mHH /pMi;2 Q7 i?2b2 i2+?MB[m2b r2 /2bB;M Qm` +pBiB2b iQ ?p2 `2bQMM+2b
TQbBiBQM2/ iQ i?2 `2/ Q7 i?2 wSG- bQ i?i M 2i+?BM; TT`Q+? Bb i?2M mb2/ iQ #Hm2@
imM2 +pBiB2b iQr`/b i?2 wSG M/ #`BM; i?2B` `2bQMM+2b rBi?BM i?2 `M;2 Q7 i?2 s2
+QM/2MbiBQM i2+?MB[m2X h?2 Hii2` Bb i?2M mb2/ iQ +?B2p2 T`2+Bb2- BM@bBim imMBM; Q7
i?2 +pBiv M/ iQ #`BM; Bi BM `2bQMM+2 rBi? i?2 wSG 7`2[m2M+vX
h?2 #Hm2@imMBM; rb +?B2p2/ mbBM; irQ 2i+?BM; K2i?Q/b, BV M Qtv;2M THbK
2i+?2` Uh2+?MB+b- JQ/2H kkyV- M/ BBV  `TB/ i?2`KH MM2HBM; BM Qtv;2M 2MpB`QM@
K2Mi UJQ/mH` S`Q+2bb h2+?MQHQ;v- _hS@eyytTVX h?2 2z2+i Q7 i?2b2 i2+?MB[m2b QM
i?2 +pBiv `2bQMM+2 7`2[m2M+v rb bim/B2/ Qp2`  b2`B2b Q7 2i+? bi2Tb Q7 p`vBM; /m@
`iBQM QM  MmK#2` Q7 /Bz2`2Mi +pBiB2bX h?2 `2bmHib `2 bmKK`Bx2/ BM 6B;m`2 jX9 7Q`
 `2T`2b2MiiBp2 +pBiv rBi? KQ/2bi Q 7+iQ` Q7 ∼ RRyyX "v p`vBM; i?2 /m`iBQM Q7
i?2 2i+?- r2 r2`2 #H2 iQ imM2 i?2 `2bQMM+2 BM bi2Tb `M;BM; 7`QK 0.2 MK iQ 5.3MKX
q2 HbQ MQi2 i?i i?2 THbK 2i+?BM; TT`Q+? ?b KQ`2 `2T`Q/m+B#H2 2i+? `i2b i?M
i?2 QtB/iBQM TT`Q+?X AM iQiH- r2 r2`2 #H2 iQ imM2 #v ∼ 23 MK Qp2` i?2 +Qm`b2 Q7
kN
6B;m`2 jX9, *QMi`QHH2/ #Hm2@imMBM; Q7  +pBiv KQ/2 pB Qtv;2M 2i+?BM; b?QrM Qp2` 3 2i+?BM;
bi2TbX ǳ2Ǵ `272`b iQ 2i+?BM; BM M Qtv;2M THbK 2i+?2`- r?BH2 ǳ`Ǵ `272`b iQ 2i+? bi2Tb T2`7Q`K2/ #v
MM2HBM; i?2 bKTH2b BM Qtv;2M iKQbT?2`2 BM  `TB/ i?2`KH T`Q+2bbQ`X h?2 2i+? iBK2b `2 Q7
/Bz2`BM; H2M;i?b- #+F;`QmM/ ?b #22M bm#i`+i2/ M/ KQ/2b `2 MQ`KHBx2/ #v i?2 T2F BMi2MbBivX
M Qp2`HH p2`;2 imMBM; `M;2 Q7 ∼ 23 MK rb Q#b2`p2/ 7`QK b2p2`H /2pB+2bX
jy
3 2i+? bi2Tb rBi?Qmi /2i2`BQ`iBQM Q7 i?2 Q 7+iQ`X
jX8 Sm`+2HH 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 Lo wSG
PM+2 i?2 +pBiv `2bQMM+2 rb imM2/ rBi?BM `M;2 Q7 i?2 Lo wSG- i?2 +pBiB2b r2`2
TH+2/ BM  ?2HBmK ~Qr +`vQbii UCMBb- ah@8yyV M/ +QQH2/ /QrM iQ 9EX h?2 bT2+@
i`mK Q7  `2T`2b2MiiBp2 /2pB+2 Bb b?QrM b i?2 #QiiQK i`+2 BM 6B;m`2 jX8 UxQQK
BM iQ i?2 wSG b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 jX8#VX Ai +M #2 b22M i?i i?2 2KBbbBQM bT2+i`mK 72@
im`2b }p2 /BbiBM+i T2Fb, i?2 573 MK T2F +Q``2bTQM/b iQ /BKQM/ _KM HBM2- i?2 ∼
613MK- ∼ 622MK M/ ∼ 631MK T2Fb +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?`22 +pBiv `2bQMM+2b- r?BH2
i?2 637MK T2F Bb bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 Lo +2Mi2` wSGX q2 MQi2 i?i i?Bb T`iB+mH`
Lo 2t?B#Bib  wSG bTHBi BMiQ irQ /Bz2`2Mi `2bQMM+2b U6B;m`2 8#V- r?B+? r2 ii`B#mi2
iQ bi`BM@BM/m+2/ /`B7ib BM i?2 wSG 7`2[m2M+vX L2ti- s2 ;b rb BMi`Q/m+2/ BMiQ i?2
+`vQbii i?`Qm;?  MQxxH2 /B`2+i2/ i i?2 bKTH2 M/ TQbBiBQM2/ ∼ 1 +K rv 7`QK BiX
aT2+i` r2`2 i?2M +QHH2+i2/ 7Q` bm++2bbBp2 /2TQbBiBQMb Q7 s2 QMiQ i?2 +pBiv U6B;m`2b
jX8 M/ jX8#VX h?2 /BKQM/ _KM HBM2 M/ Lo wSG `2 }t2/ M/ /Q MQi b?B7i BM
7`2[m2M+v rBi? i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 //BiBQMH s2- r?BH2 i?2 i?`22 +pBiv `2bQMM+2b
`2/@b?B7i rBi? BM+`2bBM; /2TQbBiBQMX q2 MQi2 i?i i?2 +pBiv imMBM; rb Q#b2`p2/
rBi?BM b2+QM/b Q7 i?2 s2 #2BM; `2H2b2/- 7i2` r?B+? i?2 +pBiv 7`2[m2M+B2b `2KBM
bi#H2 7Q` ?Qm`b- BM/B+iBM; MQ 7m`i?2` ;b /vMKB+bX _2?2iBM; i?2 bKTH2 iQ `QQK
i2KT2`im`2 `2p2`b2b i?2 imMBM;X qBi? i?Bb T`Q+2/m`2 r2 r2`2 #H2 iQ `2T2i2/Hv imM2
Qp2`  `M;2 Q7 ∼ 7 MK BM bi2T bBx2b Q7 ∼ 0.5 MK- rBi?Qmi bB;MB}+Mi /2;`/iBQM Q7
i?2 +pBiv QX
b i?2 +pBiv Bb imM2/ BMiQ `2bQMM+2 rBi? i?2 wSG Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2`- i?2 iQiH bB;@
MH BM i?2 wSG #M/ Bb 2M?M+2/ /m2 iQ i?2 BMi2`+iBQM rBi? i?2 +pBiv KQ/2X h?Bb
jR
6B;m`2 jX8, UV hmMBM; i?2 +pBiv BMiQ `2bQMM+2 rBi? i?2 wSG Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2`X h?2 +pBiv Bb
imM2/ BMiQ `2bQMM+2 #v +QM/2MbBM; s2 ;b QMiQ i?2 /2pB+2 r?BH2 +QMiBMmQmbHv K2bm`BM; bT2+i`
Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` i 9E BM  +`vQbiiX s2 Bb BMD2+i2/ BMiQ i?2 +?K#2` r?2`2 Bi +QM/2Mb2b M/ `2/@
b?B7ib i?2 `2bQMM+2 7`2[m2M+v Q7 i?2 +pBiv KQ/2X q?2M i?2 +pBiv 7`2[m2M+v Qp2`HTb i?2 wSG
i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 BMi2MbBiv Bb 2M?M+2/ #v  7+iQ` Q7 FP ≈ 7X U#V J;MB}2/ M/ }ii2/ p2`bBQM Q7
UV- r?2`2  bTHBi wSG Bb Q#b2`p2/X h?2 /b?2/ HBM2b BM/B+i2 i?2 HBKBib 7Q` BMi2;`iBQM r?2M 2biB@
KiBM; i?2 Sm`+2HH 7+iQ`X h?2 ?BbiQ;`K i i?2 `B;?i `2T`2b2Mib i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; 2M?M+2K2MiX
jk
2M?M+2K2Mi Bb BM/m+2/ #v  +QK#BMiBQM Q7 +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v M/ Sm`+2HH 2M?M+2@
K2Mi 7Q` i?2 T`i Q7 i?2 /BTQH2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 i?i Bb +QmTH2/ iQ i?2 +pBiv KQ/2X AM i?2









| %ENV · %µNV |2
| %Emax|2|%µNV |2
, UjXRV
r?2`2 %ENV,max `2 i?2 +pBiv 2H2+i`B+ }2H/ i i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 Lo M/ +pBiv KQ/2
KtBKmK- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- %µNV Bb i?2 Lo +2Mi2` /BTQH2 KQK2Mi- λ Bb i?2 p+mmK rp2@







Bb i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 pQHmK2X
6B;m`2 8 b?Qrb i?2 SG1 bT2+i`mK i?`Qm;?  b2`B2b Q7 s2 /2TQbBiBQM bi2Tb- +H2`Hv
BM/B+iBM; M 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 i?2 wSG BMi2MbBiv r?2M i?2 +pBiv +QK2b BMiQ `2bQ@
MM+2X h?2 bT2+i` BM 6B;m`2 jX8 ?p2 #22M MQ`KHBx2/ iQ i?2 /BKQM/ _KM HBM2
i 573MK iQ ++QmMi 7Q` Qp2`HH BMi2MbBiv ~m+imiBQMb `2bmHiBM; 7`QK i?2 s2 +QM/2Mb@
iBQMX
"v +QKT`BM; i?2 bT2+i`mK r?2M i?2 +pBiv Bb `2bQMMi rBi? i?2 wSG iQ i?i r?2M
Bi Bb /2imM2/- r2 +M Q#iBM M 2biBKi2 Q7 i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 2M?M+2K2MiX AM i?2 +b2
Q7  `2bQMMi +pBiv Ub BM i?2 iQT bT2+i`mK Q7 6B;m`2 jX8V- i?2 iQiH wSG BMi2MbBiv Bb
;Bp2M #v,




r?2`2 ηcav,NV `2 i?2 Qp2`HH +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+B2b 7Q` T?QiQMb 2KBii2/ #v i?2 +pBiv
KQ/2 M/ /B`2+iHv #v i?2 Lo +2Mi2`- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- M/ τ0 Bb i?2 Lo +2Mi2` 2t+Bi2/
bii2 HB72iBK2 BM i?2 #b2M+2 Q7 Mv Sm`+2HH 2M?M+2K2MiX AM i?2 Qz@`2bQMMi +b2-
jj





.BpB/BM; UjXkV #v UjXjV M/ 7m`i?2` KFBM; i?2 bbmKTiBQM i?i ηcav = ηNV UBX2X








h?2 2M?M+2K2Mi 7+iQ`- χ- Bb b?QrM BM i?2 `B;?i@?M/ TM2H Q7 6B;m`2 jX8#X  KtB@
KmK ~mQ`2b+2M+2 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 d Bb Q#b2`p2/ r?2M i?2 +pBiv Bb `2bQMMi rBi? i?2
wSGX
jXe *QM+HmbBQM M/ QmiHQQF
q2 2tT2+i i?i i?Bb KQ/2bi 2M?M+2K2Mi +M #2 bm#biMiBHHv BKT`Qp2/ mTQM ;Bp2M
i?2 T`K2i2`b K2bm`2/ 7Q` i?2 T`2b2Mi +pBivX qBi?  Q 7+iQ` Q7 Rej9 M/ KQ/2
pQHmK2 Q7 3.7 · (λ/n)3- r2 2tT2+i M 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 j9 7Q` B/2H Lo +2Mi2` TH+2K2Mi
M/ Q`B2MiiBQMX h?Bb /Bb+`2TM+v `2HiBp2 iQ Qm` K2bm`2/ 2M?M+2K2Mi bm;;2bib 7m`@
i?2` ;BMb `2 TQbbB#H2 #v  KQ`2 /2i2`KBMBbiB+ K2i?Q/ 7Q` bTiBH HB;MK2Mi Q7 i?2
Lo +2Mi2` rBi? i?2 +pBiv- BM //BiBQM iQ BKT`QpBM; i?2 +pBiv Q 7+iQ` i?`Qm;? #2i@
i2` 7#`B+iBQMX
AM i?Bb rQ`F r2 ?p2 /2b+`B#2/ i?2 /2bB;M M/ 7#`B+iBQM Q7 bmbT2M/2/- R. T?Q@
iQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiB2b K/2 7`QK ?B;?@Tm`Biv- bBM;H2@+`vbiH /BKQM/- M/ ?pBM; Q
7+iQ`b Q7 mT iQ e-yyyX J2i?Q/b 7Q` #Hm2 imMBM; Qp2`  `M;2 Q7 23 MK M/ `2/ imMBM;
Qp2`  `M;2 Q7 7MK r2`2 /2KQMbi`i2/- +mHKBMiBM; BM i?2 b2H2+iBp2 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7
i?2 wSG BMi2MbBiv Q7  bBM;H2 Lo +2Mi2` #v  7+iQ` Q7 d- b p2`B}2/ #v imMBM;  +p@
j9
Biv KQ/2 BMiQ `2bQMM+2 rBi? i?2 Lo +2Mi2`Ƕb wSG i HQr i2KT2`im`2X hQ 7+BHBii2
i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 }M/BM;  /2pB+2 rBi?  r2HH@+QmTH2/ Lo +2Mi2` r2 mb2/ Qm` HQr2`@Q-
?B;?2` KQ/2 pQHmK2 /2bB;M- ?Qr2p2` rBi? Qm` #2bi 7#`B+i2/ +pBiB2b M/ M QTiB@
KHHv TH+2/ Lo +2Mi2`- r2 rQmH/ 2tT2+i M 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 mT iQ k8yX qBi? bKHH2`
KQ/2 pQHmK2 /2bB;Mb- KQ`2 `2}M2/ 7#`B+iBQM i2+?MB[m2b iQ `2/m+2 bB/2@rHH `Qm;?@
M2bb- M/ #v /2p2HQTBM; /2i2`KBMBbiB+ K2i?Q/b 7Q` bTiBH HB;MK2Mi Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2`
rBi?BM i?2 +pBiv KQ/2- 2p2M H`;2` 2M?M+2K2Mi 7+iQ`b +M #2 2tT2+i2/X HQM; rBi?
i?2 `2+2Mi rQ`F BM k. T?QiQMB+ +`vbiHbRy- i?2b2 `2bmHib QT2M mT T`QKBbBM; p2Mm2b
7Q` M2r i2+?MQHQ;B2b BM [mMimK b2MbBM;- [mMimK BM7Q`KiBQM b+B2M+2- M/ [mMimK
M2irQ`Fb9NX
h?2 bKHH R. 7QQiT`BMi M/ 7#`B+iBQM #v _A1 KF2 i?2 +m``2Mi TT`Q+? b+H#H2-
rBi? ∼ 103 /2pB+2b 7#`B+i2/ BM T`HH2H QM  bBM;H2 +?BTX //BiBQMHHv- i?2 +QmTHBM;
iQ T`QT;iBM; rp2;mB/2 KQ/2b- r?B+? Q++m`b Mim`HHv BM R. T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH /2@
pB+2b- KF2b i?Bb ;2QK2i`v ii`+iBp2 7Q` [mMimK M2irQ`Fb M/ [mMimK BM7Q`KiBQM
TTHB+iBQMbX Hi?Qm;? BKT`Qp2/ K2i?Q/b Kmbi #2 7QmM/ r?B+? HHQr 7Q` BM+Q`TQ@
`iBQM Q7 i?2b2 /2pB+2b rBi? BKTHMi2/- bi#H2 Lo +2Mi2`b- Qm` K2i?Q/ T`QpB/2b i?2
7`K2rQ`F 7Q` `2HBxBM; bm+? /pM+2/ [mMimK i2+?MQHQ;B2bX
j8
*?Ti2` 9
aTBM iQ *?`;2 *QMp2`bBQM BM Lo *2M@
i2`b
9XR AMi`Q/m+iBQM
h?2 MBi`Q;2M p+M+v ULoV +2Mi2` BM /BKQM/ ?b ii`+i2/ +QMbB/2`#H2 BMi2`2bi
b  bQHB/ bii2 bTBM bvbi2K rBi? 2t+2TiBQMH +Q?2`2M+2 T`QT2`iB2b- KFBM; Bi ii`+@
iBp2 7Q` TTHB+iBQMb bm+? b MMQb+H2 K;M2iB+- 2H2+i`B+- M/ i?2`KH b2MbBM;- M/
`QQK i2KT2`im`2 [mMimK +QKTmiBM;X h?2 F2v 2M#HBM; T`QT2`iB2b +QKKQM iQ i?2b2
TTHB+iBQMb `2  HQM; 2H2+i`QM bTBM +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2 M/ i?2 #BHBiv iQ T`2T`2 M/
`2/ Qmi i?2 bTBM bii2 QTiB+HHvX 6Q` i?2 Lo- i?2b2 T`QT2`iB2b 2tBbi BM i?2 M2;iBp2Hv
+?`;2/ bii2 ULo−V- M/ +QMb2[m2MiHv Lo− ?b #22M ?2pBHv bim/B2/ M/ MHvx2/X
//BiBQMHHv- i?2 Lo +M 2tBbi BM  M2mi`HHv +?`;2/ bii2 ULo0V- r?B+? THvb  TQ@
i2MiBHHv BKTQ`iMi `QH2 BM i?2 bvbi2K /vMKB+bX _2+2MiHv i?2`2 ?b #22M BM+`2bBM;
BMi2`2bi BM i?2 bQ@+HH2/ ǳ/`F@bii2Ǵdy-dR Q7 i?2 Lo- r?B+? ?b #22M 2bi#HBb?2/ iQ
#2 Lo0 dk-djX S?QiQBQMBxiBQM #2ir22M i?2 irQ +?`;2 bii2b ?b #22M Q#b2`p2/ mM/2`
p`BQmb BHHmKBMiBQM +QM/BiBQMbd9X >Qr2p2`- T`2pBQmb bim/B2b Q7 i?2 +?`;2 bii2 /v@
MKB+b ?p2 7Q+mb2/ QM iBK2b+H2b i?i `2 Km+? HQM;2` i?M i?2 BMi2`MH /vMKB+b Q7
i?2 Lo− 2M2`;v H2p2HbX >2`2 r2 /2KQMbi`i2 i?i i?2 BQMBxiBQM T`Q+2bb 7`QK Lo− iQ
Lo0 Bb bTBM /2T2M/2Mi- bm+? i?i i?2 bTBM bii2 Q7 Lo− +M #2 2{+B2MiHv +QMp2`i2/
BMiQ  +?`;2 bii2- M/ r2 b?Qr i?i i?Bb bTBM iQ +?`;2 +QMp2`bBQM Ua**V K2+?@
MBbK +M #2 mb2/ 7Q` BKT`Qp2/ K;M2iB+ }2H/ b2MbBM;X
>2`2 r2 /2KQMbi`i2  M2r K2i?Q/ 7Q` `2/BM; Qmi i?2 Lo bTBM bii2 i?i `2bmHib
7`QK i?2 a** T`Q+2bb- r?2`2#v |ms = 0〉 Bb T`272`2MiBHHv BQMBx2/ iQ Lo0X q?2`2b
i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 +QMi`bi BM i?2 i`/BiBQMH `2/Qmi b+?2K2 Bb HBKBi2/ #v i?2 `2HiBp2Hv
b?Q`i HB72iBK2 Q7 i?2 bBM;H2i bii2 UR8yMb i `QQK i2KT2`im`2kV- ~mQ`2b+2M+2 +QMi`bi
#2ir22M i?2 Lo0 M/ Lo− +?`;2 bii2b +M #2 [mBi2 ?B;?- HHQrBM; 7Q` bBM;H2@b?Qi
+?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmid9X *QMb2[m2MiHv- i?2 bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2 BM i?2 a** `2/Qmi T`Q@
+2bb Bb MQi HBKBi2/ #v T?QiQM b?Qi MQBb2- #mi `i?2` #v a** 2{+B2M+vX q2 }M/ i?i
i?2 a** HBKBi QM bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2 BM Qm` bvbi2K Bb kXde iBK2b i?2 bTBM T`QD2+iBQM
MQBb2 H2p2HX
9Xk 1tT2`BK2MiH avbi2K
6Q` Qm` K2bm`2K2Mib r2 mb2 Mim`HHv Q++m``BM; Lob BM ivT2 AA +?2KB+H pTQ`
/2TQbBiBQM U*o.V ;`QrM /BKQM/ U1H2K2Mie- R TTK L +QM+2Mi`iBQMVX hQ 2M?M+2
i?2 T?QiQM +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v- r2 +`p2 i?2 /BKQM/ BMiQ 300MK rB/2 #2Kb M/
i`Mb72` i?2K QMiQ  ;Hbb +Qp2`bHBT 7Q` BK;BM; rBi? M QBH@BKK2`bBQM +QM7Q+H KB+`Q@
b+QT2 U6B;X 9XRVX h?2 MMQ#2Kb `2 7#`B+i2/ rBi? M M;H2/ _2+iBp2 AQM 1i+?BM;
U_A1V i2+?MB[m2e9 i?i `2bmHib BM i`BM;mH` +`Qbb@b2+iBQM rp2;mB/2b rBi?  rB/i? Q7






































6B;m`2 9XR, UV q2 mb2 M QBH@BKK2`bBQM +QM7Q+H KB+`Qb+QT2 iQ BHHmKBMi2 M/ +QHH2+i ~mQ`2b@
+2M+2 7`QK Qm` LobX PJb +QMi`QH TmHb2b Q7 Hb2` HB;?i i 532 MK- 594 MK- Q` 637 MK iQ +QM@
i`QH M/ K2bm`2 i?2 +?`;2 bii2 Q7 i?2 LoX 6HmQ`2b+2M+2 Bb BK;2/ QMiQ  KmHiBKQ/2 }#2`
M/ `Qmi2/ iQ M S. 7Q` T?QiQM +QmMiBM;X U#V h?2 Lob `2 Mim`HHv Q++m`BM; BM ivT2 AA /B@
KQM/ r?B+? r2 +`p2 BMiQ i`BM;mH` +`Qbb@b2+iBQM MMQ#2Kb UrB/i?4310 MKV M/ i`Mb72` iQ
 ;Hbb +Qp2`bHBT 7Q` BK;BM;X U+V aim`iBQM ~mQ`2b+2M+2 K2bm`2K2Mi 7Q` M Lo BM  /BKQM/
MMQ#2KX h?2 KtBKmK +QmMi `i2 mM/2` +r 532MK BHHmKBMiBQM Bb yXN98 J+Tb 7i2` #+F@
;`QmM/ bm#i`+iBQMX
j3
i+?K2Mi TQBMibX lbBM;  500MK `/Bmb imM;bi2M ahJ T`Q#2 iBT KQmMi2/ QM  j@tBb
TB2xQ bi;2- r2 b2p2` i?2 bmbT2M/2/ #2Kb 7`QK i?2 #mHF /BKQM/- TB+F i?2K mT pB
+QMi+i 7Q`+2b- TH+2 i?2K QM i?2 ;Hbb +Qp2`bHBT- M/ Q`B2Mi i?2K BM  ǳ7+2@/QrMǴ
TQbBiBQM bm+? i?i i?2 bKQQi?- mM2i+?2/ bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 /BKQM/ Bb BM +QMi+i rBi? i?2
;Hbb U6B;X 9XR#VX
hQ //`2bb i?2 Lo QTiB+HHv- r2 BHHmKBMi2 i?`Qm;?  KB+`Qb+QT2 Q#D2+iBp2 UL4RX9NV
rBi? Hb2` HB;?i i 532MK- 594MK- M/ 637 MK rp2H2M;i?b- r?B+? b2`p2 iQ TmKT i?2
+?`;2 bii2 BMiQ Lo−- K2bm`2 i?2 +?`;2 bii2- M/ BQMBx2 7`QK Lo− iQ Lo0- `2@
bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 iBKBM; M/ BMi2MbBiv Q7 2+? Hb2` Bb +QMi`QH #v M +QmbiQ QTiB+ KQ/@
mHiQ` UPJVX q2 +QHH2+i T?QiQHmKBM2b+2M+2 USGV 7`QK i?2 Lo i?`Qm;? i?2 bK2
Q#D2+iBp2 M/ BK;2 Bi QMiQ  KmHiBKQ/2 }#2` U+Q`2 /BK2i2` 4 62.5ƒKVX "2+mb2 i?2
rB/i? Q7 i?2 MMQ#2Kb Bb +QKT`#H2 iQ i?2 rp2H2M;i? Q7 i?2 Lo 2KBbbBQM- i?2B`
T?QiQMB+ T`QT2`iB2b /Bz2` bB;MB}+MiHv 7`QK i?2 +b2 Q7 #mHF /BKQM/- r?2`2 i?2 ?B;?
BM/2t Undiamond4kX9V `2bmHib BM KQbi Q7 i?2 Lo ~mQ`2b+2M+2 #2BM; i`TT2/ BMbB/2 i?2
/BKQM/ /m2 iQ iQiH BMi2`MH ~mQ`2b+2M+2X AM T`iB+mH`- i?2 2z2+iBp2 `27`+iBp2 BM/2t
Q7 i?2 rp2;mB/2 KQ/2 +M #2 K/2 +QKT`#H2 iQ i?2 BM/2t Q7 ;Hbb Unglass4RX8V- bQ
i?i i?2 Lo ~mQ`2b+2M+2 Bb 2{+B2MiHv +QmTH2/ iQ `/BiBp2 KQ/2b BM i?2 ;HbbX AM i?Bb
rv r2 Q#b2`p2  KtBKmK +QmMi `i2 Q7 yXN98 KBHHBQM +QmMib T2` b2+QM/ U+TbV mM/2`
+r 532MK BHHmKBMiBQM U6B;X 9XR+VX
6Q` +QMi`QH Q7 i?2 Lo− 2H2+i`QM bTBM bm#H2p2Hb- r2 HB;M i?2 K;M2iB+ }2H/ 7`QK 
T2`KM2Mi K;M2i rBi? i?2 Lo tBb iQ bTHBi |ms = ±1〉- M/ r2 TH+2  +QTT2` rB`2
U25 ƒK /BK2i2`V QM i?2 +Qp2`bHBT M2ti iQ i?2 #2Kb- r?B+? /2HBp2`b  KB+`Qrp2 }2H/
iQ /`Bp2 i`MbBiBQMb #2ir22M |ms = 0〉 M/ |ms = 1〉X
jN
9Xj J2bm`BM; i?2 *?`;2 aii2
*2Mi`H iQ Qm` bTBM `2/Qmi T`Q+2bb Bb  K2+?MBbK 7Q` ?B;?@}/2HBiv K2bm`2K2Mi
Q7 i?2 Lo +?`;2 bii2d9 i?i iF2b /pMi;2 Q7 i?2 7+i i?i Lo− M/ Lo0 ?p2
/Bz2`2Mi 2t+BiiBQM M/ 2KBbbBQM bT2+i`- HHQrBM; 7Q` 2{+B2Mi bT2+i`H /Bb+`BKBM@
iBQMX hQ KF2  +?`;2 bii2 K2bm`2K2Mi- r2 BHHmKBMi2 i?2 Lo rBi?  HQr TQr2`
Q7 594MK HB;?i- r?B+? Bb M2` i?2 KtBKmK Q7 i?2 Lo− #bQ`TiBQM bB/2#M/- #mi H2bb
2M2`;2iB+ i?M i?2 Lo0 x2`Q T?QMQM HBM2 UwSGV- bQ i?i Lo− ~mQ`2b+2b #mi Lo0 Bb
KQbiHv /`F U6B;X 9XkVX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- r2 BMb2`i  655MK HQM;Tbb }Hi2` BM i?2 +QH@
H2+iBQM Ti? iQ 2HBKBMi2 Mv `2bB/mH Lo0 ~mQ`2b+2M+2X AM i?Bb rv- r2 Q#b2`p2 i?2
Lo− +QmMi `i2 iQ #2 ky@jy iBK2b i?2 Lo0 +QmMi `i2 U/2T2M/BM; QM BHHmKBMiBQM BM@
i2MbBiv- b22 TT2M/Bt "V- `2bmHiBM; BM  ?B;? +QMi`bi K2bm`2K2Mi U6B;X 9Xk#VX
h?2 594 MK HB;?i +M HbQ +mb2 i?2 Lo iQ DmKT #2ir22M +?`;2 bii2bXd9 h?2 Lo
}`bi #bQ`#b QM2 T?QiQM M/ i?2M- r?BH2 BM M 2t+Bi2/ +QM};m`iBQM- #bQ`#b  b2+QM/
T?QiQM- 2Bi?2` 2t+BiBM; M 2H2+i`QM iQ i?2 +QM/m+iBQM #M/ iQ BQMBx2 Lo− iQ Lo0- Q`
`2+Tim`BM; M 2H2+i`QM 7`QK i?2 pH2M+2 #M/ iQ +QMp2`i Lo0 iQ Lo−X h?mb- i HQr
TQr2`- i?2 BQMBxiBQM M/ `2+Tim`2 `i2b- g1 M/ g0- `2bT2+iBp2Hv- Q#2v  [m/`iB+
TQr2` /2T2M/2M+2- r?2`2b i?2 Lo0 M/ Lo− T?QiQM +QmMi `i2b- γ0 M/ γ1- `2bT2+@
iBp2Hv- Q#2v  HBM2` TQr2` /2T2M/2M+2Xd9 *QMb2[m2MiHv- i?2 BHHmKBMiBQM TQr2` M/
BMi2;`iBQM iBK2 Q7 i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi +M #2 /Dmbi2/ iQ HHQr 7bi2` `2/Qmi i i?2
2tT2Mb2 Q7 HQr2` `2/Qmi }/2HBivX
9XjXR _2/Qmi 6B/2HBiv pbX J2bm`2K2Mi hBK2
hQ +?`+i2`Bx2 i?2 +?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmi }/2HBiv- FC - Q7 Qm` b2imT- r2 K2bm`2 i?2








































6B;m`2 9Xk, UV G2p2H /B;`K 7Q` i?2 +?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmi T`Q+2bbX 594 MK HB;?i 2t+Bi2b Lo− i
i?2 KtBKmK Q7 Bib #bQ`TiBQM #M/- r?BH2 Lo0 Bb QMHv r2FHv 2t+Bi2/- `2bmHiBM; BM T?QiQM +QmMi
`i2b γ1- γ0- `2bT2+iBp2HvX AQMBxiBQM Q++m`b 7`QK i?2 2t+Bi2/ bii2b Q7 2+? +?`;2 +QM};m`iBQM i
`i2b g1- g0X U#V hBK2 i`+2 Q7 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 iF2M mM/2` +r 594MK BHHmKBMiBQM i 9RyMq- b?Qr@
BM; DmKTb #2ir22M Lo0 M/ Lo−X *QmMib r2`2 BMi2;`i2/ 7Q` RKb i 2+? iBK2 TQBMiX U+V S?QiQM
MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` Ryy-yyy K2bm`2K2Mib mM/2` +r 594 MK BHHmKBMiBQM i 3kyMqX 1+?
K2bm`2K2Mi +Q``2bTQM/b iQ k9yµb BMi2;`iBQM iBK2X h?2 7Qm` `i2b Uγ0, γ1, g0, g1V `2 /2i2`KBM2/
7`QK  }i Q7 i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM i 2+? 594MK TQr2` b2iiBM; Ub22 bmTTH2K2MiH BM@
7Q`KiBQMVX h?2 +?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmi }/2HBiv Bb +H+mHi2/ 7`QK i?2 K2bm`2/ `i2b UBMb2iVX
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iQ 15 ƒqX i 2+? TQr2`- r2 `2+Q`/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 T?QiQMb /2i2+i2/ BM  iBK2 rBM@
/Qr- t- +?Qb2M bQ i?i tg1 ∼ 1 UBM Q`/2` i?i i?2 `2bmHiBM; T?QiQM MmK#2` biiBb@
iB+b +QMiBM bm{+B2Mi BM7Q`KiBQM iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 BQMBxiBQM `i2bVX q2 i?2M }i i?2
T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` Ryy-yyy iBK2 rBM/Qrb rBi?  KQ/2H 7Q` i?2 +?`;2
bii2 /vMKB+b iQ Q#iBM i?2 7Qm` `i2b i 2+? TQr2` Ub22 amTTH2K2Mi`v AM7Q`K@
iBQM 7Q` /2iBHbVX PM+2 i?2 `i2b `2 FMQrM 7Q`  ;Bp2M TQr2`- P - r2 +H+mHi2 i?2 QT@
iBKH `2/Qmi iBK2- tR- iQ KtBKBx2 FC(P ) U6B;X 9Xk+VX q2 Q#iBM `2bQM#H2 }/2HBiv
UFC ∼ 0.9V 2p2M 7Q` `2/Qmi iBK2b b b?Q`i b RyµbX
9XjXk *?`;2 AMBiBHBxiBQM
 bBKBH` K2bm`2K2Mi b+?2K2 +M #2 mb2/ iQ `TB/Hv BMBiBHBx2 i?2 Lo BMiQ Lo−-
bm+? i?i i?2 +?`;2 bii2 Bb FMQrM iQ #2 Lo− r?2M2p2` i?2 BMBiBHBxiBQM K2bm`2@
K2Mi bm++22/bX q?2`2b i?2 #Qp2 T`Q+2/m`2 +?B2p2b QTiBKH `2/Qmi }/2HBiv 7Q`
#Qi? Lo0 M/ Lo−- BMBiBHBxiBQM `2[mB`2b QMHv iQ p2`B7v i?i i?2 +?`;2 bii2 Bb
Lo−X A7 p2`B}+iBQM 7BHb- i?2 T`Q+2/m`2 Bb `2T2i2/X hQ [mB+FHv BMBiBHBx2 BMiQ Lo−
rBi? ?B;? }/2HBiv- r2 }`bi TTHv rBi?  b?Q`i- ?B;? TQr2` TmKT TmHb2 Q7 532MK HB;?i
U150 Mb i 300ƒqV M/ i?2M K2bm`2 rBi?  b?Q`i T`Q#2 TmHb2 Q7 594MK HB;?i Utprobe =
900Mb i 11 ƒqV U6B;X9XjVX AM i?Bb `2;BK2- g1tprobe * 1- bQ i?i BQMBxiBQM 2p2Mib
`2 mMHBF2Hv M/  `2bmHi Q7 R Q` KQ`2 T?QiQMb Bb M ++m`i2 BM/B+iQ` i?i i?2 }MH
+?`;2 bii2 Bb Lo−X
hQ p2`B7v Qm` BMBiBHBxiBQM }/2HBiv- r2 T2`7Q`K2/  TmKT@T`Q#2 +QK#BMiBQM 7QH@
HQr2/ #v M QTiBKH +?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmi i HQr TQr2` UtR = 240 ƒb i 820MqVX AM
6B;X 9Xj#-+- i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` Ryy-yyy K2bm`2K2Mib Bb b?QrM- `2@
;`/H2bb Q7 T`Q#2 Qmi+QK2 U6B;X 9Xj#- BMBiBHBxiBQM }/2HBiv 0.723 ± 0.006V M/ +QM/B@
iBQM2/ QM i?2 /2i2+iBQM Q7 QM2 Q` KQ`2 T`Q#2 T?QiQMb U6B;X 9Xj+- BMBiBHBxiBQM }/2HBiv
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0.975±0.007VX 6Q` i?2b2 TmKT@T`Q#2 +QM/BiBQMb-  bBM;H2 BMBiBHBxiBQM bi2T ǳbm++22/bǴ
U/2i2+ib QM2 Q` KQ`2 T`Q#2 T?QiQMbV rBi? T`Q##BHBiv ps = 0.216± 0.001X
9X9 aTBM hQ *?`;2 *QMp2`bBQM
q2 M2ti b?Qr i?2 #BHBiv iQ +QMi`QH i?2 BQMBxiBQM /vMKB+b BM  bTBM /2T2M/2Mi rv-
HHQrBM; 7Q` 2{+B2Mi +QMp2`bBQM Q7 i?2 Lo− 2H2+i`QM bTBM bii2 iQ  +?`;2 bii2 /Bb@
i`B#miBQMX h?2 K2+?MBbK 7Q` bTBM iQ +?`;2 +QMp2`bBQM Ua**V Bb `2Hi2/ iQ i?2 r2HH@
2bi#HBb?2/ i2+?MB[m2 7Q` QTiB+HHv /2i2+i2/ K;M2iB+ `2bQMM+2 UP.J_Vd8- BM i?i
Bi iF2b /pMi;2 Q7 i?2 bTBM@/2T2M/2Mi b?2HpBM; T`Q+2bb iQ i?2 K2ibi#H2 bBM;H2i
bii2X 6`QK i?2 bBM;H2i bii2- i?2 Lo +MMQi #2 2t+Bi2/ iQ i?2 i`BTH2i 2t+Bi2/ bii2- bQ
i?2 BQMBxiBQM T`Q+2bb Bb #HQ+F2/- `2bmHiBM; BM  bTBM@/2T2M/2Mi BQMBxiBQM T`Q+2bbX
h?2 a** b2[m2M+2 Bb BHHmbi`i2/ BM 6B;X 9X9X q2 }`bi BMBiBHBx2 BMiQ Lo− M/ T`2@
T`2 i?2 bTBM BMiQ 2Bi?2` |ms = 1〉 Q` |ms = 0〉 U6B;X 9X9UBVVX q2 i?2M TTHv  b?Q`i-
?B;? TQr2` ǳb?2HpBM;Ǵ TmHb2 Q7 594MK HB;?i- r?B+? 2Bi?2` `TB/Hv i`Mb72`b i?2 Lo
BMiQ i?2 K2ibi#H2 bBM;H2i bii2 BM i?2 +b2 Q7 |ms = 1〉- Q` H2p2b Bi BM i?2 i`BTH2i
KMB7QH/ BM i?2 +b2 Q7 |ms = 0〉 U6B;X 9X9UBBVVX AKK2/Bi2Hv 7QHHQrBM; i?2 b?2HpBM;
TmHb2- r2 TTHv  b?Q`i- ?B;? TQr2` BQMBxiBQM TmHb2 Q7 637MK HB;?i- r?B+? BQMBx2b i?2
Lo 7`QK i?2 Lo− i`BTH2i KMB7QH/ iQ Lo0- #mi /Q2b MQi BQMBx2 7`QK i?2 Lo− bBM;H2i
bii2 U6B;X 9X9UBBBVVX 6BMHHv- r2 K2bm`2 i?2 +?`;2 bii2 Q7 i?2 Lo U6B;X 9X9UBBBVVX
h?2 `2bmHiBM; T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` i?Bb K2bm`2K2Mi `2 b?QrM BM 6B;X
9X9# 7Q` M BMBiBH bTBM bii2 Q7 |ms = 0〉 UiQTV M/ |ms = 1〉 U#QiiQKVX h?2 a** T@
`K2i2`b r2`2 60 Mb- 145ƒq 7Q` i?2 594MK b?2HpBM; TmHb2 M/ 20 Mb- 22.5Kq 7Q` i?2
637MK BQMBxiBQM TmHb2X h?2 BMBiBHBxiBQM b2[m2M+2 7Q` i?Bb K2bm`2K2Mi +QMbBbi2/


































6B;m`2 9Xj, UV SmHb2 b2[m2M+2 7Q` +?`;2 bii2 BMBiBHBxiBQMX  100 Mb 532 MK TmHb2 i 300ƒq
TmKTb i?2 Lo BMiQ Lo−- 7QHHQr2/ #v  900 Mb 594MK TmHb2 i 11 ƒq i?i T`Q#2b i?2 +?`;2
bii2- M/ }MHHv  240ƒb 594 MK TmHb2 i 820Mq p2`B}2b i?2 BMBiBHBxiBQMX U#V .Bbi`B#miBQM Q7
BMi2;`i2/ T?QiQM +QmMib /m`BM; p2`B}+iBQM 7Q` Ryy-yyy BMBiBHBxiBQM K2bm`2K2Mib- `2;`/H2bb Q7
T`Q#2 Qmi+QK2- BM/B+iBM; i?i i?2 Lo Bb TmKT2/ BMiQ Lo− rBi? T`Q##BHBiv 0.723 ± 0.006X U+V
.Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` Ryy-yyy K2bm`2K2Mib- +QM/BiBQM2/ QM i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 QM2 Q` KQ`2 T?QiQMb /m`BM;
i?2 900Mb T`Q#2 TmHb2X h?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 bm++22/BM; i i?2 T`Q#2 bi2T Bb ps = 0.216± 0.001- M/
i?2 Lo− BMBiBHBxiBQM }/2HBiv Bb yXNd8±yXyydX
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6B;m`2 9X9, UV SmHb2 b2[m2M+2 7Q` bTBM iQ +?`;2 +QMp2`bBQM K2bm`2K2MiX h?2 Lo Bb T`2T`2/
BMiQ |ms = 0〉 Q` |ms = 1〉 UBV- 7i2` r?B+?  irQ bi2T a** b2[m2M+2- +QMbBbiBM; Q7 UBBV  594 MK
b?2HpBM; TmHb2 M/ UBBBV  637MK BQMBxiBQM TmHb2- T`272`2MiBHHv BQMBx2b |ms = 0〉 iQ Lo0 r?BH2
b?2HpBM; |ms = 1〉 BMiQ i?2 bBM;H2i bii2 r?2`2 Bi Bb T`Qi2+i2/ 7`QK BQMBxiBQMX 6BMHHv-  500 ƒb-
500Mq 594MK TmHb2 K2bm`2b i?2 +?`;2 bii2 UBpVX LQi2 i?i 7Q` i?Bb K2bm`2K2Mi i?2 BMBiBH@
BxiBQM BM UBV +QMbBbi2/ Q7  40Mb- 300 ƒq TmKT TmHb2 M/  500 ƒb- 500Mq T`Q#2 TmHb2X U#V S?Q@
iQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM BM/B+iBM; i?2 }MH +?`;2 bii2 TQTmHiBQM 7Q` M BMBiBH bii2 Q7 |ms = 0〉
UiQT- Lo− TQTmHiBQM 4 0.162 ± 0.007V Q` |ms = 1〉 U#QiiQK- Lo− TQTmHiBQM 4 0.504 ± 0.009VX
U+V 6BMH Lo− TQTmHiBQM 7Q` BQMBxiBQM TmHb2 /m`iBQMb `M;BM; 7`QK 0Mb iQ 40Mb Ub?2HpBM; TmHb2
}t2/ i 60MbVX U+V 6BMH Lo− TQTmHiBQM 7Q` b?2HpBM; TmHb2 /m`iBQMb `M;BM; 7`QK 0Mb iQ 80 Mb
UBQMBxiBQM }t2/ i 20 MbV- b?QrBM; i?2 /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 b?2HpBM; T`Q+2bbX
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rb HbQ 500ƒb i 500MqX
q2 }i Qm` KQ/2H iQ i?2 K2bm`2/ T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQMb iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2
p2`;2 TQTmHiBQM BM Lo− i i?2 2M/ Q7 i?2 a** bi2TX 6Q` M BMBiBH bii2 Q7 |ms =
0〉 M/ |ms = 1〉- r2 +HH i?2 p2`;2 }MH Lo− TQTmHiBQM β0 M/ β1- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?2 +QMi`bi #2ir22M β0 M/ β1 +?`+i2`Bx2b i?2 2{+B2M+v Q7 i?2 a** K2+?MBbKX
h?2 /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 β0,1 QM b?2HpBM; M/ BQMBxiBQM /m`iBQM Bb b?QrM BM 6B;X 9X9+-/X AM
6B;X 9X9+- i?2 b?2HpBM; TmHb2 iBK2 Bb }t2/ i eyMb M/ r2 br22T i?2 BQMBxiBQM TmHb2
iBK2X i 2+? BQMBxiBQM iBK2 TQBMi- r2 K2bm`2 i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q`
i?2 irQ BMBiBH bTBM bii2b iQ }M/ β0,1X aBKBH`Hv- BM 6B;X 9X9/- i?2 BQMBxiBQM TmHb2
iBK2 Bb }t2/ i 20 Mb M/ r2 br22T i?2 b?2HpBM; TmHb2 iBK2- THQiiBM; β0,1 i 2+? iBK2
TQBMiX b i?2 b?2HpBM; iBK2 Bb BM+`2b2/- i?2 |ms = 1〉 TQTmHiBQM Bb i`Mb72``2/ iQ i?2
bBM;H2i bii2 M/ T`Qi2+i2/ 7`QK BQMBxiBQM- `2bmHiBM; BM  KtBKmK 7Q` β1 i 60 MbX
9X8 aTBM _2/Qmi LQBb2
hQ 2pHmi2 i?2 2{++v Q7 i?2 a** K2+?MBbK b  K2i?Q/ iQ `2/ Qmi i?2 Lo−
2H2+i`QM bTBM bii2- r2 MQr +QMbB/2` i?2b2 `2bmHib BM i?2 +QMi2ti Q7 * K;M2iQK2@
i`vR3X q2 +QMbB/2`  K;M2iQK2i`v b2[m2M+2 #b2/ QM  >?M bTBM@2+?Qde- M/ +QK@
T`2 i?2 `2/Qmi MQBb2 7Q` i?2 a** b+?2K2 rBi? i?2 i`/BiBQMH P.J_ `2/Qmi K2+?@








τ + tI + tR
τ2
, U9XRV
r?2`2 g Bb i?2 2H2+i`QM ;v`QK;M2iB+ `iBQ- µB Bb i?2 "Q?` K;M2iQM- τ Bb i?2 bTBM@
2+?Q iBK2- tI Bb i?2 BMBiBHBxiBQM iBK2- tR Bb i?2 bTBM `2/Qmi iBK2- M/ T Bb i?2 iQiH






















































6B;m`2 9X8, UV h?2 bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2 T`K2i2`- σR- Bb K2bm`2/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 `2/Qmi
iBK2- tR U#Hm2 TQBMibVX h?2 TmHb2 b2[m2M+2 Bb b?QrM BM i?2 BMb2i- +QMbBbiBM; Q7 M BMBiBHBxiBQM
b2[m2M+2 U100 Mb 532 MK TmKT TmHb2 i 300ƒq- 7QHHQr2/ #v  900 Mb 594MK T`Q#2 TmHb2 i
11ƒq iQ p2`B7v i?2 +?`;2 bii2 Bb Lo−V- KB+`Qrp2 TmHb2 T`2T`2 BM |ms = 0〉 Q` |ms = 1〉-
a** b2[m2M+2 U60 Mb 594MK TmHb2 i 135 ƒq 7QHHQr2/ BKK2/Bi2Hv #v 30Mb 637MK TmHb2
i 7.1KqV- M/ `2/Qmi 7Q` iBK2 tRX h?2 bQHB/ HBM2 `2T`2b2Mib  }i iQ i?2 /i Q7 i?2 7Q`K
σR(tR) = a
√
1 + b/t1/4R rBi? }i T`K2i2`b a M/ bX U#V S`QD2+i2/ K;M2iQK2i2` b2MbBiBp@
Biv b  7mM+iBQM Q7 bTBM +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2 7Q` i?2 a** `2/Qmi MQBb2 K2bm`2/ BM UV U#Hm2 +m`p2VX
h?2 T`QD2+i2/ b2MbBiBpBiv Bb 7QmM/ #v QTiBKBxBM; tR HQM; i?2 }ii2/ +m`p2 7Q` σR(tR) bQ b iQ
KBMBKBx2 σR(tR)
√
(τ + tI + tR)/τ2- r?2`2 tI Bb iF2M iQ #2 6.5 ƒb U2tT2+i2/ BMBiBHBxiBQM iBK2
tI = 1.5ƒb/ps- r?2`2 ps = 0.200 ± 0.006 Bb i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 bm++22/BM; BM i?2 T`Q#2 bi2T Q7
BMBiBHBxiBQMVX
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Bb  K2bm`2 Q7 i?2 bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2 7Q`  bBM;H2 K2bm`2K2Mi- MQ`KHBx2/ bQ i?i
σR = 1 7Q`  T2`72+i K2bm`2K2Mi UBX2X HBKBi2/ #v QMHv i?2 7mM/K2MiH [mMimK bTBM
T`QD2+iBQM MQBb2VX
AM i?2 i`/BiBQMH bTBM `2/Qmi b+?2K2- i?2 Lo Bb T`2T`2/ BMiQ Lo−- i?2 >?M
bTBM@2+?Q Bb TTHB2/ 7Q`  iBK2- τ - M/ i?2 bTBM Bb `2/ Qmi rBi?  b?Q`i 2t+BiiBQM
TmHb2 UivTB+HHv ∼ 200Mb Q7 532MK HB;?iV- /m`BM; r?B+? iBK2 M p2`;2 MmK#2` Q7
T?QiQMb- α0,1- `2 +QmMi2/ r?2M i?2 Lo Bb T`QD2+i2/ BMiQ |ms = 0, 1〉- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
h?2 irQ bQm`+2b Q7 MQBb2 BM i?Bb +b2 `2 bTBM T`QD2+iBQM MQBb2 M/ T?QiQM b?Qi MQBb2-





(α0 − α1)2 U9XkV
6Q`  #mHF /BKQM/ bKTH2 rBi? MQ T?QiQMB+ 2M?M+2K2Mi- ivTB+H T?QiQM +QHH2+iBQM
2{+B2M+B2b `2bmHi BM  #2bi@+b2 pHm2 Q7 σtradR ∼ 20kkX qBi? i?2 2M?M+2/ +QHH2+iBQM
2{+B2M+v 7`QK i?2 /BKQM/ MMQ#2K ;2QK2i`v- r2 Q#b2`p2 α0 = 0.238 ± 0.001-
α1 = 0.154 ± 0.002- M/ σtradR = 10.6 ± 0.3X AM #Qi? +b2b- T?QiQM b?Qi MQBb2 Bb #v 7`
i?2 /QKBMMi bQm`+2 Q7 MQBb2X
6Q` i?2 a** bTBM `2/Qmi K2+?MBbK- i?2`2 `2 i?`22 bQm`+2b Q7 MQBb2, bTBM T`Q@
D2+iBQM MQBb2- T?QiQM b?Qi MQBb2- M/ a** MQBb2X "2+mb2 i?2 +?`;2 `2/Qmi bi2T +M
#2 /QM2 rBi? p2`v ?B;? }/2HBiv- T?QiQM b?Qi MQBb2 Bb `2HiBp2Hv H2bb bB;MB}+Mi 7Q` i?2
a** b+?2K2X AMbi2/- i?2 /QKBMMi bQm`+2 Q7 MQBb2 Bb BKT2`72+i a** 2{+B2M+vX AM
i?2 +b2 Q7 T2`72+i +?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmi- i?2 bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2 Bb ;Bp2M #v,
σSCCR =
√
(β0 + β1)(2− β0 − β1)
(β0 − β1)2 . U9XjV
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6Q` i?2 β0,1 pHm2b 7QmM/ #Qp2- i?2 HQr2` HBKBi QM a** `2/Qmi MQBb2 BM Qm` bvbi2K
Bb σSCCR,best = 2.76 ± 0.09X AM T`+iB+2- i?2 +?B2p#H2 MQBb2 Bb bQK2r?i ?B;?2` i?M
i?Bb /m2 iQ BKT2`72+i +?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmi- r?B+? Kmbi #2 #HM+2/ ;BMbi i?2 iBK2
`2[mB`2K2Mib 7Q` i?2 K2bm`2K2MiX
hQ 2pHmi2 i?2 T`+iB+H miBHBiv Q7 i?2 a** `2/Qmi- r2 K2bm`2/ σSCCR (tR)- mb@
BM;  7bi BMBiBHBxiBQM b+?2K2 7Q` r?B+? i?2 2tT2+i2/ BMBiBHBxiBQM iBK2 Bb 6.5ƒbX AM
T`BM+BTH2- i?2`2 2tBbib M QTiBKH `2/Qmi TQr2` 7Q` 2+? tR i?i KBMBKBx2b σSCCR (tR)X
hQ TT`QtBKi2 i?Bb 2tT2`BK2MiHHv r2 mb2/  b2i }t2/ b2i Q7 `2/Qmi TQr2`b- M/
}`bi K2bm`2/ i?2 BQMBxiBQM M/ T?QiQM +QmMi `i2b /m`BM;  `2/Qmi TmHb2 mM/2`
i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH +QM/BiBQMb UTmKT@T`Q#2 BMBiBHBxiBQM M/ a** b2[m2M+2VX "b2/
QM i?2b2 `i2b M/ i?2 K2bm`2/ pHm2b Q7 β0,1- r2 +H+mHi2/ tR i?i rQmH/ KBMBKBx2
σSCCR (tR) i 2+? TQr2`- 7Q`  i?`2b?QH/ T?QiQM MmK#2` Q7 R- k- j- 9- Q` e T?QiQMbX AM
i?Bb rv- r2 K2bm`2/  `M;2 Q7 `2/Qmi iBK2b mM/2` +HQb2 iQ QTiBKH +QM/BiBQMb Ub22
TT2M/Bt " 7Q` /2iBHbVX
h?2 `2bmHib `2 b?QrM BM 6B;X 9X8X 6Q` b?Q`i tR ∼ 5ƒb- σSCCR (tR) T`QpB/2b  KQ/@
2bi BKT`Qp2K2Mi Qp2` i?2 i`/BiBQMH `2/Qmi b+?2K2- r?BH2 7Q` HQM; `2/Qmi iBK2b-
σSCCR (tR) TT`Q+?2b i?2 a**@HBKBi2/ pHm2 M/ T`QpB/2b  bB;MB}+Mi BKT`Qp2K2MiX
q2 MQi2 i?i i?2 pHm2b K2bm`2/ 7Q` σSCCR (tR) `2 bQK2r?i ?B;?2` i?M rQmH/ #2
2tT2+i2/ Tm`2Hv #b2/ QM T?QiQM b?Qi MQBb2 M/ Qm` K2bm`2/ pHm2 Q7 σSCCR,best(tR)X
q2 #2HB2p2 i?Bb Bb /m2 iQ i?2 BM+`2b2/ /miv +v+H2 2KTHQv2/- r?B+? Kv ?p2 bQK2
2z2+i QM i?2 BQMBxiBQM /vMKB+b i?i Bb MQi 7mHHv /2b+`B#2/ #v Qm` KQ/2HX













rBi? `2bT2+i iQ tRX hQ /Q bQ- r2 }i i?2 K2bm`2/ pHm2b Q7 σSCCR (tR) rBi? M TT`QtB@
Ki2 b+HBM; 7mM+iBQM #b2/ QM i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM KQ/2H U6B;X 9X8- #Hm2
+m`p2VX lbBM; i?Bb }i M/  }t2/ BMBiBHBxiBQM iBK2 Q7 6.5ƒb- r2 7QmM/ i?2 2tT2+i2/
K;M2iQK2i2` b2MbBiBpBiv 7Q` bTBM +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2b `M;BM; 7`QK 5ƒb iQ 2Kb Ui 2Kb
+Q?2`2M+2 iBK2 i?2 QTiBKH `2/Qmi iBK2 rb tR = 575ƒb- 7Q`  T`QD2+i2/ b2MbBiBpBiv
Q7 900Thf>x1/2VX h?2 `2bmHib `2 b?QrM BM 6B;X 9X8#- r?2`2 r2 ?p2 THQii2/ i?2 T`Q@
D2+i2/ b2MbBiBpBiv 7Q` i?2 a** b+?2K2 BM Qm` bvbi2K U#Hm2 +m`p2V- 7Q` i?2 i`/BiBQMH
b+?2K2 BM Qm` bvbi2K U`2/ +m`p2V- M/ 7Q` i?2 i`/BiBQMH b+?2K2 BM  #mHF /BKQM/
bvbi2K U;`22M +m`p2VX
9Xe *QM+HmbBQM
q2 ?p2 bim/B2/ i?2 BQMBxiBQM /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` QM iBK2b+H2b +QKK2M@
bm`i2 rBi? i?2 BMi2`MH bTBM /vMKB+H T`Q+2bb2b Q7 i?2 Lo− +?`;2 bii2X AM T`@
iB+mH`- r2 ?p2 /2KQMbi`i2/  bTBM@/2T2M/2Mi BQMBxiBQM T`Q+2bb i?i KTb i?2
bTBM bii2 Q7 Lo− QMiQ  +?`;2 /Bbi`B#miBQM #2ir22M Lo− M/ Lo0X h?Bb K2+?@
MBbK T`QpB/2b M BKT`Qp2K2Mi BM bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2 iQ kXde iBK2b i?2 bTBM T`QD2+@
iBQM MQBb2 H2p2H- M/ Bb 2tT2+i2/ iQ #QQbi bBM;H2@bTBM K;M2iQK2i2` b2MbBiBpBiv #v 
7+iQ` Q7 9 Qp2` i?2 T`2pBQmbHv `2TQ`i2/ b2MbBiBpBiv 7Q` #mHF /BKQM/kkX AM //BiBQM
iQ TTHB+iBQMb BM b2MbBM;- i?2 a** K2+?MBbK b?QmH/ T`QpB/2  mb27mH iQQH 7Q` Lo





8XR AMi2`7+2b #2ir22M HB;?i M/ Kii2`
PM2 Q7 i?2 KQbi 2z2+iBp2 K2Mb iQ +QMi`QH M/ Q#b2`p2 i?2 bii2 Q7 M iQK Bb i?`Qm;?
 `2bQMMi BMi2`+iBQM rBi? HB;?iX h`/BiBQMHHv- bmT2`# +QMi`QH Qp2` [mMimK bvb@
i2Kb ?b `2[mB`2/ ;b T?b2 iQKb i`TT2/ BM p+mmK +?K#2`b M/ BbQHi2/ 7`QK
Mv 2MpB`QMK2MiH 2z2+ib- bQ i?i i?2B` bii2 +M #2 KMBTmHi2/ #v M 2H2+i`QK;@
M2iB+ }2H/X h?2 bK2 K2i?Q/b 7Q` KMBTmHiBQM `2 MQr #2BM; 2ti2M/2/ iQ i?2 bQHB/
bii2- r?2`2 iQKb i`TT2/ BM  +`vbiH HiiB+2 `2 bm{+B2MiHv r2HH BbQHi2/ 7`QK i?2
2MpB`QMK2Mi iQ +QMbiBimi2 bi#H2 [mMimK bvbi2KbX _2H@rQ`H/ TTHB+iBQMb bm+? b
MMQb+H2 #BQHQ;B+H b2MbBM; ?p2 T`Qp2M i?2 /pMi;2b BM?2`2Mi iQ i?2 `Q#mbi M/
+QKT+i Mim`2 Q7 bvbi2Kb bm+? b i?2 Lo- r?B+? T`QKBb2b iQ 2M#H2  p`B2iv Q7
T`+iB+H [mMimK i2+?MQHQ;B2bX JQ`2Qp2`- i?2 bQHB/ bii2 Qz2`b i`2K2M/Qmb TQi2M@
iBH iQ KMBTmHi2 i?2 iQKbǶ 2H2+i`QK;M2iB+ 2MpB`QMK2Mi #v /B`2+iHv KQ/B7vBM; i?2
/B2H2+i`B+ bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 Ki2`BHX AM i?2b2 bvbi2Kb- 7Q` 2tKTH2- i?2 HB;?i@Kii2` BM@
i2`+iBQM +M #2 Tmb?2/ iQ Bib Mim`H 2ti`2K2 #v i`TTBM; T?QiQMb rBi?BM i?2 pQHmK2
Q7  bBM;H2 +m#B+ rp2H2M;i?X
8Xk Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM;
h?Bb i?2bBb ?b 2tTHQ`2/ i?2 /2bB;M M/ 7#`B+iBQM Q7 bi`m+im`2b iQ Q#b2`p2 M/ +QM@
i`QH bQHB/ bii2 iQKb i?`Qm;? i?2B` BMi2`+iBQM rBi? HB;?iX AM *?Ti2`b k M/ j- r2
/2b+`B#2/ i?2 +QmTHBM; Q7 Lo +2Mi2`b iQ irQ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH `+?Bi2+im`2b- b r2HH b
imMBM; Q7 M HH@/BKQM/ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiv iQ i?2 Lo +2Mi2` wSGX h?2b2 /2pB+2b
?p2 /2KQMbi`i2/ i?2 T`QQ7 Q7 T`BM+BTH2 7Q` Lo +pBiv +QmTHBM;- #mi KMv +?HH2M;2b
biBHH `2KBMX h?2 KQ/2bi 2M?M+2K2Mi b?QrM Bb  7` +`v 7`QK i?2 `2[mB`2K2Mib 7Q`
bi`QM; +QmTHBM;- r?2`2 i?2 +Q?2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 Lo@+pBiv bvbi2K Bb T`2b2`p2/ 7Q` 
7mHH +v+H2 Q7 2M2`;v i`Mb72` #2ir22M i?2 +pBiv T?QiQM M/ i?2 iQKB+ 2t+BiiBQMX h?2
Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM; bi`2M;i? Bb 2t+22/BM;Hv bi`QM; QM ++QmMi Q7 i?2 mHi` bKHH KQ/2
pQHmK2- ?Qr2p2` i?2 HBKBiBM; 7+iQ` BM i?Bb +b2 Bb i?2 +pBiv HQbb `i2c i?2 Q 7+iQ` `2@
[mB`2/ 7Q` bi`QM; +QmTHBM; Bb ∼ 105- r?B+? Bb R@k Q`/2`b Q7 K;MBim/2 ?B;?2` i?M ?b
#22M /2KQMbi`i2/ BM 2tBbiBM; /2pB+2bX h?2 ?B;? Q 7+iQ` `2[mB`2K2Mi 7Q` i?2 Lo Bb
/m2 BM T`i iQ T?QMQM +QmTHBM; i?i `2/m+2b i?2 bi`2M;i? Q7 i?2 wSG M/ 2z2+iBp2Hv
HQr2`b i?2 Lo@+pBiv +QmTHBM; `i2 #v  7+iQ` Q7 ∼ 8X h?Bb 2z2+i Kv #2 KBiB;i2/
BM Qi?2` +QHQ` +2Mi2`b- bm+? b i?2 bBHB+QM p+M+v +2Mi2` BM /BKQM/- 7Q` r?B+? i?2
wSG i`MbBiBQM Bb Km+? H2bb z2+i2/ #v +QmTHBM; iQ T?QMQM KQ/2bX
L2p2`i?2H2bb- i`m2 bi`QM; +QmTHBM; Bb MQi M #bQHmi2 `2[mB`2K2Mi 7Q` KMv [mM@
imK TTHB+iBQMb- M/ i?2 +pBiv T`K2i2`b +?B2p2/ bQ 7` `2 H`2/v bm{+B2Mi 7Q`
/2KQMbi`iBQMb Q7 +QQT2`iBp2 +QmTHBM;Ry- BM r?B+? i?2 Lo Bb KQ`2 bi`QM;Hv +QmTH2/
iQ i?2 +pBiv KQ/2 i?M iQ HH Qi?2` /2+v +?MM2HbX AM i?Bb +b2 i?2 F2v +?HH2M;2 Bb
MQi bQ Km+? iQ 7#`B+i2 #2ii2` +pBiB2b b iQ +QMi`QH i?2 Ki2`BH bvbi2K iQ KBMiBM
8k
;QQ/ Lo QTiB+H +Q?2`2M+2 BM  MMQ7#`B+i2/ /2pB+2X S`QKBbBM; bi2Tb ?p2 #22M
K/2 BM i?Bb /B`2+iBQMR- #mi bT2+i`H /BzmbBQM Q7 i?2 Lo wSG `2KBMb M QmibiM/@
BM; ?m`/H2 i?i Kmbi #2 Qp2`+QK2 #27Q`2 mb27mH [mMimK i2+?MQHQ;B2b bm+? b bBM;H2
T?QiQM bQm`+2b M/ [mMimK `2T2i2`b +M #2 `2HBx2/X
8Xj aTBM `2/Qmi
LMQT?QiQMB+ bi`m+im`2b +M HbQ #2 mb2/ iQ +?MM2H 2KBii2/ HB;?i rBi?Qmi bi`QM;Hv
KQ/B7vBM; i?2 `2HtiBQM /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 2KBii2`X AM *?Ti2` 9 r2 b?Qr2/ i?i /B@
KQM/ MMQ#2Kb +M #2 mb2/ iQ #QQbi i?2 +QHH2+i2/ T?QiQMb 7`QK M Lo +2Mi2` M/
i?2`2#v BKT`Qp2 bTBM `2/QmiX //BiBQMHHv- mMT`2+2/2Mi2/ +QMi`QH Q7 i?2 Lo +?`;2
bii2 rb TQbbB#H2X Hi?Qm;? i?2 BMi2`MH H2p2H /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 Lo− +?`;2 bii2-
HQM2- T`QpB/2  `B+? bvbi2K 7Q` `QQK i2KT2`im`2 [mMimK BM7Q`KiBQM M/ b2MbBM;
TTHB+iBQMb- 7mHH +QMi`QH Q7 i?2 +?`;2 bii2 HHQrb 7Q` BKT`Qp2/ T2`7Q`KM+2- i?`Qm;?
#2ii2` BMBiBHBxiBQM M/ `2/Qmi Q7 i?2 Lo− 2H2+i`QM bTBMX Hi?Qm;? i?Bb i2+?MB[m2
?b H`2/v vB2H/2/  /`KiB+ BKT`Qp2K2Mi BM bTBM `2/Qmi- 7m`i?2` T2`7Q`KM+2
BKT`Qp2K2Mib Kv #2 TQbbB#H2 BM Ki2`BH bvbi2Kb rBi? #2ii2` +?`;2 bii2 bi#BHBiv
i?i rQmH/ HHQr 7Q` bi`QM;2` +?`;2 `2/Qmi TmKTBM; M/ i?2`27Q`2 7bi2` `2/QmiX
//BiBQMHHv- B7 i?2 i2+?MB[m2 +M #2 K/2 iQ QT2`i2 mMB7Q`KHv +`Qbb M 2Mb2K#H2
Q7 Lob- Bi +QmH/ #2 mb2/ 7Q` 2Mb2K#H2 b2MbBM; K2bm`2K2MibX 6m`i?2` bim/B2b BMiQ i?2
mMB7Q`KBiv Q7 Lo BQMBxiBQM /vMKB+b 7`QK +2Mi2` iQ +2Mi2` `2 M22/2/ iQ //`2bb
i?2b2 QmibiM/BM; [m2biBQMbX
"2vQM/ i?2 Q#pBQmb ;BMb BM bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2- i?2 `TB/ BQMBxiBQM T`Q+2/m`2
+QmH/ HbQ T`QpB/2  M2r iQQH iQ bim/v Lo T?vbB+b i?i Bb /B{+mHi iQ T`Q#2 rBi? +QM@
p2MiBQMH ~mQ`2b+2M+2 K2bm`2K2MibX 6Q` BMbiM+2- 2ti2MbBQMb Q7 i?2 BQMBxiBQM T`Q@
8j
+2bb iQ KmHiB@+QHQ` BQMBxiBQM TmHb2b +QmH/ T`QpB/2  K2Mb iQ T`Q#2 i?2 H2p2H bi`m+@
im`2 Q7 i?2 Lo− bBM;H2i KMB7QH/- r?2`2 b2p2`H 2t+Bi2/ bii2b ?p2 #22M T`2/B+i2/
#mi MQi v2i Q#b2`p2/ddX h?2 #BHBiv iQ /`Bp2 7`QK  `2HiBp2Hv mMbi#H2 2M2`;v H2p2H iQ
 ?B;?Hv bi#H2 +?`;2 bii2 Kv v2i }M/ mM7Q`2b22M mb2b b  ;2M2`H bT2+i`Qb+QTB+
iQQHX
8X9 *QM+HmbBQM
*QMi`QHHBM; i?2 T?QiQMB+ T`QT2`iB2b Q7  Ki2`BH QM i?2 MMQb+H2 ?b T`Qp2M iQ #2
M BMpHm#H2 iQQH 7Q` +QMi`QHHBM; i?2 BMi2`+iBQM Q7 [mMimK bvbi2Kb rBi? HB;?iX q2
?p2 /2KQMbi`i2/ i?i MMQT?QiQMB+ /2pB+2b +M /`KiB+HHv Hi2` i?2 `2HtiBQM
/vMKB+b Q7  [mMimK 2KBii2`- M/ +M +?MM2H Bib 2KBbbBQM 7Q` 2{+B2Mi T?QiQM +QH@
H2+iBQMX h?2b2 /2pB+2b ?p2 H`2/v T`Qp2M i?2B` miBHBiv 7Q` `QQK i2KT2`im`2 b2MbBM;-
M/ ?QH/ Km+? T`QKBb2 7Q` TTHB+iBQMb BM [mMimK +QKTmiiBQM M/ BM7Q`KiBQM M/
BM i?2 +QMbi`m+iBQM Q7 b+H#H2 [mMimK M2irQ`FbX
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TT2M/Bt 
amTTQ`iBM; Ji2`BH 7Q` .2i2`KBMBb@
iB+ *QmTHBM; Q7  aBM;H2 Lo *2Mi2`
iQ  S?QiQMB+ *`vbiH *pBiv
XR qp2H2M;i?@`2bQHp2/ 2t+Bi2/ bii2 `2+QK#BMiBQM `i2b
h?2 2t+Bi2/ bii2 Q7 i?2 BbQHi2/ Lo− /2+vb i?`Qm;?  b2i Q7 Nj `/BiBp2 +?MM2Hb-
r?B+? r2 /BbiBM;mBb? #v i?2B` rp2H2M;i? λj M/ /2b+`B#2 #v i?2 `2+QK#BMiBQM `i2
γj - M/ MQM`/BiBp2 `2+QK#BMiBQM /2b+`B#2/ #v  i2`K γNRX q2 +QMbB/2` i?2 Lo i
bQK2 TQbBiBQM %ri 7`QK i?2 +pBiv- M/ bbmK2 i?i Bi Bb TmKT2/ BMiQ i?2 2t+Bi2/ bii2
i bQK2 `i2 piX h?2M i?2 2KBbbBQM bT2+i`mK i rp2H2M;i? j Bb ;Bp2M #v
Iij = cpiηij
γij∑






r?2`2 ηij Bb i?2 +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v- Γi =
∑
k γik + γNR Bb i?2 2t+Bi2/ bii2 /2+v `i2-
M/ c Bb  T`QTQ`iBQMHBiv +QMbiMiX h?2 i2`K βij = γij/Γi +M #2 B/2MiB}2/ b i?2
7`+iBQM Q7 i?2 iQiH `2+QK#BMiBQM `i2 i?i Q++m`b i?`Qm;? rp2H2M;i? jX h?2 /2+v
`i2 +M #2 Q#iBM2/ 7`QK  HB72iBK2 K2bm`2K2Mi- Γi = 1/τiX h?2 `iBQ Q7 i?2 bT2+i`


















r?2`2 i?2 Sm`+2HH 7+iQ` Fij = γij/γ0j = IijΓi/I0jΓ0X 6Q`  TQbBiBQM i = 1 r?2`2 i?2
Lo M/ +pBiv `2 HB;M2/ QM iQT Q7 2+? Qi?2`- F1j = F (λj) Bb THQii2/ BM 6B;m`2 XkX
Xk S?QiQM +Q``2HiBQM K2bm`2K2Mib
h?2 T?QiQM +Q``2HiBQM K2bm`2K2Mi Bb T2`7Q`K2/ rBi?  >M#m`v "`QrM f hrBbb
U>"hV b2imTX h?2 SG Bb /B`2+i2/ iQ  #2K bTHBii2`- 7i2` r?B+? i?2 irQ `Kb `2
+QmTH2/ i?`Qm;? bBM;H2 KQ/2 }#2`b UaJ6V iQ bBM;H2 T?QiQM /2i2+iQ` KQ/mH2b US2`FBM
1HK2`VX  iBK2@+Q``2Hi2/ +QmMiBM; KQ/mH2 Bb mb2/ iQ bb2K#H2 i?2 ?BbiQ;`K Q7 +HB+Fb
QM i?2 irQ /2i2+iQ`bX 6B;m`2 XR b?Qrb i?2 bT2+i` +QHH2+i2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 aJ6 7Q` i?2
+QmTH2/ M/ mM+QmTH2/ TQbBiBQMb Q7 i?2 +pBivX
8e
























Scan over NV centre











6B;m`2 XR, aT2+i` +QHH2+i2/ BMiQ bBM;H2 KQ/2 }#2`X UV SG 7`QK mM+QmTH2/ Lo M/ +pBivX U#V
SG 7`QK +pBiv@+QmTH2/ Lo +2Mi`2X U+V a+MMBM; i?2 +pBiv Qp2` i?2 Lo +2Mi`2 T`Q/m+2b BMi2`72`@
2M+2 2z2+ib #2ir22M Lo M/ +pBiv 2KBbbBQMX 6Bib iQ 1[miBQM kXR rBi? Cint = 0.6X
Xj *?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 +pBiv KQ/2b
hQ 7m`i?2` +?`+i2`Bx2 i?2 +pBiv `2bQMM+2b 2tT2`BK2MiHHv- r2 K2bm`2/ i?2 TQH`@
BxiBQM /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 i?2 2KBbbBQM +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK irQ /Bz2`2Mi HQ+iBQMb r?BH2 TmKT@
BM; i?2 Lo M2` i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 +pBivX h?2b2 TQbBiBQMb `2 BM/B+i2/ b x1 M/ x2
BM 6B;m`2 XjUV- iQ;2i?2` rBi? i?2 bBKmHi2/ 2H2+i`B+ }2H/ 2M2`;v /2MbBiv 7Q` i?`22
`2H2pMi +pBiv KQ/2bX *QHH2+iBM; 7`QK i?2 TmKT HQ+iBQM x2- r2 Q#b2`p2 i?2 KQ/2
i 667MK iQ #2 bi`QM;Hv TQH`Bx2/- r?BH2 i?2 KQ/2 i 643 MK 2t?B#Bib QMHv r2F TQ@
H`BxiBQM /2T2M/2M+2 U6B;m`2 XjU#VV- 7Q`  iQiH Q7 i?`22 KQ/2bX 6`QK x1- r2 QMHv
Q#b2`p2 TQH`Bx2/ KQ/2b i λ1 M/ λ2X 6`QK i?2b2 Q#b2`piBQMb- r2 +QM+Hm/2 i?i i?2
T2F i λ2 +Q``2bTQM/b iQ i?2 irQ KQ/2b b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 XjUXR-XkV rBi? M2`Hv /2@


































































uncoupled, o=16.4 ±1.1 ns
coupled, o=12.7 ± 1.2 ns





















-600 0 600 -600 0 600
x1 x2
collection from x2
a.1 a.2 h1a.3, y-polarized , x-polarized , y-polarized
x(nm)
y
6B;m`2 Xj, SQH`BxiBQM /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 +pBiv 2KBbbBQM +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK bTiBHHv /BbiBM+i TQBMibX
q2 TQbBiBQM i?2 +pBiv bQ i?i Bi bHB;?iHv Qz@+2Mi2` 7`QK i?2 Lo 2KBii2`X 1t+BiBM; i?2 Lo M/
+QHH2+iBM; 7`QK i?2 TQBMi Q7 2t+BiiBQM UV r2 Q#b2`p2 i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 i 667MK iQ #2 bi`QM;Hv
TQH`Bx2/ r?BH2 i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 i 643 MK Bb QMHv bHB;?iHv TQH`Bx2/X >Qr2p2`- #v +QHH2+iBM; 7`QK
i?2 2M/ Q7 i?2 +pBiv BM U#@+V- r2 +M TB+F Qmi i?2 `2bQMM+2 i 643 MK r?B+? Bb TQH`Bx2/ HQM;
i?2 bK2 tBb b i?2 667MK KQ/2X
/Bz2`2Mi bTiBH 2ti2MiX h?2 T2F i λ1 BM/22/ +Q``2bTQM/b iQ  bBM;H2 KQ/2- r?B+?
r2 B/2MiB7v b i?2 HQr2bi@7`2[m2M+v +QM}M2/ bii2 Q7 i?2 Gj +pBivX
X9 aBM;H2 KQ/2 7B#2` bT2+i`
q?2M i?2 KmHiB@KQ/2 }#2` rb `2TH+2/ rBi?  bBM;H2 KQ/2 }#2`- i?2 bT2+i` BM 6B;@
m`2 kU+-/V BM i?2 KBM i2ti b?Qr i?2 bK2 Tii2`M- #mi i  `2/m+2/ +QmMi `i2- b
/BbTHv2/ BM 6B;m`2 XRX
8N
h?2 bBKmHiM2Qmb +QHH2+iBQM 7`QK i?2 +pBiv M/ i?2 2KBii2` `2bmHib BM BMi2`72`2M+2
i i?2 /2i2+iQ`X b i?2 +pBiv Bb b+MM2/ Qp2` i?2 Lo 2KBii2`- r2 Q#b2`p2 6MQ@HBF2
72im`2b i i?2 +pBiv `2bQMM+2b b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 XRU#V- r?B+? `2 }i r2HH #v 1[m@
iBQM kXR rBi? Cint = 0.6X am+? BMi2`7+2 2z2+ib ?p2 #22M /2b+`B#2/ #27Q`2 BM KB@
+`Q/BbFb99 M/ KB+`QbT?2`2bd3 +QmTH2/ iQ bBM;H2 Lo 2KBii2`bX AM KB+`Qb+QTv- i?2
BMi2`272`2M+2 bB;Mim`2 Kv #2 mb2/ iQ #2ii2` /BbiBM;mBb?  bBM;H2 2KBii2` 7`QK i?2
#+F;`QmM/X
X8 6BHi2`2/ +pBiv 2KBbbBQM T?QiQM biiBbiB+b
hQ p2`B7v i?i i?2 +pBiv 2KBbbBQM +Q``2bTQM/BM; iQ T2F k Q`B;BMi2b 7`QK  bBM;H2
Lo +2Mi2`- i?Bb 2KBbbBQM rb }Hi2`2/ rBi?  ;`iBM; b2imT iQ R MKX h?2 }Hi2`BM; BM@
i`Q/m+2b +QMbB/2`#H2 HQbb M/ `2/m+2/ i?2 bB;MH bQ i?i  `2HB#H2 miQ+Q``2HiBQM
K2bm`2K2Mi rb MQi TQbbB#H2X AMbi2/- r2 T2`7Q`K2/  +`Qbb@+Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2
}Hi2`2/ +pBiv 2KBbbBQM M/ i?2 iQiH 2KBbbBQM #2ir22M ejy@dyy MKX h?Bb K2bm`2@
K2Mib Bb b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 X9 M/ +H2`Hv BM/B+i2b i?i #Qi? }Hi2`2/ M/ mM}Hi2`2/
HB;?i Q`B;BMi2 7`QK  bBM;H2 Lo +2Mi2`X
Xe 1H2+i`QM aTBM _2bQMM+2 M/ _#B Pb+BHHiBQMb
h?2 Lo +2Mi2` ?b irQ mMTB`2/ 2H2+i`QMb BM  i`BTH2i +QM};m`iBQM rBi?  x2`Q@}2H/
bTHBiiBM; Q7 ∆ = 2.87:>x #2ir22M ms = 0 M/ ms = ±1 bm#H2p2HbX h?2 2t+Bi2/
bii2 /2+v `i2b HHQr bTBM@b2MbBiBp2 /2i2+iBQM bBM+2 i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 Bb `2/m+2/ 7Q`
i?2 ms = ±1 bii2bdNX AM i?2 bTBM K2bm`2K2Mib /2b+`B#2/ ?2`2- i?2 ms = ±1 bm#@
H2p2Hb r2`2 //BiBQMHHv bTHBi #v M 2ti2`MH K;M2iB+ }2H/ T`Q/m+2/ #v  T2`KM2Mi
K;M2iX 6B;m`2 X8UV b?Qrb i?2 KB+`Qrp2 i`MbBiBQMb 7`QK ms = 0 iQ ms = ±1-
ey







6B;m`2 X9, *`Qbb@+Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2 }Hi2`2/ +pBiv 2KBbbBQM M/ i?2 iQiH 2KBbbBQMX
eR















Luminescence intensity (a.u.)Luminescence intensity (a.u.)
microwave frequency microwave pulse duration
(a) (b)
6B;m`2 X8, UV aTBM i`MbBiBQM Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 Lo ~mQ`2b+2M+2 mM/2` 2t+BiiBQM rBi?  KB@
+`Qrp2 }2H/ i 7`2[m2M+v νX U#V .`Bp2M bTBM Qb+BHHiBQMb 7Q` ν = 2.77:>xX
r?B+? `2 2pB/2Mi BM i?2 BMi2MbBiv Q7 i?2 +pBiv@+QmTH2/ Lo b  7mM+iBQM Q7  KB@
+`Qrp2 }2H/ Q7 BMi2MbBiv ν- r?BH2 6B;m`2 X8U#V b?Qrb /`Bp2M bTBM Qb+BHHiBQMb r?2M
i?2 Lo bTBM Bb QTiB+HHv BMBiBHBx2/ BM ms = 0- 2t+Bi2/ rBi?  KB+`Qrp2 TmHb2 7Q` 
/m`iBQM t i  7`2[m2M+v ν = 2.77:>x- M/ QTiB+HHv /2i2+i2/ mbBM;  TmHb2 b2[m2M+2
/2b+`B#2/ BM 2Hb2r?2`23yX
Xd aTQMiM2Qmb 2KBbbBQM KQ/B7B+iBQM
h?2 >KBHiQMBM /2b+`B#BM;  Lo UHQr2`BM; QT2`iQ` σ = |g〉 〈e|V +QmTH2/ iQ  +pBiv








† − aσ†), UXeV
r?2`2 ∆ Bb Lo@+pBiv /2imMBM; M/ i?2 `272`2M+2 2M2`;v Bb i?2 K2M Q7 Lo M/ +p@
Biv 2M2`;vX
ek










r?2`2 γ- κ M/ γd ++QmMi 7Q` Lo TQTmHiBQM /2+v- +pBiv TQTmHiBQM /2+v M/ Lo
Tm`2 /2T?bBM;c M/ σz = [σ†,σ]X
q2 +QMbB/2` i?2 bm#bT+2 Q7 y Q` R 2t+BiiBQM BM i?2 Lo |g〉 , |e〉- M/ y Q` R 2t+B@



















− γd)〈σ〉+ g〈σza〉 UXNV
UXRyV
h?2b2 irQ +QmTH2/ 2[miBQMb `2 bQHp2/ rBi? i?2 BMBiBH +QM/BiBQM a(0) = 0,σ(0) = 1c
〈σza〉 = −a BM i?2 bm#bT+2 +QMbB/2`2/ ?2`2X q2 /2}M2 c1 =
(−i∆2 − κ2 ) M/ c2 =(
i∆2 − γ2 − γd
) M/ λ− = c1+c2−√(c1 − c2)2 − 4g2 - λ+ = c1+c2+√(c1 − c2)2 − 4g2X
h?2 iBK2@/2T2M/2Mi bQHmiBQM Bb
a(t) =
(eλ+t − eλ−t)g√




(c1 − c2)(eλ−t − eλ+t) +
√
(c1 − c2)2 − 4g2(eλ−t + eλ+t)
2
√
(c1 − c2)2 − 4g2
UXRkV
ej





κaeˆc + c.c., UXRjV
r?2`2 eˆNV M/ eˆc /2b+`B#2 i?2 bTiBH T`Q}H2b Q7 i?2 2KBbbBQM 7`QK i?2 Lo +2Mi2` M/
i?2 +pBivX h?2 2KBbbBQM Bb +QHH2+i2/ i?`Qm;?  H2Mb BMiQ M QTiB+H }#2` U2Bi?2` bBM;H2
KQ/2 Q` KmHiB@KQ/2V rBi?  b2i Q7 Q`i?QMQ`KH KQ/2b &fˆ(%k,ω)'X h?2 }2H/ i i?2
QmiTmi Q7 i?2 }#2`- r?B+? Bb /B`2+i2/ i i?2 /2i2+iQ`- Bb ;Bp2M #v







%k,ω(·fˆ(%k,ω))(fˆ(%k,ω)·)X h?2 bT2+i`mK Bb Q#iBM2/ 7`QK i?2 ZmMimK
_2;`2bbBQM i?2Q`2K- S(ω) ∝ ∫∞−∞ ∫∞0 〈E′+(t)E′−(t′)〉 dtdt′X q2 KF2 i?2 bbmKTiBQM
i?i i?2 HBM2rB/i? Q7 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` Bb Km+? #`Q/2` i?M i?2 Lo@+pBiv /2imMBM; M/
HH Qi?2` HQbb Q` +QmTHBM; `i2b, ω = ωc,κ * γd, g * γd,κX 7i2` MQ`KHBxBM; i?2
bT2+i`mK #v i?2 #`2 Lo 2KBbbBQM bT2+i`mK- r2 Q#iBM




1 + i(ω − ωc)/κ ] +
eˆcUF eˆcf
c(%r)| 1
1 + i(ω − ωc)/κ |
2, UXR8V
r?2`2 F = (g(%r, %µ))2/κγ /2MQi2b i?2 Sm`+2HH 7+iQ` i TQbBiBQM %r M/ Q`B2MiiBQM %µ/|%µ|
Q7 i?2 Lo BM i?2 }2H/ Q7 i?2 +pBivX AM i?Bb 2tT2`BK2Mi- Bi Bb MQi TQbbB#H2 iQ +H+mHi2
i?2 i2`K eˆNV UF eˆc /B`2+iHv #2+mb2 Q7 mM+2`iBMiv BM i?2 +QmTHBM; Q7 i?2 Lo M/ +p@
Biv KQ/2b iQ i?2 }#2`X AM ;2M2`H- r2 i?2`27Q`2 `2T`2b2Mi i?2 /2i2+i2/ bT2+i`mK b




1 + i(ω − ωc)/κ ] + C3f
c(%r)| 1
1 + i(ω − ωc)/κ |
2,
e9
r?2`2 i?2 `2H +Q2{+B2Mib Ci `2 Q#iBM2/ #v }ib iQ i?2 /iX q2 Q#iBM ;QQ/ }ib 7Q`
i?2 bBM;H2 KQ/2 }#2` rBi? C2/C1 ∼ 0.6- M/ 7Q` i?2 KmHiB@KQ/2 }#2` rBi? C2/C1 ∼ 0X
X3 AK;BM; Q7 ;2M2`H bKTH2b
h?2 bB;MH PL(ω,%r) BM 6B;X j BM i?2 KBM i2ti `2T`2b2Mib i?2 +QMpQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 2KBi@
i2`Ƕb bTiBH T`Q}H2- e(%r)- M/ i?2 bT2+i`QK2i2` bB;MH ;Bp2M BM 1[miBQM kXRX h?mb-
PL(ω,%r) =
∫
e(%r − %r′)Sd(ω,%r′)dl′- r?2`2 dl′ Bb i?2 /BbTH+2K2Mi HQM; i?2 Ti? Q7
%r′X aBM+2 i?2 Lo +2Mi2` Bb H2bb i?M R MK BM bBx2- r2 +QMbB/2` Bi b  /2Hi 7mM+iBQM-
bQ i?7i PL(ω,%r) = Sd(ω,%r)- ;BpBM; i?2 `2bTQMb2 7mM+iBQM Q7 Qm` b+MMBM; T`Q#2X
PM+2 i?Bb `2bTQMb2 7mM+iBQM Bb FMQrM- i?2 a*L KTb  ;2M2`H bKTH2 e′(%r) #v }`bi
K2bm`BM; i?2 +QMpQHp2/ BK;2 PL′(%r) M/ i?2M /2+QMpQHpBM; #v i?2 FMQrM `2bTQMb2
Sd(ω,%r′) iQ Q#iBM e′(%r)X
e8
TT2M/Bt "
amTTQ`iBM; Ji2`BH 7Q` aTBM iQ *?`;2
*QMp2`bBQM BM Lo *2Mi2`b
"XR .2pB+2 6#`B+iBQM M/ S?QiQMB+ S`QT2`iB2b
hQ Qp2`+QK2 i?2 +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v HBKBiiBQMb BM #mHF /BKQM/ bKTH2b- r2 2K@
THQv2/ M M;H2/ _A1 7#`B+iBQM i2+?MB[m2e9 iQ +`p2 300 MK@rB/2- i`BM;mH` +`Qbb@
b2+iBQM MMQ#2Kb 7`QK  #mHF /BKQM/ bKTH2X hQ /Q bQ- r2 #2;M rBi?  TQH@
Bb?2/ /BKQM/ bKTH2 U1H2K2Mie- ivT2 AA- RTTK L +QM+2Mi`iBQMV M/ `2KQp2/ ∼
600MK Q7 Ki2`BH 7`QK i?2 iQT bm`7+2 BM  iQT@/QrM Qtv;2M _A1 bi2TX L2ti- r2
bTmM  SJJ Hv2` QMiQ i?2 /BKQM/ M/ Tii2`M2/ i?2 #2K KbF b?T2 pB 2@
#2K HBi?Q;`T?vX 7i2` /2p2HQTBM; i?2 SJJ-  294MK@i?B+F Hv2` Q7 H2P3 rb
bTmii2`2/ M/ i?2 SJJ rb bi`BTT2/- i`Mb72``BM; i?2 2i+? KbF Tii2`M BMiQ i?2
H2P3 Hv2`X q2 i?2M /B/  iQT@/QrM 2i+? 7Q` 3KBM rBi? P2- 7QHHQr2/ #v  3KBM 2i+?
rBi? P2 Y *H2- #`QF2M BMiQ Rk +v+H2b Q7 15 b 2+?X h?2 /BKQM/ rb i?2M +H2M2/ BM 



















     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
6B;m`2 "XR, aTBM 2+?Q 7Q` Lo BM MMQ#2KX h?2 #Hm2 TQBMib `2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 K2bm`2/ 7i2` 
>?M bTBM@2+?Q- MQ`KHBx2/ iQ i?2 ~mQ`2b+2M+2 H2p2H rBi? MQ bTBM@2+?Q TmHb2bX h?2 `2/ +m`p2 Bb 
}i iQ i?2 /i Ub22 i2tiVX
`KT +QMbBbiBM; Q7 3 ? `KT 7`QK `QQK i2KT2`im`2 iQ 400 ê*- MM2HBM; i 400 ê*
7Q` 4?- 3? `KT 7`QK 400 ê* iQ 800 ê*- MM2HBM; i 800 ê* 7Q` 8?- 12 ? `KT 7`QK
800 ê* iQ 1200 ê*- MM2H i 1200 ê* 7Q` 2?- `KT /QrM iQ `QQK i2KT2`im`2X 6QH@
HQrBM; i?2 MM2H i?2 /BKQM/ rb ;BM +B/ +H2M2/ M/ #F2/ i 465 ê* BM Qtv;2M
2MpB`QMK2MiX
hQ KtBKBx2 +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v- r2 i`Mb72``2/ i?2 #2Kb iQ  ;Hbb +Qp2`bHBT 7Q`
BK;BM; rBi? M QBH BKK2`bBQM Q#D2+iBp2 ULBFQM- RX9N LVX lbBM; }MBi2@/Bz2`2M+2@
iBK2@/QKBM bBKmHiBQMb- r2 7QmM/ i?i i?2 +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v 7`QK bm+?  bi`m+im`2
+M p`v bi`QM;Hv rBi? #2K /BK2i2` M/ Lo TH+2K2Mi rBi?BM i?2 #2K- #mi Bb
2tT2+i2/ iQ #2 b ?B;? b eyW 7Q` Lob M2` i?2 /BKQM/@;Hbb BMi2`7+2X q2 2tT2+i
i?2 +QHH2+iBQM 2{+B2M+v iQ #2 ?B;?2` BM i?BMM2` #2Kb- #mi 2tT2`BK2MiHHv r2 7QmM/
i?2 Lob iQ #2 mMbi#H2- M/ bQ r2 mb2/ ∼ 300MK #2Kb 7Q` i?2 2tT2`BK2MiX
"Xk Lo aTBM *Q?2`2M+2
6Q` Lo +2Mi2`b BM i?2 MMQ#2Kb- r2 Q#b2`p2/ bBKBH` bTBM +Q?2`2M+2 T`QT2`iB2b iQ
Lo +2Mi2`b BM #mHF- Mim`H 13* #mM/M+2 /BKQM/3yX  >?M bTBM@2+?Q K2bm`2@
ed
K2Mi Bb b?QrM BM 6B;X "XR 7Q` M Lo BM  bBKBH`Hv T`2T`2/ #2K b i?i r?B+? rb
mb2/ 7Q` i?2 a** K2bm`2K2MibX h?2 /i rb }ii2/ #v i?2 7mM+iBQM3y,







rBi? A = 0.844 ± 0.001- B = 0.143 ± 0.005- n = 1.72 ± 0.14- Trev = 36.48 ± 0.04µb-
Tdec = 7.47± 0.22µb- M/ T2 = 201± 7µbX
"Xj JQ/2H 7Q` T?QiQM biiBbiB+b
6Q` i?2 +?`;2 bii2 K2bm`2K2Mib /2b+`B#2/ BM *?Ti2` 9- r2 bbmK2/ i?i i?2 /v@
MKB+b +M #2 7mHHv /2b+`B#2/ #v 9 `i2b, i?2 BQMBxiBQM `i2b 7`QK Lo− iQ Lo0 M/
pB+2 p2`b Ug1 M/ g0- `2bT2+iBp2HvV- M/ i?2 T?QiQM +QmMi `i2b r?2M BM Lo− M/
Lo0 Uγ1 M/ γ0- `2bT2+iBp2HvVX 6`QK γ1,0- r2 +M +H+mHi2 i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bb@
i`B#miBQM i?i `2bmHib 7`QK  T`iB+mH` b2[m2M+2 Q7 BQMBxiBQM 2p2MibX 6Q` 2tKTH2- B7
i?2 Lo #2;BMb BM Lo−- DmKTb iQ Lo0 7i2` iBK2 τ1- i?2M DmKTb #+F iQ Lo− 7i2`
M //BiBQMH iBK2 t1 M/ `2KBMb BM Lo− 7Q` i?2 `2bi Q7 i?2 +QmMiBM; rBM/Qr- i?2
`2bmHiBM; T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` i?i BQMBxiBQM b2[m2M+2 rQmH/ #2  SQBb@
bQM /Bbi`B#miBQM rBi? p2`;2 T?QiQM MmK#2` γ1(tR − t1) + γ0t1X h?2 iQiH T?QiQM
MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q`  T`iB+mH` BMBiBH +?`;2 bii2 M/ iQiH +QmMiBM; iBK2 tR Bb
i?2M  bmK Qp2` HH TQbbB#H2 BQMBxiBQM b2[m2M+2b- r2B;?i2/ #v i?2 T`Q##BHBiv 7Q` 2+?






































dtjPoissPDF(γ1τ + γ0(tR − τ), n)
+e−g1tRPoissPDF(γ1tR, n) U"XjV
r?2`2 τ Bb i?2 iQiH iBK2 bT2Mi BM Lo− M/ Kmbi i?2`27Q`2 #2 BMi2;`i2/ Qp2` [0, tR]-
PoissPDF(x, n) Bb i?2 T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQM 7mM+iBQM 7Q` M Qmi+QK2 Q7 n 7Q`  SQBb@
bQM `M/QK p`B#H2 rBi? K2M pHm2 x- M/ r2 ?p2 #`QF2M i?2 `2bmHi BMiQ i?Qb2
+b2b r?2`2 i?2`2 `2 M 2p2M iQiH MmK#2` Q7 BQMBxiBQM 2p2Mib M/ M/ Q// MmK#2`X
h?2 Hbi i2`K BM i?2 2tT`2bbBQM 7Q` p(n|NV−, even) Bb i?2 x2`Q BQMBxiBQM 2p2Mi +b2X
6Q` i?2 +b2 Q7 Lo0 b i?2 BMBiBH bii2- bBKTHv 2t+?M;2 1↔ 0X h?2 BMi2;`H T`Q/m+ib
+M #2 2pHmi2/ b i?2 pQHmK2 Q7  Tv`KB/ BM i /BK2MbBQMb- M/ +QMb2[m2MiHv i?2




















r?2`2 BesselI(n, x) Bb  KQ/B}2/ "2bb2H 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 }`bi FBM/X hQ 2pHmi2 i?2b2












6B;m`2 "Xk, 1tKTH2 Q7 KQ/2H 7Q` T?QiQM biiBbiB+bX .i rb iF2M mM/2` 875Mq BHHmKBMiBQM
rBi? +r 594MK HB;?i- BMi2;`iBQM iBK2 8KbX Ryy-yyy K2bm`2K2MibX
"X9 J2bm`BM; BQMBxiBQM M/ T?QiQM +QmMi `i2b
h?2 #Qp2 KQ/2H +M #2 mb2/ iQ }M/ i?2 B/2H TQr2` M/ iBK2 b2iiBM;b iQ KtBKBx2
FC - #mi }`bi r2 M22/ iQ }M/ i?2 BQMBxiBQM M/ T?QiQM +QmMi `i2bX hQ /Q bQ- r2 BM@
i2;`i2/ i?2 +QmMib Qp2`  iBK2 rBM/Qr T ∼ 1/g1(P ) 7Q`  `M;2 Q7 +r 594MK TQr@
2`b- P - M/ mb2/ i?2 KQ/2H iQ }i i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM 7`QK Ryy-yyy K2@
bm`2K2MibX h?2 +?QB+2 Q7 T Bb K/2 iQ 2Mbm`2 i?i bm{+B2Mi BQMBxiBQM 2p2Mib Q++m`
iQ ;2i M ++m`i2 }i Q7 i?2 BQMBxiBQM `i2bX aBM+2 i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi rb bi2/v bii2-
Bi Bb bm{+B2Mi iQ b2H2+i T iQ #2 HQM; 2MQm;? iQ K2bm`2 g1- bBM+2 g0,1 `2 `2Hi2/ #v
i?2 bi2/v bii2 TQTmHiBQM #HM+2, g0/g1 = p(NV −)/p(NV 0)X M 2tKTH2 Q7 i?2
KQ/2H }ii2/ iQ /i iF2M i 875 Mq 7Q` 8Kb BMi2;`iBQM iBK2b Bb b?QrM BM 6B;X "XkX
h?2 `i2b K2bm`2/ pB i?2 #Qp2 }iiBM; T`Q+2/m`2 7Q` +r 594MK TQr2`b 7`QK
875MK iQ 14.5ƒq `2 b?QrM BM 6B;X "Xj U#Hm2 TQBMibVX h?2 +QmMi `i2b `2 }ii2/
#v M 2tT`2bbBQM Q7 i?2 7Q`K a ∗ P/(1 + P/Psat) + dc r?2`2 Psat Bb i?2 bim`iBQM
TQr2` M/ dc Bb i?2 /2i2+iQ` /`F +QmMi `i2- K2bm`2/ iQ #2 yXke3 F+TbX h?2 BQM@
BxiBQM `i2b `2 }ii2/ #v M 2tT`2bbBQM Q7 i?2 7Q`K aP 2/(1 + P/Psat)- r?2`2 Psat Bb

















































6B;m`2 "Xj, AQMBxiBQM M/ T?QiQM +QmMi `i2b mM/2` +r 594MK BHHmKBMiBQMX UV g0- }ii2/ rBi? 
KQ/2H Q7 i?2 7Q`K aP 2/(1 + P/Psat) rBi? Psat = 134ƒq- a = 39 +Tbfµq2X U#V g1- }ii2/ rBi?
 KQ/2H Q7 i?2 7Q`K aP 2/(1 + P/Psat) rBi? Psat = 53.2 ƒq- a = 310 +Tbfµq2X U+V γ0- }ii2/
rBi?  KQ/2H Q7 i?2 7Q`K a ∗ P/(1 + P/Psat) + dc- rBi? /2i2+iQ` /`F +QmMi `i2 dc = 0.268 F+Tb
K2bm`2/ BM/2T2M/2MiHv- a = 1.65 F+Tbfµq- Psat = 134ƒqX U/V γ1- }ii2/ rBi?  KQ/2H Q7 i?2
7Q`K a ∗ P/(1 + P/Psat) + dc- rBi? a = 46.2 F+Tbfµq- Psat = 53 ƒqX Ryy-yyy K2bm`2K2Mib
r2`2 iF2M i HH TQr2` H2p2HbX aim`iBQM TQr2` H2p2Hb r2`2 /2i2`KBM2/ 7`QK }ib iQ i?2 γ0,1 /i




















6B;m`2 "X9, *H+mHi2/ QTiBKH FC 7Q`  `M;2 Q7 TQr2`b i T?QiQM i?`2b?QH/b nthresh = [1, 2, 3]X
6Q` 2+? TQr2` M/ i?`2b?QH/ +QK#BMiBQM- i?2 `2/Qmi iBK2 Bb QTiBKBx2/ iQ KtBKBx2 FC X
"X8 PTiBKH `2/Qmi iBK2
qBi? i?2 TQr2`@/2T2M/2Mi `i2b K2bm`2/ U6B;X "XjV- r2 +M MQr /2i2`KBM2 i?2 QTiB@
KH `2/Qmi iBK2b M/ +Q``2bTQM/BM; FC(P, tR)X hQ /Q bQ- r2 mb2  bBKTH2 i?`2b?QH/@
BM; H;Q`Bi?K Un ≥ nthresh → NV −- n < nthresh → NV 0V mM/2` i?2 bbmKTiBQM Q7 
8yf8y +?`;2 bii2 TQTmHiBQM #HM+2X h?2M- mbBM; i?2 T?QiQM /Bbi`B#miBQM 7`QK i?2
#Qp2 KQ/2H- r2 +H+mHi2 i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 +Q``2+iHv /2i2`KBMBM; i?2 +?`;2 bii2-
M/ KtBKBx2 i?i Qmi+QK2 rBi? `2bT2+i iQ tR 7Q` 2+? TQr2`- mbBM;  T?QiQM i?`2b?@
QH/ Q7 nthresh = [1, 2, 3]X h?2 `2bmHiBM; j /i b2ib UQM2 7Q` 2+? T?QiQM i?`2b?QH/V `2
b?QrM BM 6B;X "X9
"Xe J;M2iQK2i2` b2MbBiBpBiv
q2 +QMbB/2` i?2 7QHHQrBM; b+?2K2 7Q` b2MbBM; * K;M2iB+ }2H/b rBi? M Lo,
RX BMBiBHBx2 i?2 Lo BMiQ |ms = 0〉- BM iBK2 tI -
kX +``v Qmi  bTBM@2+?Q TmHb2 b2[m2M+2 Q++mTvBM; iBK2 τ -
jX `2/ Qmi i?2 Lo bTBM- BM iBK2 tRX
dk
9X h?2 2tT2`BK2Mi Kv #2 `2T2i2/  MmK#2` Q7 iBK2b- N - bQ i?i i?2 ;;`2;i2
K2bm`BM; iBK2 Bb T = N(τ + tI + tR)X











|ms = 1〉, U"XeV
r?2`2 g Bb i?2 2H2+i`QM GM/û g 7+iQ` M/ B Bb i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 K;M2iB+ }2H/X















.m`BM; i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi r2 +QmMi i?2 MmK#2` Q7 T?QiQMb +QHH2+i2/ 7`QK i?2 LoX
6Q` 2+? b?Qi- i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM /2T2M/b QM i?2 T`QD2+i2/ bTBM bii2X
G2i mb /2MQi2 i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` i?2 irQ bii2b D0(n) M/ D1(n)-
r?2`2 i?2 BM/2t `272`b iQ i?2 T`QD2+i2/ bTBM bii2X h?mb- i?2 2tT2+i2/ /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q`
 K2bm`2K2Mi Q7 i?2 bmT2`TQbBiBQM bii2 |ψ(τ)〉 U2[X "XeV rBHH #2,
P (n) = p0D0(n) + p1D1(n). U"XNV
h?2 KBMBKmK /2i2+i#H2 +?M;2 BM i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2 K;M2iB+ }2H/- δB- Bb i?i









〈D0〉 − 〈D1〉 , U"XRyV
dj
r?2`2 r2 ?p2 iF2M p0 = p1 = 1/2 iQ KtBKBx2 i?2 bHQT2 Q7 i?2 bB;MH rBi? `2bT2+i
iQ  +?M;2 BM K;M2iB+ }2H/ KTHBim/2X h?mb 7` r2 ?p2 +QMbB/2`2/  bBM;H2 K2@
bm`2K2Mi- #mi r2 Kv p2`;2 Qp2` N K2bm`2K2Mib iQ Q#iBM 1/√N BKT`Qp2K2Mi BM








τ + tI + tR
τ2
. U"XRRV
r?2`2 r2 ?p2 /2}M2/ σR = 2gµBτpi! σS∂S/∂B iQ #2 i?2 bBM;H2@b?Qi `2/Qmi MQBb2- MQ`@
KHBx2/ bQ i?i 7Q`  K2bm`2K2Mi r?2`2 bTBM T`QD2+iBQM MQBb2 Bb i?2 QMHv bQm`+2 Q7
mM+2`iBMiv- σR = 1X AM ;2M2`H- σR rBHH #2  7mM+iBQM Q7 tI M/ tR- bQ i?i BKT`Qp2@
K2Mib BM σR Kmbi #2 #HM+2/ rBi? i?2 bbQ+Bi2/ `2[mB`2K2Mib BM Qp2`?2/ iBK2X
"XeXR _2/Qmi LQBb2
q2 MQr /2`Bp2 M 2tT`2bbBQM 7Q` σR BM i?2 +b2 Q7 bTBM `2/Qmi #b2/ QM i?2 a**
K2+?MBbKX h?2 T`Q+2/m`2 +QMbBbib Q7 irQ bi2Tb, }`bi i?2 i?2 bTBM bii2 Bb +QMp2`i2/
iQ  +?`;2 bii2 M/ b2+QM/ i?2 +?`;2 bii2 Bb `2/ QmiX
h?2 a** 2{+B2M+v Bb +?`+i2`Bx2/ #v irQ T`K2i2`b 7Q` i?2 HBF2HB?QQ/ iQ #2 +QM@
p2`i2/ iQ Lo− 7`QK M BMBiBH bii2 Q7 2Bi?2` |ms = 0〉 Q` |ms = 1〉X q2 rBHH +HH β0
i?2 T`Q##BHBiv i?i M BMBiBH bTBM bii2 Q7 |ms = 0〉 Bb +QMp2`i2/ iQ  +?`;2 bii2
Q7 Lo−- M/ β1 i?2 T`Q##BHBiv i?i M BMBiBH bTBM bii2 Q7 |ms = 1〉 Bb +QMp2`i2/ iQ
Lo−X
h?2 +?`;2 bii2 /2i2+iBQM +QMbBbib Q7 +QmMiBM; T?QiQMb- M/ `2bmHib BM  T?QiQM
MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM D0(n) Q` D−(n)- /2T2M/BM; QM r?2i?2` i?2 Lo #2;BMb i?2 `2/@
Qmi iBK2rBM/Qr BM Lo0 Q` Lo−- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2b2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb +M #2 TT`QtB@
 A }M/ Bi ?2HT7mH iQ F22T BM KBM/ i?i pi!2gµB = 8.9Th>x−1X
d9
Ki2Hv SQBbbQMBM 7Q` b?Q`i K2bm`2K2Mib iBK2b- #mi BM ;2M2`H i?2v rBHH #2  KBt@
im`2 Q7 SQBbbQMBM /Bbi`B#miBQMb- b /2b+`B#2/ #v i?2 T?QiQM biiBbiB+b KQ/2H- bBM+2
i?2 Lo +M mM/2`;Q BQMBxiBQM Q` `2+QK#BMiBQM Qp2` i?2 +Qm`b2 Q7 i?2 K2bm`2K2MiX
L2p2`i?2H2bb- r2 +M +QMbB/2` i?2 K2M T?QiQM MmK#2`- 〈D−〉- 〈D0〉- M/ p`BM+2-
σ2D− - σ2D0 - 7Q` i?2 irQ /Bbi`B#miBQMbX
q2 +M MQr r`Bi2 i?2 Qp2`HH T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi bB;@
MH- iFBM; BMiQ ++QmMi HH TQbbB#H2 +QK#BMiBQMb Q7 bTBM T`QD2+iBQM- a**- M/ +?`;2
bii2 `2/Qmi,
P (n) = p0(β0D
−(n) + (1− β0)D0(n)) + (1− p0)(β1D−(n) + (1− β1)D0(n)) U"XRkV





















pi! (β0 − β1)(〈D






















(β0 + β1)(2− β0 − β1)
(β0 − β1)2 ×√
1 + 2
σ2D−/(2− β0 − β1) + σ2D0/(β0 + β1)
(〈D−〉 − 〈D0〉)2 U"XRdV
d8
h?Bb }MH 2tT`2bbBQM 7Q` σR Bb +QKTH2i2Hv ;2M2`HX Ai +QMiBMb i?2 7mM/K2MiH
[mMimK bTBM T`QD2+iBQM MQBb2- b r2HH b i?2 MQBb2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 a** bi2T M/
i?2 +?`;2 bii2 `2/QmiX AM i?2 HBKBi i?i D−(n) M/ D0(n) `2 r2HH b2T`i2/- i?2
`2/Qmi MQBb2 Bb /QKBMi2/ #v i?2 a** 2{+B2M+v,
σSCCR ≈
√
(β0 + β1)(2− β0 − β1)
(β0 − β1)2 . U"XR3V
h?Bb 2tT`2bbBQM `2T`2b2Mib i?2 #2bi TQbbB#H2 bTBM `2/Qmi MQBb2 7Q`  ;Bp2M a** 27@
}+B2M+vX q2 +M K2bm`2 β0 M/ β1 Ui?2`2#v 2tT2`BK2MiHHv /2i2`KBMBM; i?2 HBKBi
BM 2[X "XR3V #v #mBH/BM; mT 2MQm;? biiBbiB+b iQ `2+QMbi`m+i i?2 T?QiQM MmK#2` /Bb@
i`B#miBQM r?2M i?2 Lo Bb T`2T`2/ BM |ms = 0〉 Q` |ms = 1〉X AM T`+iB+2- ?Qr2p2`-
i?2 +QMi`B#miBQMb Q7 BKT2`72+i +?`;2 bii2 `2/Qmi T`2p2Mi mb 7`QK K2bm`BM; i i?2
HBKBi BM 2[X "XR3X AMbi2/- i?2 `2H2pMi pHm2 Q7 σR Bb /2i2`KBM2/ #v K2bm`BM; 2z2+@
iBp2 a** 2{+B2M+B2b- β˜0,1- /2}M2/ b i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 K2bm`BM; M Qmi+QK2 Q7 Lo−
7Q` M BMBiBH bii2 Q7 |ms = 0〉 Q` |ms = 1〉- `2bT2+iBp2HvX 6Q` i?i K2bm`2K2Mi- r2
b2i  i?`2b?QH/ T?QiQM MmK#2`- M/  `2bmHi #Qp2 Q` 2[mH iQ i?`2b?QH/ +Q``2bTQM/b
iQ M Qmi+QK2 Q7 Lo−X q2 `2T2i2/ i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi Ryy-yyy iBK2b- TQbi@b2H2+i2/ 7Q`
i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi Q7  T`Q#2 T?QiQM- M/ 2biBKi2/ β˜0,1 b i?2 7`+iBQM Q7 Lo− Qmi@
+QK2bX q2 mb2/ i?2b2 pHm2b iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 K2bm`2/ pHm2b Q7 σSCCR (tR) BM 6B;X
9X8X
"Xd J2bm`BM; `2/Qmi MQBb2 pbX `2/Qmi iBK2
hQ K2bm`2 i?2 /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 σSCCR rBi? tR- r2 ;BM mb2/ i?2 K2bm`2/ BQMBxiBQM
M/ T?QiQM +QmMi `i2b M/ M/ i?2 T?QiQM biiBbiB+b KQ/2H iQ }M/ i?2 QTiBKH tR
i?i KBMBKBx2b σSCCR - 7Q`  b2i Q7 `2/Qmi Hb2` TQr2`b- i T?QiQM i?`2b?QH/b Q7 R-
de















6B;m`2 "X8, J2bm`2/ pHm2b Q7 σSCCR 7Q`  b2i Q7 TQr2`b M/ iBK2b +?Qb2M iQ QTiBKBx2 i?2 `2/@
Qmi MQBb2 7Q`  T?QiQM i?`2b?QH/ Q7 R T?QiQM U`2/ TQBMibV- k T?QiQMb U#Hm2 TQBMibV- j T?QiQMb
U;`22M TQBMibV- 9 T?QiQMb UK;2Mi TQBMibV- Q` e T?QiQMb U#`QrM TQBMibVX
k- j- 9 Q` e T?QiQMbX h?2 7mHH b2i Q7 UiBK2- TQr2`- i?`2b?QH/V +QK#BMiBQMb Bb b?QrM
BM 6B;X "X8X 6Q` 2+? pHm2 Q7 T?QiQM i?`2b?QH/- r2 mb2/ i?2 UiBK2- TQr2`V +QK#B@
MiBQMb BM i?2 `M;2 r?2`2 i?i T?QiQM i?`2b?QH/ Bb QTiBKH- 7Q` i?2 /i mb2/ iQ }i
σSCCR (tR)X
hQ }M/  }i 7mM+iBQM- r2 MQi2 i?i 7Q` Qm` 2tT2`BK2MiH +QM/BiBQMb- 〈D−〉 / 〈D0〉
M/ i?i 7Q` b?Q`i 2MQm;? `2/Qmi iBK2b- D−(n) Bb TT`QtBKi2Hv SQBbbQMBM- bQ i?i
σD− ≈ 〈D−〉 ≈ γ1tR,
σSCCR ≈
√





(2− β0 − β1)γ1tR . U"XRNV
"b2/ QM i?2 K2bm`2/ `i2b M/ i?2 T?QiQM biiBbiB+b KQ/2H- i?2 B/2H γ1 rb
7QmM/ iQ b+H2 TT`QtBKi2Hv b t−3/4X h?2`27Q`2- r2 }ii2/ Qm` K2bm`2/ σSCCR pHm2b
#v  7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 7Q`K σSCCR = a
√
1 + b/t1/4X h?2 }i T`K2i2`b r2`2 a = 1.328
M/ b = 39.3X Hi?Qm;? i?2 }ii2/ a Bb bB;MB}+MiHv #2HQr i?2 σSCCR,best pHm2 i?i r2
K2bm`2/ mM/2` QTiBKH bBM;H2@b?Qi K2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(R) uX *?m- LXSX /2 G2QM- "XCX a?B2H/b- "X >mbKMM- _X 1pMb- 1X hQ;M- JX CX
"m`2F- JX J`F?K- X ai+2v- XaX wB#`Qp- X u+Q#v- .XCX hrBi+?2M-
JX GQM+`- >X S`F- SX JH2iBMbFv- M/ JX.X GmFBMX *Q?2`2Mi QTiB+H i`M@
bBiBQMb BM BKTHMi2/ MBi`Q;2M p+M+v +2Mi2`bX LMQ G2ii2`b- R9U9V,RN3kĜRN3e-
kyR9X
(k) Gm+BQ _Q#H2/Q- >MM2b "2`MB2M- hQ2MQ pM /2` a`- M/ _QMH/ >MbQMX aTBM
/vMKB+b BM i?2 QTiB+H +v+H2 Q7 bBM;H2 MBi`Q;2M@p+M+v +2Mi`2b BM /BKQM/X
L2r CQm`MH Q7 S?vbB+b- RjUkV,yk8yRj- kyRRX
(j) 1X JX Sm`+2HHX S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 K2`B+M S?vbB+H aQ+B2ivX S?vbB+H _2pB2r-
eN,ed9Ĝed9- CmM2 RN9eX
(9) *H2K2Mi av`BM- A;Q` .Qib2MFQ- sBM;tBM; w?Qm- "`mMQ S2m/2+2`7- h?2Q _v@
#`+xvF- a2#biB2M :H2vx2b- SB2``2 _Qm+?QM- Jxv` JB``?BKB- >/Bb KBMB-
JB+?2H "`mM2- C2M@JB+?2H _BKQM/- M/ a2`;2 >`Q+?2X _2H@iBK2 [mMimK
722/#+F T`2T`2b M/ bi#BHBx2b T?QiQM MmK#2` bii2bX Lim`2- 9ddUdjekV,djĜ
dd- yN kyRRX
(8) CX J+E22p2`- X "Q+- X .X "QQx2`- _X JBHH2`- CX _X "m+F- X EmxKB+?- M/
>X CX EBK#H2X .2i2`KBMBbiB+ ;2M2`iBQM Q7 bBM;H2 T?QiQMb 7`QK QM2 iQK i`TT2/
BM  +pBivX a+B2M+2- jyjU8eeeV,RNNkĜRNN9- kyy9X
(e) q2MHM *?2M- E`BbiBM JX "2+F- _Q#2`i "Ƀ+F2`- JB+?2H :mHHMb- JBF?BH .X
GmFBM- >`mF hMDB@amxmFB- M/ oH/M omH2iBÉX HH@QTiB+H brBi+? M/ i`MbBb@
iQ` ;i2/ #v QM2 biQ`2/ T?QiQMX a+B2M+2- j9RUeR9dV,de3Ĝddy- kyRjX
(d) hX uQb?B2- X a+?2`2`- CX >2M/`B+FbQM- :X E?Bi`Qp- >X JX :B##b- :X _mTT2`-
*X 1HH- PX "X a?+?2FBM- M/ .X :X .2TT2X o+mmK `#B bTHBiiBM; rBi?  bBM;H2
[mMimK /Qi BM  T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ+pBivX Lim`2- 9jkUdyR9V,kyyĜkyj- RR
kyy9X
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(3) EX >2MM2bbv- X "/QHiQ- JX qBM;2`- .X :2`+2- JX iim`2- aX :mH/2-
aX 6Hi- 1X GX >m- M/ X AKKQ;HmX ZmMimK Mim`2 Q7  bi`QM;Hv +QmTH2/
bBM;H2 [mMimK /Qi@+pBiv bvbi2KX Lim`2- 998UdRjyV,3NeĜ3NN- yk kyydX
(N) .B`F 1M;HmM/- M/`2B 6`QM- AHv 6mb?KM- LB+F aiQHix- SB2``2 S2i`Qz- M/
C2H2M om+FQpB+X *QMi`QHHBM; +pBiv `2~2+iBpBiv rBi?  bBM;H2 [mMimK /QiX
Lim`2- 98yUdRdRV,38dĜ3eR- Rk kyydX
(Ry) M/`2B 6`QM- *?`H2b aMiQ`B- w?B?QM; >mM;- oB+iQ` JX +Qbi- M/ _v@
KQM/ :X "2mbQH2BHX *QmTHBM; Q7 MBi`Q;2M@p+M+v +2Mi2`b iQ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH
+pBiB2b BM KQMQ+`vbiHHBM2 /BKQM/X S?vbX _2pX G2iiX- RyN,yjjey9- CmH kyRkX
(RR) .X 1M;HmM/- "X a?B2H/b- EX _BpQB`2- 6X >iKB- CX omÍFQpBÉ- >X S`F- M/ JX .X
GmFBMX .2i2`KBMBbiB+ *QmTHBM; Q7  aBM;H2 LBi`Q;2M o+M+v *2Mi2` iQ  S?Q@
iQMB+ *`vbiH *pBivX LMQ G2ii2`b- Ry,jNkkĜjNke- P+iQ#2` kyRyX
(Rk) hX pM /2` a`- CX >;2K2B2`- qX S7z- 1X *X >22`2b- aX JX h?QM- >X EBK-
SX JX S2i`Qz- hX >X PQbi2`FKT- .X "QmrK22bi2`- M/ _X >MbQMX .2i2`KBMBb@
iB+ MMQbb2K#Hv Q7  +QmTH2/ [mMimK 2KBii2`@T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiv bvbi2KX
TTHB2/ S?vbB+b G2ii2`b- N3URNV,RNjRyj- Jv kyRRX
(Rj) JB+?2H "`i?- LBHb LɃbb2- "2`M/ Gƺ+?2H- M/ PHBp2` "2MbQMX *QMi`QHH2/ +Qm@
THBM; Q7  bBM;H2@/BKQM/ MMQ+`vbiH iQ  T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBivX PTiX G2iiX-
j9UdV,RRy3ĜRRRy- T` kyyNX
(R9) SmH 1X "`+Hv- EB@J2B *X 6m- *?`H2b aMiQ`B- M/`2B 6`QM- M/ _v@
KQM/ :X "2mbQH2BHX >v#`B/ MMQ+pBiv `2bQMMi 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 +QHQ` +2Mi2`
2KBbbBQM BM /BKQM/X S?vbX _2pX s- R,yRRyyd- a2T kyRRX
(R8) "X CX JX >mbKMM- "X CX a?B2H/b- ZX ZmM- uX *?m- LX SX /2 G2QM- _X 1pMb-
JX CX "m`2F- X aX wB#`Qp- JX J`F?K- .X CX hrBi+?2M- >X S`F- JX .X GmFBM-
M/ JX GQM+`X *QmTHBM; Q7 Mp +2Mi2`b iQ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ#2Kb BM /B@
KQM/X LMQ G2ii2`b- RjURkV,8dNRĜ8dNe- kyRjX
(Re) M/`2B 6`QM- SmH 1X "`+Hv- *?`H2b aMiQ`B- EB@J2B *X 6m- M/ _v@
KQM/ :X "2mbQH2BHX _2bQMMi 2M?M+2K2Mi Q7 i?2 x2`Q@T?QMQM 2KBbbBQM 7`QK 
+QHQm` +2Mi`2 BM  /BKQM/ +pBivX Li S?QiQM- 8U8V,jyRĜjy8- y8 kyRRX
(Rd) CX J2BD2`- aX S2xx;M- hX oQ;2H- "X "m`+?`/- >X>X "mFQr- AXqX _M;2HQr-
uX a`Qp- >X qB;;2`b- AX SHɃK2H- 6X C2H2xFQ- CX q`+?i`mT- 6X a+?KB/i@EH2`-
qX a+?MBixH2`- M/ EX aBM;2`X hQr`/b i?2 BKTHMiBM; Q7 BQMb M/ TQbBiBQMBM;
Q7 MMQT`iB+H2b rBi? MK bTiBH `2bQHmiBQMX TTHB2/ S?vbB+b - NRU9V,8edĜ8dR-
kyy3X
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(R3) CX JX hvHQ`- SX *TT2HH`Q- GX *?BH/`2bb- GX CBM;- .X "m/F2`- SX _X >2KK2`-
X u+Q#v- _X qHbrQ`i?- M/ JX .X GmFBMX >B;?@b2MbBiBpBiv /BKQM/ K;M2@
iQK2i2` rBi? MMQb+H2 `2bQHmiBQMX Li S?vb- 9URyV,3RyĜ3Re- Ry kyy3X
(RN) CX _X Jx2- SX GX aiMrBt- CX aX >Q/;2b- aX >QM;- CX JX hvHQ`- SX *TT2H@
H`Q- GX CBM;- JX oX :m`m/2p .mii- 1X hQ;M- X aX wB#`Qp- X u+Q#v- _X GX
qHbrQ`i?- M/ JX .X GmFBMX LMQb+H2 K;M2iB+ b2MbBM; rBi? M BM/BpB/mH
2H2+i`QMB+ bTBM BM /BKQM/X Lim`2- 988UdkRjV,e99Ĝe9d- Ry kyy3X
(ky) :QTHF`Bb?MM "Hbm#`KMBM- AX uX *?M- _QKM EQH2bQp- JQ?MM/
H@>KQm/- CmHB hBbH2`- *?M; a?BM- *?M;/QM; EBK- H2FbM/2` qQD+BF-
S?BHBT _X >2KK2`- MF2 E`m2;2`- hQ#Bb >MF2- H7`2/ G2Bi2MbiQ`72`- _m/QH7
"`ib+?Bib+?- 62/Q` C2H2xFQ- M/ CQ`; q`+?i`mTX LMQb+H2 BK;BM; K;M2@
iQK2i`v rBi? /BKQM/ bTBMb mM/2` K#B2Mi +QM/BiBQMbX Lim`2- 988UdkRjV,e93Ĝ
e8R- Ry kyy3X
(kR) 6X .QH/2- >X 62//2`- JX qX .Q?2`iv- hX LQ#m2`- 6X _2KTT- :X "Hbm#`K@
MBM- hX qQH7- 6X _2BM?`/- GX *X GX >QHH2M#2`;- 6X C2H2xFQ- M/ CX q`+?i`mTX
1H2+i`B+@}2H/ b2MbBM; mbBM; bBM;H2 /BKQM/ bTBMbX Li S?vb- dUeV,98NĜ9ej- ye
kyRRX
(kk) :QTHF`Bb?MM "Hbm#`KMBM- S?BHBTT L2mKMM- .MB2H hrBi+?2M-
Jii?2r J`F?K- _QKM EQH2bQp- LQ`BFxm JBxmQ+?B- CmMB+?B AbQv- CQ+2@
HvM +?`/- CQ?MM2b "2+F- CmHB hBbbH2`- oBM+2Mi C+[m2b- S?BHBT _X >2KK2`-
62/Q` C2H2xFQ- M/ CQ`; q`+?i`mTX lHi`HQM; bTBM +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2 BM BbQiQTB@
+HHv 2M;BM22`2/ /BKQM/X Li Ji2`- 3U8V,j3jĜj3d- y8 kyyNX
(kj) "Q`Bb Lv/2MQp- 6`B2/2KMM _2BM?`/- MF2 G KKH2- oX _B+?i2`- _} EHBb?-
lH`BF 6X aX .\>2M2Mb@CQ?MbbQM- J`F L2riQM- 62/Q` C2H2xFQ- M/ Cƺ`;
q`+?i`mTX AM+`2bBM; i?2 +Q?2`2M+2 iBK2 Q7 bBM;H2 2H2+i`QM bTBMb BM /BKQM/
#v ?B;? i2KT2`im`2 MM2HBM;X NdUk9V,k9k8RR- kyRyX
(k9) :X /2 GM;2- wX >X qM;- .X _Bbiĕ- oX oX .Q#`QpBibFB- M/ _X >MbQMX lMBp2`@
bH /vMKB+H /2+QmTHBM; Q7  bBM;H2 bQHB/@bii2 bTBM 7`QK  bTBM #i?X a+B2M+2-
jjyUeyyyV,eyĜej- kyRyX
(k8) "Q`Bb Lv/2MQp- 6HQ`BM .QH/2- GBK hX >HH- *?M; a?BM- >2HKmi 62//2`-
GHQv/ *X GX >QHH2M#2`;- 62/Q` C2H2xFQ- M/ Cƺ`; q`+?i`mTX .vMKB+H /2+Qm@
THBM; Q7  bBM;H2@2H2+i`QM bTBM i `QQK i2KT2`im`2X S?vbX _2pX "- 3j,y3RkyR-
62# kyRRX
(ke) *X X _vM- CX aX >Q/;2b- M/ .X :X *Q`vX _Q#mbi /2+QmTHBM; i2+?MB[m2b iQ
2ti2M/ [mMimK +Q?2`2M+2 BM /BKQM/X S?vbX _2pX G2iiX- Ry8,kyy9yk- LQp kyRyX
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(kd) *X CX >QQ/- hX qX GvMM- X *X .Q?2`iv- X aX S`FBMb- M/ >X CX EBK#H2X h?2
iQK@+pBiv KB+`Qb+QT2, aBM;H2 iQKb #QmM/ BM Q`#Bi #v bBM;H2 T?QiQMbX a+B2M+2-
k3dU898dV,R99dĜR98j- kyyyX
(k3) M/`2 JX `KMB- _DM SX EmHF`MB- a+Qii 1X 6`b2`- _B+?`/ *X 6H;M- M/
E2``v CX o?HX G#2H@7`22- bBM;H2@KQH2+mH2 /2i2+iBQM rBi? QTiB+H KB+`Q+pBiB2bX
a+B2M+2- jRdU83jNV,d3jĜd3d- kyydX
(kN) E`iBF a`BMBpbM M/ PbF` SBMi2`X GBM2` M/ MQMHBM2` QTiB+H bT2+i`Qb+QTv
Q7  bi`QM;Hv +QmTH2/ KB+`Q/BbF@[mMimK /Qi bvbi2KX Lim`2- 98yUdRdRV,3ekĜ
3e8- Rk kyydX
(jy) JbvmFB 6mDBi- a?B;2FB hF?b?B- uQb?BMQ`B hMF- hFb?B bMQ- M/
ambmKm LQ/X aBKmHiM2Qmb BM?B#BiBQM M/ `2/Bbi`B#miBQM Q7 bTQMiM2Qmb HB;?i
2KBbbBQM BM T?QiQMB+ +`vbiHbX a+B2M+2- jy3U8dkeV,RkNeĜRkN3- kyy8X
(jR) .X 1M;HmM/- .X 6iiH- 1X qFb- :X aQHQKQM- "X w?M;- hX LFQF-
uX `Fr- uX uKKQiQ- M/ CX omÍFQpBÉX *QMi`QHHBM; i?2 aTQMiM2Qmb
1KBbbBQM _i2 Q7 aBM;H2 ZmMimK .Qib BM  hrQ@.BK2MbBQMH S?QiQMB+ *`vb@
iHX S?vbB+H _2pB2r G2ii2`b- N8URV,yRjNy9- CmHv kyy8X
(jk) ai27M ai`m7- LB+F :X aiQHix- Jii?2r hX _F?2`- G``v X *QH/`2M- SB2``2 JX
S2i`Qz- M/ .B`F "QmrK22bi2`X >B;?@7`2[m2M+v bBM;H2@T?QiQM bQm`+2 rBi? TQH`@
BxiBQM +QMi`QHX Li S?QiQM- RURkV,dy9Ĝdy3- Rk kyydX
(jj) CX AX *B`+- SX wQHH2`- >X CX EBK#H2- M/ >X J#m+?BX ZmMimK bii2 i`Mb@
72` M/ 2MiM;H2K2Mi /Bbi`B#miBQM KQM; /BbiMi MQ/2b BM  [mMimK M2irQ`FX
S?vbX _2pX G2iiX- d3,jkkRĜjkk9- T` RNNdX
(j9) >X@CX "`B2;2H- qX .Ƀ`- CX AX *B`+- M/ SX wQHH2`X ZmMimK `2T2i2`b, h?2 `QH2
Q7 BKT2`72+i HQ+H QT2`iBQMb BM [mMimK +QKKmMB+iBQMX S?vbX _2pX G2iiX-
3R,8NjkĜ8Nj8- .2+ RNN3X
(j8) SmH 1X "`+Hv- EB@J2B 6m- *?`H2b aMiQ`B- M/ _vKQM/ :X "2mbQH2BHX >v@
#`B/ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiv M/ rp2;mB/2 7Q` +QmTHBM; iQ /BKQM/ Mp@+2Mi2`bX
PTiX 1tT`2bb- RdURkV,N833ĜNeyR- CmM kyyNX
(je) A;H "vM M/ CQb2T? aHxKMX lHi` ?B;?@[ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ+pBiv /2bB;M,
h?2 2z2+i Q7  HQr@( bH# Ki2`BHX PTiX 1tT`2bb- ReUdV,9NdkĜ9N3y- J` kyy3X
(jd) *?`BbiBM2 E`2mx2`- CMBM2 _B2/`B+?@JƺHH2`- 1HF2 L2m- M/ *?`BbiQT? "2+?2`X
.2bB;M Q7 T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH KB+`Q+pBiB2b BM /BKQM/ }HKbX PTiX 1tT`2bb-
ReUjV,RejkĜRe99- 62# kyy3X
3R
(j3) SX L2mKMM- LX JBxmQ+?B- 6X _2KTT- SX >2KK2`- >X qiM#2- aX uKbFB-
oX C+[m2b- hX :2#2H- 6X C2H2xFQ- M/ CX q`+?i`mTX JmHiBT`iBi2 2MiM;H2K2Mi
KQM; bBM;H2 bTBMb BM /BKQM/X a+B2M+2- jkyU833RV,RjkeĜRjkN- kyy3X
(jN) GX CBM;- CX aX >Q/;2b- CX _X Jx2- SX Jm`2`- CX JX hvHQ`- .X :X *Q`v- SX _X
>2KK2`- _X GX qHbrQ`i?- X u+Q#v- X aX wB#`Qp- M/ JX .X GmFBMX _2T2iB@
iBp2 `2/Qmi Q7  bBM;H2 2H2+i`QMB+ bTBM pB [mMimK HQ;B+ rBi? Mm+H2` bTBM M@
+BHH2X a+B2M+2- jkeU8N8yV,kedĜkdk- kyyNX
(9y) :X .X 6m+?b- oX oX .Q#`QpBibFB- .X JX hQvHB- 6X CX >2`2KMb- M/ .X .X
rb+?HQKX :B;?2`ix /vMKB+b Q7  bi`QM;Hv /`Bp2M bBM;H2 [mMimK bTBMX
a+B2M+2- jkeU8N8NV,R8kyĜR8kk- kyyNX
(9R) uQb?B?B`Q F?M2- hFb?B bMQ- "QM;@a?BF aQM;- M/ ambmKm LQ/X
>B;?@[ T?QiQMB+ MMQ+pBiv BM  irQ@/BK2MbBQMH T?QiQMB+ +`vbiHX Lim`2-
9k8UeNeRV,N99ĜN9d- Ry kyyjX
(9k) E2HH2v _BpQB`2- M/`2B 6`QM- M/ C2H2M om+FQpB+X :HHBmK T?QbT?B/2 T?Q@
iQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ+pBiB2b BM i?2 pBbB#H2X TTHB2/ S?vbB+b G2ii2`b- NjUeV,Ĝ- kyy3X
(9j) XSX LBxQpib2p- aXuX EBHBM- *X hB2ix- 6X C2H2xFQ- M/ CX q`+?i`mTX JQ/2HBM;
~mQ`2b+2M+2 Q7 bBM;H2 MBi`Q;2MĜp+M+v /272+i +2Mi2`b BM /BKQM/X S?vbB+ ",
*QM/2Mb2/ Jii2`- jy3ĜjRyUyV,ey3 Ĝ eRR- kyyRX AMi2`MiBQMH *QM72`2M+2 QM
.272+ib BM a2KB+QM/m+iQ`bX
(99) SmH 1X "`+Hv- *?`H2b aMiQ`B- EB@J2B 6m- _vKQM/ :X "2mbQH2BH- M/ Pb@
F` SBMi2`X *Q?2`2Mi BMi2`72`2M+2 2z2+ib BM  MMQ@bb2K#H2/ /BKQM/ Mp +2M@
i2` +pBiv@[2/ bvbi2KX PTiX 1tT`2bb- RdURyV,3y3RĜ3yNd- Jv kyyNX
(98) C+Q# hX _Q#BMbQM- *?`BbiBM JMQHiQm- GQM; *?2M- M/ JB+?H GBTbQMX lH@
i`bKHH KQ/2 pQHmK2b BM /B2H2+i`B+ QTiB+H KB+`Q+pBiB2bX S?vbX _2pX G2iiX-
N8,R9jNyR- a2T kyy8X
(9e) qX 1X JQ2`M2`X  /Qx2M v2`b Q7 bBM;H2@KQH2+mH2 bT2+i`Qb+QTv BM T?vbB+b- +?2K@
Bbi`v- M/ #BQT?vbB+bX h?2 CQm`MH Q7 S?vbB+H *?2KBbi`v "- RyeU8V,NRyĜNkd-
kyykX
(9d) >X EX SmHF2`X *?`+i2`BxiBQM Q7 QTiB+H i?BM }HKbX TTHX PTiX- R3URkV,RNeNĜ
RNdd- CmM RNdNX
(93) aûp2`BM2 .BxBBM- C2M@J`+ J2`QHH- JB+?2H aTD2`- :B+QKQ "2Mp2MmiB- HB
.#B`BM- um`v EmxKBMvF?- Si`BF >QzKMM- M/ J`B@SBH` "2`MHX .2i2`KB@
MiBQM Q7 HQ+H `27`+iBp2 BM/2t p`BiBQMb BM i?BM }HKb #v ?2i2`Q/vM2 BMi2`72`Q@
K2i`B+ b+MMBM; M2`@}2H/ QTiB+H KB+`Qb+QTvX _2pB2r Q7 a+B2MiB}+ AMbi`mK2Mib-
3yUNV,Ĝ- kyyNX
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(9N) >X CX EBK#H2X h?2 [mMimK BMi2`M2iX Lim`2- 98jUdRN3V,RykjĜRyjy- ye
kyy3fyefRNfT`BMiX
(8y) XJX wBib2pX PTiB+H S`QT2`iB2b Q7 .BKQM/,  .i >M/#QQFX aT`BM;2`-
kyyRX
(8R) GXAX *?BH/`2bbX *Q?2`2Mi JMBTmHiBQM Q7 aBM;H2 ZmMimK avbi2Kb BM i?2 aQHB/
aii2X >`p`/ lMBp2`bBiv- kyydX
(8k) Cƺ`; q`+?i`mT M/ 62/Q` C2H2xFQX S`Q+2bbBM; [mMimK BM7Q`KiBQM BM /B@
KQM/X CQm`MH Q7 S?vbB+b, *QM/2Mb2/ Jii2`- R3UkRV,a3yd- kyyeX
(8j) C2`2Kv GX PǶ"`B2MX PTiB+H [mMimK +QKTmiBM;X a+B2M+2- jR3U838eV,R8edĜR8dy-
kyydX
(89) JH2iBMbFvSX- >QM;aX- :`BMQH/bJX aX- >mbKMM"X- GmFBMJX .X- qHbrQ`i?_X
GX- GQM+`JX- M/ u+Q#vX  `Q#mbi b+MMBM; /BKQM/ b2MbQ` 7Q` MMQb+H2
BK;BM; rBi? bBM;H2 MBi`Q;2M@p+M+v +2Mi`2bX Li LMQ- dU8V,jkyĜjk9- y8 kyRkX
(88) GX *?BH/`2bb- CX JX hvHQ`- X aX aǠ`2Mb2M- M/ JX .X GmFBMX 6mHi@iQH2`Mi
[mMimK +QKKmMB+iBQM #b2/ QM bQHB/@bii2 T?QiQM 2KBii2`bX S?vbX _2pX G2iiX-
Ne,ydy8y9- 62# kyyeX
(8e) H2tBQb "2p2`iQb- _Qb "`Qm`B- h?B2``v :+QBM- M/`û oBHHBM;- C2M@S?BHBTT2
SQBxi- M/ S?BHBTT2 :`M;B2`X aBM;H2 T?QiQM [mMimK +`vTiQ;`T?vX S?vbX
_2pX G2iiX- 3N,R3dNyR- P+i kyykX
(8d) CX SX _2Bi?KB2`- :X a2F- X GQ|2`- *X >Q7KMM- aX Em?M- aX _2Bix2Mbi2BM-
GX oX E2H/vb?- oX .X EmHFQpbFBB- hX GX _2BM2+F2- M/ X 6Q`+?2HX ai`QM;
+QmTHBM; BM  bBM;H2 [mMimK /Qi@b2KB+QM/m+iQ` KB+`Q+pBiv bvbi2KX Lim`2-
9jkUdyR9V,RNdĜkyy- RR kyy9X
(83) .B`F 1M;HmM/- "`2M/M a?B2H/b- E2HH2v _BpQB`2- 6`B# >iKB- C2H2M omÍFQpBÉ-
>QM;FmM S`F- M/ JBF?BH .X GmFBMX .2i2`KBMBbiB+ +QmTHBM; Q7  bBM;H2 MB@
i`Q;2M p+M+v +2Mi2` iQ  T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBivX LMQ G2ii2`b- RyURyV,jNkkĜ
jNke- kyRyX
(8N) CMBF qQHi2`b- M/`2b qX a+?2HH- :ɃMi2` E2r2b- LBHb LɃbb2- Jt a+?Q2M;2M-
>2MMBM; .ƺb+?2`- h?QKb >MMTT2H- "2`M/ Gƺ+?2H- JB+?2H "`i?- M/ PHBp2`
"2MbQMX 1M?M+2K2Mi Q7 i?2 x2`Q T?QMQM HBM2 2KBbbBQM 7`QK  bBM;H2 MBi`Q@
;2M p+M+v +2Mi2` BM  MMQ/BKQM/ pB +QmTHBM; iQ  T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBivX
TTHB2/ S?vbB+b G2ii2`b- NdUR9V,Ĝ- kyRyX
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(ey) hX pM /2` a`- CX >;2K2B2`- qX S7z- 1X *X >22`2b- aX JX h?QM- >X EBK-
SX JX S2i`Qz- hX >X PQbi2`FKT- .X "QmrK22bi2`- M/ _X >MbQMX .2i2`KBMBb@
iB+ MMQbb2K#Hv Q7  +QmTH2/ [mMimK 2KBii2`ĜT?QiQMB+ +`vbiH +pBiv bvbi2KX
TTHB2/ S?vbB+b G2ii2`b- N3URNV,Ĝ- kyRRX
(eR) Li?HB2 SX /2 G2QM- "`2M/M CX a?B2H/b- *?mM GX um- .B`F 1X 1M;HmM/-
H2t2v oX FBKQp- JBF?BH .X GmFBM- M/ >QM;FmM S`FX hBHQ`BM; HB;?i@Kii2`
BMi2`+iBQM rBi?  MMQb+H2 THbKQM `2bQMiQ`X S?vbX _2pX G2iiX- Ry3,kke3yj-
Jv kyRkX
(ek) "B`;Bi CX JX >mbKMM- "`2M/M a?B2H/b- ZBKBM ZmM- Si`B+F JH2iBMbFv-
Jm``v J+*mi+?2QM- C2MMB72` hX *?Qv- hQK JX "#BM2+- H2tM/2` Em#M2F-
KB` u+Q#v- JBF?BH .X GmFBM- M/ J`FQ GQM+Ä`X AMi2;`i2/ /BKQM/ M2i@
rQ`Fb 7Q` [mMimK MMQT?QiQMB+bX LMQ G2ii2`b- RkUjV,R8d3ĜR83k- kyRkX
(ej) CMBM2 _B2/`B+?@JQHH2`- Gm` EBT7bim?H- *?`BbiBM >2TT- 1HF2 L2m- *?`BbiQT?
SmHv- 6`MF Jm+FHB+?- `KBM "m`- JB+?2H qM/i- aM/` qQHz- J`iBM 6Bb@
+?2`- ai27M :b2HH- Jii?Bb a+?`2+F- M/ *?`BbiQT? "2+?2`X PM2@ M/ irQ@
/BK2MbBQMH T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH KB+`Q+pBiB2b BM bBM;H2 +`vbiH /BKQM/X Li LMQ-
dURV,eNĜd9- yR kyRkX
(e9) JB+?2H CX "m`2F- Li?HB2 SX /2 G2QM- "`2M/M CX a?B2H/b- "B`;Bi CX JX
>mbKMM- uBr2M *?m- ZBKBM ZmM- H2tM/2` aX wB#`Qp- >QM;FmM S`F-
JBF?BH .X GmFBM- M/ J`FQ GQMÍ`X 6`22@biM/BM; K2+?MB+H M/ T?QiQMB+
MMQbi`m+im`2b BM bBM;H2@+`vbiH /BKQM/X LMQ G2ii2`b- RkURkV,ey39Ĝey3N- kyRkX
(e8) "v2QM;@>v2QM ?M- Cm@>vmM; EM;- JvmM;@EB EBK- CmM;@>rM aQM;- "mKFB
JBM- EB@aQQ EBK- M/ uQM;@>22 G22X PM2@/BK2MbBQMH T`#QHB+@#2K T?QiQMB+
+`vbiH Hb2`X PTiX 1tT`2bb- R3UeV,8e89Ĝ8eey- J` kyRyX
(ee) ZBKBM ZmM M/ J`FQ GQM+`X .2i2`KBMBbiB+ /2bB;M Q7 rp2H2M;i? b+H2- mHi`@
?B;? [ T?QiQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ#2K +pBiB2bX PTiX 1tT`2bb- RNURNV,R38kNĜR389k-
a2T kyRRX
(ed) ZBKBM ZmM- S`; "X .2Qi`2- M/ J`FQ GQM+`X S?QiQMB+ +`vbiH MMQ#2K
+pBiv bi`QM;Hv +QmTH2/ iQ i?2 722/BM; rp2;mB/2X TTHB2/ S?vbB+b G2ii2`b-
NeUkyV,Ĝ- kyRyX
(e3) >X CX EBK#H2- JX .;2MBb- M/ GX JM/2HX S?QiQM MiB#mM+?BM; BM `2bQMM+2
~mQ`2b+2M+2X S?vbX _2pX G2iiX- jN,eNRĜeN8- a2T RNddX
(eN) aX JQbQ`- CX >2M/`B+FbQM- "X *X _B+?`/b- CX ar22i- :X E?Bi`Qp- >X JX :B##b-
hX uQb?B2- X a+?2`2`- PX "X a?+?2FBM- M/ .X :X .2TT2X a+MMBM;  T?QiQMB+
+`vbiH bH# MMQ+pBiv #v +QM/2MbiBQM Q7 t2MQMX TTHB2/ S?vbB+b G2ii2`b-
3dUR9V,Ĝ- kyy8X
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(dy) Evm uQmM; >M- a2QM; E2mM EBK- *?`BbiBM 1;;2HBM;- M/ ai27M qX >2HHX
J2ibi#H2 /`F bii2b 2M#H2 ;`QmM/ bii2 /2TH2iBQM KB+`Qb+QTv Q7 MBi`Q;2M
p+M+v +2Mi2`b BM /BKQM/ rBi? /Bz`+iBQM@mMHBKBi2/ `2bQHmiBQMX LMQ G2ii2`b-
RyU3V,jRNNĜjkyj- kyRyX
(dR) E u >M- . qBH/M;2`- 1 _Biir2;2`- C J2BD2`- a S2xx;M- a q >2HH- M/
* 1;;2HBM;X .`F bii2 T?QiQT?vbB+b Q7 MBi`Q;2MĜp+M+v +2Mi`2b BM /BKQM/X
L2r CQm`MH Q7 S?vbB+b- R9URkV,Rkjyyk- kyRkX
(dk) :X qH/?2``- CX "2+F- JX ai2BM2`- SX L2mKMM- X :HB- h?X 6`m2M?2BK-
6X C2H2xFQ- M/ CX q`+?i`mTX .`F bii2b Q7 bBM;H2 MBi`Q;2M@p+M+v +2Mi2`b
BM /BKQM/ mM`p2H2/ #v bBM;H2 b?Qi MK`X S?vbX _2pX G2iiX- Rye,R8deyR- T`
kyRRX
(dj) EX "2?- X "iHQp- LX "X JMbQM- _X "`ib+?Bib+?- M/ X G2Bi2MbiQ`72`X PT@
iBKmK T?QiQHmKBM2b+2M+2 2t+BiiBQM M/ `2+?`;BM; +v+H2 Q7 bBM;H2 MBi`Q;2M@
p+M+v +2Mi2`b BM mHi`Tm`2 /BKQM/X S?vbX _2pX G2iiX- RyN,yNd9y9- m; kyRkX
(d9) L bHK- : qH/?2``- S L2mKMM- 6 C2H2xFQ- M/ C q`+?i`mTX S?QiQ@BM/m+2/
BQMBxiBQM /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 MBi`Q;2M p+M+v /272+i BM /BKQM/ BMp2biB;i2/ #v
bBM;H2@b?Qi +?`;2 bii2 /2i2+iBQMX L2r CQm`MH Q7 S?vbB+b- R8URV,yRjye9- kyRjX
(d8) X :`m#2`- X .` #2Mbi2/i- *X hB2ix- GX 6H2m`v- CX q`+?i`mT- M/ *X pQM "Q`@
+xvbFQrbFBX a+MMBM; +QM7Q+H QTiB+H KB+`Qb+QTv M/ K;M2iB+ `2bQMM+2 QM
bBM;H2 /272+i +2Mi2`bX a+B2M+2- kdeU8jkRV,kyRkĜkyR9- RNNdX
(de) 1X GX >?MX aTBM 2+?Q2bX S?vbX _2pX- 3y,83yĜ8N9- LQp RN8yX
(dd) C _ Jx2-  :HB- 1 hQ;M- u *?m-  h`B7QMQp- 1 EtB`b- M/ J . GmFBMX
S`QT2`iB2b Q7 MBi`Q;2M@p+M+v +2Mi2`b BM /BKQM/, i?2 ;`QmT i?2Q`2iB+ T@
T`Q+?X L2r CQm`MH Q7 S?vbB+b- RjUkV,yk8yk8- kyRRX
(d3) ai27M a+?B2iBM;2`- hBK a+?`ƺ/2`- M/ PHBp2` "2MbQMX PM2@#v@QM2 +QmTHBM; Q7
bBM;H2 /272+i +2Mi2`b BM MMQ/BKQM/b iQ ?B;?@[ KQ/2b Q7 M QTiB+H KB+`Q`2b@
QMiQ`X LMQ G2ii2`b- 3URRV,jNRRĜjNR8- kyy3X
(dN) LX "X JMbQM- CX SX >``BbQM- M/ JX CX a2HH`bX LBi`Q;2M@p+M+v +2Mi2` BM
/BKQM/, JQ/2H Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMB+ bi`m+im`2 M/ bbQ+Bi2/ /vMKB+bX S?vbX
_2pX "- d9,Ry9jyj- a2T kyyeX
(3y) GX *?BH/`2bb- JX oX :m`m/2p .mii- CX JX hvHQ`- X aX wB#`Qp- 6X C2H2xFQ-
CX q`+?i`mT- SX _X >2KK2`- M/ JX .X GmFBMX *Q?2`2Mi /vMKB+b Q7 +Qm@
TH2/ 2H2+i`QM M/ Mm+H2` bTBM [m#Bib BM /BKQM/X a+B2M+2- jR9U8dNdV,k3RĜk38-
kyyeX
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(3R) H2tB mzĕp2b- C2M@JB+?2H :û``/- M/ C2M@S?BHBTT2 SQBxiX Sm`2 2KBii2`
/2T?bBM;,  `2bQm`+2 7Q` /pM+2/ bQHB/@bii2 bBM;H2@T?QiQM bQm`+2bX S?vbX
_2pX - dN,y8j3j3- Jv kyyNX
3e
h?Bb i?2bBb rb ivT2b2i mbBM;Gh1s- Q`B;BMHHv /2p2HQT2/ #vG2bHB2 GKTQ`i M/ #b2/ QM .QM@
H/ EMmi?Ƕb h1sX h?2 #Q/v i2ti Bb b2i
BM RR TQBMi 1;2MQHz@"2`M2` :`KQM/- 
`2pBpH Q7 *Hm/2 :`KQMiǶb ?mKMBbi
ivT27+2X  i2KTHi2 i?i +M #2 mb2/ iQ
7Q`Ki  S?. i?2bBb rBi? i?Bb HQQF M/
722H ?b #22M `2H2b2/ mM/2` i?2 T2`KBb@
bBp2 KBi UtRRV HB+2Mb2- M/ +M #2 7QmM/
QMHBM2 i ;Bi?m#X+QKfbm+?Qrf.Bbb2`ii2
Q` 7`QK Bib mi?Q`- CQ`/M am+?Qr- i
bm+?Qr!TQbiX?`p`/X2/mX
h?2 Q`B;BMH i2KTHi2 ?b #22M KQ/B}2/
iQ `2~2+i  KQ`2 ǳMQ`KHǴ i?2bBb HQQFX
3d
